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(ii)

SUMMARY

This thesis investigates the effect of finite record 
length on spectral estimation with particular reference to the 
estimation of frequency response functions and to the application 
of frequency response methods to the problem of adaptive control.

Conventional analysis of the statistics of frequency 
response estimation has concentrated on the statistics of the 
auto and cross spectral estimates involved. The approach adopted 
here is to attribute the errors in the estimates to transient 
terms caused by the finite record lengths of input and output data. 
It is shown that these transient terms can be separated into a 
term correlated with the input and an uncorrelated term. The first 
term causes bias and the second can be regarded as an uncorrelated 
external disturbance.

Expressions for the bias of the estimate are obtained 
both in open-loop and closed-loop configurations. An expression 
for the variance of the estimator is obtained for the open-loop 
case only, but confidence intervals on the estimates are derived 
by both configurations.

A new parametric method of identification is investigated, 
the novelty being in the introduction of additional parameters 
to account for the transient terms. It is shown that the bias 
due to the finite record length can be removed completely in the 
noise free case. Methods similar to those used for parametric 
identification in the time domain are used to reduce the bias 
when noise is present.

Results obtained for non-parametric and parametric 
identification are applied to the area of adaptive control.
Methods of applying frequency domain techniques to the problem of 
adaptive control are investigated. It is shown that in certain 
areas such an approach can have advantages over the corresponding 
time domain methods.

The results obtained, both in the area of frequency 
response estimation and in the field of adaptive control, are 
verified by simulation studies.



List of Symbols

As far as possible the following conventions have been

followed.

Lower case variables denote time signals, x(t), y(t), 

and upper case, X(ju>), Y(ju>), denote their short term Fourier 

Transforms.

* over a variable denotes an estimated value, e.g. G 

- over a variable denotes mean value, e.g. G

* attached to a variable denotes complex conjugate, e.g. X*. 

between variables it denotes convolution, e.g. x(t)*y(t).

ao> a1 ••• an Coefficients in denominator of frequency response 
function.

A( j“>) Denominator of frequency response function.

bQ , b1 ... bm Coefficients in numerator of frequency response 
function.

B( j“ ) Numerator of frequency response function.

D( jcu) Controller frequency response function.

c(t) Output signal of closed-loop system.

e(t) Error signal of closed-loop system.

El 1 Expectation operator.

g(t) System impulse response.

G(j“>) System frequency response function.

h(t) Transient term due to finite record length.

K Proportional gain in three term controller.

KI Integral gain in three term controller.

L Number of data blocks in estimate.

N( ) Normal distribution.

n(t) Noise signal.

P(x) Probability density function.

r(t) Input signal to closed-loop system.



R x x ^ ) ' R x y ( T )
Auto and cross-correlation functions.

s Laplace operator

t Time

T Record length

td Derivative time constant in three term controller

u(t) Control signal

x(t) System input signal

y(t) System output signal

a Parameter vector

*(t) Impulse function

X Forgetting factor

o2 Variance

X Time delay, argument in correlation function

$xx xy Auto and cross-spectral densities

0) Angular frequency



CHAPTER 1 

Introduction

The motivation for this project springs from an earlier 

research project undertaken by the author. This was in the area of 

adaptive control applied to a problem in metrology [Balmer (1), 

Balmer et al (2), Balmer and Douce (3)]. The performance index in 

the adaptive system concerned was based on time domain criteria; 

the analysis of the system was undertaken in the frequency domain. 

This led to considerations as to whether an adaptive control system 

based on a frequency response model and using frequency domain 

performance criteria would in general offer any advantages over a 

comparable system based in the time domain. In adaptive systems 

identification from short data lengths is important so as to cater 

for time variation of system or input parameters. Examination of 

the literature revealed that, although the problem of short record 

lengths had received considerable attention from the viewpoint of 

estimation of the power spectrum, corresponding results concerning 

the estimation of frequency response functions were less plentiful.

Hence, the aim of this project became threefold

(i) To review the methods used to estimate auto and cross-spectra 

from short record lengths.

(ii) To investigate the use of such methods for the estimation 

of frequency response functions.

(iii) To apply frequency domain techniques to the area of 

adaptive control.

The thesis is concerned with discrete time signals and 

data, although most of the discussion is equally applicable to 

continuous signals.
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This introductory chapter gives a brief review of the 

methods that are available for power spectral estimation, giving 

emphasis to the effects of short record lengths. This leads into 

a review of the existing literature on frequency response 

estimation, again with the emphasis on the effect of short time 

records. The chapter concludes with an outline of the remainder 

of the thesis.
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1.1 Power Spectra Estimation

An interesting historical perspective on spectral 

estimation is given in a paper by Robinson (4). This paper gives the 

birth of spectral estimation in ancient times with the empirical 

determination of the length of the day, the phases of the moon and 

the length of the year. It then traces development through the work 

of Newton, Fourier and into the twentieth century with the spectral 

theory of the atom. The three most common methods of empirical 

spectral analysis that have found favour today are based on methods 

that were first introduced in the first third of this century.

At the turn of the century Sir Arthur Schuster introduced 

the idea of the periodogram in the analysis of sunspot data. Given 

N observations of a time series x(n) then the periodogram P(u>) was 

defined as

P M  = ÏÏ c(1)e^“ + x(2)e^2u’ + ...... x(N)e jNu)

Peaks in the periodogram showed the locations of the 

frequencies of the underlying sinusoidal motion. As can be imagined, 

the labour involved in calculating the periodogram for large amounts 

of data was enormous.

In 1927 G. U. Yule introduced the concept of a finite 

parameter model to describe a random process. The process x(n) was 

assumed to have been generated by applying white noise to a system 

described by a difference equation. The coefficients in this 

equation were obtained by regression analysis, regressing the value 

x(n) against its past values. The equations describing the least 

squares solution to the regression problem are known as the Yule- 

Walker equations.
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The third method was developed by Norbert Wiener and was 

given the title of Generalised Harmonic Analysis. Wiener showed 

that the power spectrum and the auto-correlation function of a time 

series formed a Fourier Transform pair, hence enabling the spectrum 

to be calculated via its auto-correlation function.

Although theoretically all these methods give identical 

results, in practice this is only true if the records being 

analysed are long. Results obtained from short time records are 

very erratic and often are of little practical use.

A turning point in the empirical analysis of time series 

came with the work of J. W. Tukey over the years 1949-1955. This 

work is collected in the book written with Blackman in 1958 

[Blackman and Tukey (5)]. One of the major contributions presented 

was the idea of modifying or windowing the measured auto

correlation function before taking the Fourier Transform to obtain 

the power spectral density. The effect of finite data length can 

be included in the method by considering this as an operation on 

the true auto-correlation function by a triangular window.

Details of the steps in the Blackman-Tukey method are as

follows:

(i) Derive an estimate R(t) of the auto-correlation function. 

There are two estimators in common use, 

i rT~x
6(t ) = ▼  x(t)x(t + t)dt

Jo

and

1 rT-TR(t ) = —  x(t)x(t + t)dt
1 ’ TJo

The second of these estimators is unbiased and, at first 

sight, would be the better to use. However, the first (biased) 

estimator has the lower variance and in general will produce the 

lower mean square error [Jenkins and Watts (6)3.
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(ii) Multiply the estimate obtained in (i) by a suitable 

weighting or window function w(t).

(iii) Take the Fourier Transform of (ii) to obtain an estimate of 

the power spectral density

#(io) = F{R(t )w (t )}

Blackman and Tukey obtained expressions for the bias and 

variance of the estimate and introduced the useful concept of 

viewing the windowing process in the frequency domain. The 

estimated mean power can be written as a convolution between the 

true power spectrum and the Fourier Transform of the window. The 

result, at a single frequency fQ , for a rectangular window, is 

shown in Fig. 1.1.

The estimated mean power at fQ is the area under the curve 

formed by the product of the true spectrum and W(f). This method of 

viewing the process gives rise to the following useful interpretations.

(i) The true power at fQ can only be obtained if the function 

w(f) is an impulse function 6(f - fQ ). This would only be the case 

if the lag window was of infinite width.
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(ii) The estimated mean power at f0 is biased and this bias can 

be considered as being caused by two factors:

(a) Frequency components adjacent to fg "smear" the frequency fQ 

leading to a lack of resolution.

(b) Frequency components in the side-lobes of w(f) can have a 

major influence at fp (even giving negative results).

It should be emphasised that these results apply to mean 

power for an ensemble average (time average for a stationary process).

As well as mean power, it is also important to obtain the 

factors determining the variance of the estimate. Although 

Blackman and Tukey do obtain expressions for the variance of the 

estimate at each frequency (and the covariance at differing 

frequencies), the question is treated in a broader manner by other 

authors [Jenkins and Watts (6)]. Jenkins and Watts show that for 

a rectangular (do-nothing) window the estimate of power is not 

consistent; its variance does not decrease to zero as the record 

length increases to infinity. Bartlett (7) proposed a solution 

that involved splitting the N point record into L separate records, 

each of length N/L points. An estimate of the spectral density 

♦ ji^) is made for each block and these estimates combined to give 

an estimate *(0̂ ) according to

*(-k) = r  I W
i=1

This procedure reduces the variance of the estimate (by a factor of 

L if the signal is white noise). The variance obtained can be shown 

to be equivalent to applying a specific weighting (the:Bartlett 

Window) to the complete record. However, this window has a greater 

bandwidth than the rectangular window and, hence, in general 

introduces greater bias.
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Hence, the choice of window influences the resolution, 

bias and variance of resulting estimates. This gave rise to a 

large number of windows in an attempt to "trade off" the features 

of these properties. Harris (8) lists 24 windows and does an 

exhaustive comparison in terms of these and other factors.

This procedure for obtaining power spectral density 

estimates was known as the Blackman-Tukey (BT) or mean-lagged 

products method and was the most widely used method until the 

advent of the Fast Fourier Transform.

The publication of the paper by Cooley and Tukey (9) in 

1965 on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm caused a major 

shift away from the Blackman-Tukey method. This algorithm provided 

a method of obtaining the discrete Fourier Transform that gave a 

very significant reduction in computing time compared with 

existing methods. Hence, the main obstacle to the use of the 

periodogram, as envisaged at the turn of the century was now 

removed. It also raised the possibility of performing spectral 

analysis in "real time", Wellstead (10).

The problems of frequency resolution, bias and variability 

still exist with the FFT method. The balance between resolution 

and bias was obtained by applying suitable weighting to the time 

data before applying the FFT - this was termed linear windowing 

(as opposed to quadratic windowing when the weighting was applied 

to the correlation function). The variability was reduced by 

either averaging in frequency over neighbouring elements of the 

periodogram [Bingham et al (11)] or by averaging over frequency 

components obtained from independent periodograms. This latter 

method was known as the weighted segment averaging or WSA method. 

Welch (12) proposed a method of averaging that involved overlapping 

the segments. This method was claimed to give results comparable
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to the WSA method but required fewer computations. Welch's method, 

known as the weighted-overlap-segment-averaging (WOSA) method, 

became the standard method of spectral estimation.

Although the WOSA method became standard, the effect of 

linear windowing on the estimates was not as evident as the effect 

of quadratic windowing on the BT estimates. This has lead to 

alternative methods of viewing the application of the time window.

For simplicity, the data is assumed to be sinusoidal but not 

necessarily of the same period as the observation time. Bertram 

(13) considers the amplitudes of the harmonics produced by such an 

analysis and considers the choice of window in terms of producing 

rapid convergance of this series.

Burgess (14) attributes the effects of leakage to 

discontinuities that exist at the end of the observation period due 

to the implied periodicity of the Discrete Fourier Transform. The 

effect of the time window is to remove the discontinuity and the 

discontinuities in as many higher derivatives as possible. However, 

his argument becomes very suspect when he states that the rectangular 

window must also be treated as periodic, thus removing the side- 

lobes due to this type of window. He confuses the issue further by 

requiring the input to be white but also sufficiently band limited 

to avoid aliasing problems.

The whole concept of linear windowing has been criticised 

by Yuen (15) from two,viewpoints:

(i) The process of giving less weight to data points that have 

the same variance as any other point is statistically unsound.

(This is not the case with quadratic windowing where lags in the 

estimated autocorrelation function that have most variance are given 

least weighting).
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(ii) Although an equivalent quadratic window can easily be derived 

for a given linear window, the equivalence is only in bias, not 

variance. Any attempt to derive equivalent variance windows leads 

to equations that are too unwieldy to be informative.

Carter & Nutall (16) reply to these criticisms. They 

state that the low weighting of data at the extremes of a block is 

compensated for by overlapping the blocks and including the data 

more than once. Nutall (17) shows that the variance of the WOSA 

method is comparable to that obtained by the BT method for identical 

record lengths. Both Yuen, and Carter & Nutall (16) provide 

simulation results that support their respective arguments and the 

subject appears to be still one for discussion.

Nutall (18) proposes a method of spectral estimation that 

combines linear and lag weighting. This method involves obtaining 

a first stage spectral estimate using the WSA or WOSA method. 

However, the process does not stop there but involves taking the 

inverse transform of the power spectral estimate to give an auto

correlation function estimate. This is then subject to quadratic 

weighting as in the BT method and the weighted correlation function 

estimate is transformed to give the final power spectral density 

estimate. By choosing the overlaps, the form of the linear 

windowing and the form of the quadratic windowing, this method 

includes the BT, the WSA and the WOSA methods. The advantage of 

this method is that the linear window can be rectangular and no 

overlap employed, thus much reducing the computational effort 

required. The requirements of bias and variability can then be 

determined by a suitable quadratic window, this leading to some 

rather "unusual" quadratic windows. This is of particular 

advantage if "window carpentry" is used, i.e. initial estimates 

with a particular window shape are used to guide the choice of 

window for a more refined estimate.
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The BT and WOSA methods are non-parametric methods - 

i.e. no form of model is assumed for the process generating the 

signal under investigation. As already stated, an alternative 

approach is to assume that the process investigated has been 

produced by applying white noise to a system described by a 

difference equation. The equations to be solved to obtain the 

coefficients in the difference equations are the Yule-Walker equations. 

Although these equations were formulated in the first third of the 

century, they received little attention until the sixties. This was 

probably due to a lack of an efficient method of solution using the 

computer resources available. In 1960 Durbin (19) proposed a 

method of solution that used a recursive algorithm first developed 

by Levinson in connection with the prediction problem and this 

algorithm became known as the Levinson-Durbin algorithm. This lead 

to a growth of interest in parametric methods of spectrum 

estimation, [Cadzow (20)]. In general these methods give better 

resolution than non-parametric methods, but are not as 

computationally efficient.

Many other methods of power spectrum estimation have been 

proposed [Kay and Marple (21)]. The one that has had the greatest 

influence on modern methods of estimation has been the maximum 

entropy method proposed by Burg (22) in 1967. In the methods of 

analysis described so far the effect of windowing has been to alter 

the observable data (or its estimated correlation function) by the 

weighting of the window and to assume all unobservable data is zero. 

Burg proposed leaving the observable data unaltered but to give 

values to data not directly observed. The basis of the values given 

is such that the spectral estimate obtained must be the most random 

(have maximum entropy) of any power spectra that is consistent with 

the measured data. A parametric model is assumed for the power
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spectrum and this model, together with the measured data, forms 

the constraints on the maximisation. Using a measure of entropy 

based on information theory, this measure is maximised under these 

constraints and the solution of the resulting equations give the 

coefficients in the model. This method gives very good frequency 

resolution, but noise degrades the performance, causing bias.

Hence, when noise is present other methods may give superior 

results.

All the estimation methods described have been applied 

to power spectrum estimation. More important, from the viewpoint 

of this thesis, is the estimation of cross-spectra and of frequency 

response functions.

1.2 Cross-Spectra and Frequency Response Estimation

Cross-spectra can be estimated by both the BT and the 

WOSA methods. In the BT method the estimated cross-spectra is the 

Fourier Transform of the estimated cross-correlation function. In 

the WOSA method it is obtained as X(ju>)Y*(ju>) where X(ju>) and 

Y(ju>) are the short term transforms of the data x(t) and y(t)- 

Quadratic or linear windowing can be applied as in the estimation 

of power spectra.

One important difference in the estimation of cross-spectra 

is that the estimated cross-correlation function does not, in 

general, have its maximum at zero lag. Hence, the application of a 

window can truncate values having considerable influence. This 

effect can be reduced by "re-aligning" the records in time such that 

the cross-correlation function has its maximum at zero lag. The 

effect of the re-alignment is taken into account by appropriate 

phase shift of the cross-spectral density.
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An estimate of the frequency response function can be 

obtained by regression analysis in the frequency domain [Jenkins 

and Watts (6)]. This gives the best estimate,in the least squares 

sense, of the frequency response G(ju>) as

G(j«) = ^ ---

where ®v„(jui) is an estimate of the cross-spectrum between input and 

output and *xx(j<D) is an estimate of the input spectrum. The 

statistics of the estimate G(jo>) are not easily expressed in terms 

of the statistics of ®xx(J“) and *xy(joj). Goodman (23) and 

Akaike and Yamanouci (24) have studied the distribution of fi(ju>) 

in terms of bivariate complex normal distributions. Wellstead (10) 

applied these results to the estimation of open-loop and closed- 

loop frequency response functions in the presence of noise.

Davall (25) derived alternative distributions for G(ju>) in terms 

of the distribution of its magnitude and of its phase. These 

distributions are framed in terms of noise/signal power and assume 

the effects of finite record length are negligible. Douce (26) 

used these distributions to obtain the bias of closed-loop 

estimates obtained in the presence of noise.

An alternative estimator for frequency response functions 

was proposed by Allen and Rabiner in a series of papers (27, 28, 29). 

They showed that by summing sufficient overlapped windowed segments 

(the number depending on the window used) it is possible to remove 

the effect of the window. The resulting expansion at any data point 

x(n) is termed the overlap add expansion. The identification 

problem is first framed as a regression problem in the time domain. 

The resulting correlation functions are then written in terms of the 

overlap expansions. By taking Fourier Transforms, an estimate of



the frequency response can be obtained in terms of the auto and 

cross-spectra which differ from the classical estimates of these 

quantities. Taking the auto-spectral estimate, this is given by

l l Xk(ju.) X* (juO 
k p K p

where Xk(ju>) and Xp(ja>) are given by the short term Fourier 

Transforms of the overlapping segments p and k. This differs from 

the classical case where p = k and it is the inclusion of these 

additional terms that is responsible for the removal of bias. This 

is obtained at the expense of additional computing requirements.

The algorithm is known as the Short Term Unbiased Spectral 

Estimation or STUSE algorithm.

1.3 Outline of Thesis Content

Chapter 2 presents a new approach to the estimation of 

frequency response functions. It is shown that, in terms of short 

term Fourier Transforms, the transform of the output is equal to 

the true frequency response function times the transform of the 

input plus a transient term to account for the finite observation 

time. This transient term introduces bias and variance into the 

estimate. A model is developed in which the output is considered 

as the sum of the input multiplied by a biased frequency response 

function plus an independent equivalent noise signal. From this 

model the variance and distribution of the estimate are obtained. 

Results are presented for a simulated system showing the effect of 

different windows and different input spectra.

Chapter 2 considers open-loop systems and chapter 3 

extends the ideas introduced to analyse closed-loop systems. The



transients now appear at input and output due to the feedback path. 

This introduces a further correlated component between input and 

output which increases the bias over that obtained in the open-loop 

system. A method of evaluating the closed-loop bias and of estab

lishing confidence limits is considered and again results presented 

for simulated systems.

Chapter 4 considers the effects of transients when 

parametric identification is used. A model is assumed for the 

frequency response function and the parameters in the model are 

obtained by regression analysis in the frequency domain. The 

novelty in the approach is that additional parameters are included 

to account for the transient terms. It is shown that the bias due 

to the finite record length can be removed completely in the noise 

free case. Again, results are given for a simulated system.

Chapter 5 considers the application of frequency response 

methods to the problem of adaptive control. After a review of 

adaptive control systems using frequency response methods, several 

new adaptive schemes are proposed and the advantages and problems 

associated with each are discussed. Simulation results on these 

systems are presented in chapter 6.

Chapter 7 presents concluding comments and suggests some 

topics for further investigation.
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CHAPTER 2

Frequency Response Estimates based on Short Data Blocks 

1 Open-Loop Estimates

2.1 Introduction

This chapter investigates the errors caused by finite 

record length on the estimation of the frequency response of a 

system. Only open-loop response will be considered in this chapter 

and the following chapter will extend the analysis to closed-loop 

systems. The effect of the choice of window will be considered as 

will that of combining estimates from more than one data block.

As stated in chapter 1, the conventional approach to the 

analysis of frequency response estimates has been via the auto and 

cross-spectral density functions. The approach adopted here is to 

attribute the errors in the frequency response estimates to 

transient terms that occur at the start and end of each data block. 

It is shown that certain terms in these transients correlate with 

the input data and this correlation causes bias in the estimate.

The remaining terms in the transients are uncorrelated with the 

input and give a distribution of the estimate around its biased 

value. It is shown that these uncorrelated terms have the same 

effect as an uncorrelated noise source and results available for 

that situation can now be applied to obtain the distribution.

General expressions are developed for the bias of the 

frequency response estimate and it is shown that the bias is 

independent of the number of blocks used in the experiment.

A model is developed in which the output is considered 

as the sum of the input multiplied by a biased gain plus an 

independent noise signal. From this model the variance and 

distribution of the gain estimate are derived.
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The terms in the transients that correlate with the input 

depend upon the input spectrum. Some of the results obtained apply 

for a white noise input only, others are true generally.

Simulation results will be presented to support the 

theoretical results derived.

Throughout the chapter extensive use will be made of the 

measured Short Term Fourier Transform. Given a sample of a process 

x(t), over time range 0 < t < T, this is defined as

X(j<o) = 1 x(t) e"ju,tdt

where u> = 2*n/T, n being an integer.

The measured autospectrum *xx(jw) is defined as 

*xx(jfi) = x(j“ ) X*(j<o)

As defined, the units of X(ju>) are those of amplitude and 

those of *xx(j“>) are those of amplitude squared or power. The usual 

units of *xx(j“) are those of a spectral density, i.e. power/unit 

frequency. Hence, ®xx(jo>) should be normalised by multiplying by a 

factor T. This is not carried out here as its inclusion leads to 

more cumbersome expressions.
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2.2 Transients due to short term estimates

2.2.1 Nature of transients

x(t)
g(t)

y(t)

Fig. 2.1 Signals x(t) and xR(t)

Consider the system shown in Fig. 2.1. Here x(t) is the 

statistically stationary input to the system measured over 

observation time t = 0 to t = T. xR(t) is a periodic signal equal 

to x(t) over that observation time with

xR(nT + t) = x(t) n an integer

Since xR(t) is periodic, the response yR(t) to this input 

is also periodic and the short term Fourier transforms of these 

signals at harmonic frequencies ¡o (u> = n 2*/T) are related by

YR(ju>) = XR(Jid). G(ju>) ........................  2.1

Over the period of observation the input signal x(t) is 

equal to xR(t); the output y(t) is not however equal to yR(t).
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This is due to differing responses to the initial conditions 

at t = 0 caused by the signals x(t) and xR (t) prior to t = 0. Hence, 

the difference between the response y(t) and yR(t) can be written

y(t) - yR(t) = h(t) ............................... 2.2

where h(t) is a term that decays to zero as t - It is useful to 

consider h(t) as formed of two components.

One component, hgit), will be defined as the output 

signal at t = 0 due to the input signal x(t) prior to t = 0.

The other component will be the output signal at t = 0 

due to the input signal xR(t) prior to t = 0. However, because 

xR(t) is periodic, this is also the output signal produced at t = T

due to the input signal xR(t) prior to t = T. Because x(t) = xR(t)

over the interval 0 < t < T, provided the impulse response of the 

system g(t) tends to zero as t - T, then this component is also the 

output at t = T due to the input x(t) prior to t = T. This component 

will be defined as hy(t).

It may be argued that the component h-r(t) cannot pe of

importance as it occurs outside the range of measurement 0 < t < T.

However, as will be shown, by viewing h(t) in this manner it provides 

physical insight into the way h(t) produces bias and variance in the 

frequency response estimate.

To summarise these definitions, 

h(t) = hQ(t) - hT(t)

where

hpit) is the output at t = 0 due to the input signal x(t) 

prior to t = 0.

hT(t) is the output at t = T due to tne input signal x(t) 

(Note that the time origin for the signal hT(t) isprior to t = T. 

t = T).
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These components are shown in Fig. 2.2.

y(t)

Fig.2.2 Components of transient term

The terms h(t), hgit), hT(t), will be used extensively 

throughout this thesis. They, together with their short term 

Fourier Transforms, will be referred to as "transients".

Taking short term Fourier Transforms throughout eqn.(2.2) 

Y(ju>) - YpUu.) = H (ja»)

and using eqn. (2.1) and the fact that x(j<u) = XR(ju>) gives

Y(j<u) = G(j(u) X(ju>) + H(j<u) ........................(2.3)

It is worth noting that this expression is exact even 

though the transforms are taken over finite time, i.e. the transient 

term has been truncated.
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The time function h(t) corresponds to the output due to 

a particular set of initial values. Thus, the function can be 

expressed as a sum of natural modes of the system with amplitudes 

determined by past history. The sum of the short term Fourier 

Transforms of these modes determine the form of H(jto). This form 

can be determined by use of the state variable representation of 

the system.

x = A x + Bu 

y = C x + Du

(Here u has been used as input signal and x as the state vector).

If the initial state of the system is xQ then the 

transient h(t) can be expressed

h(t) = C eAt Xq

The short term Fourier Transform H(ju) is given by 

H( ju>) = C f T e(A - j“-1^  dt xn
- Jo

= C(A - >lrte-AT e"j“T - I) xQ

But ej“ T = 1 (u, = n2*/T)
ATand (e- - I) is a constant matrix

(A - jidI)-1 = Â ” J“P  

1A - ju.II

If the system transfer function G(s) is written as 

B(s)/A(s) then

A(> )  = IA - jwl |

= aQ + a1 jin + ...........  an(jo))n

C(A - ju)I)(eAT - I) xQand
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can be written as

where h g .......  hp are determined by the system constants and

the system state at t = 0 and t = T. Hence

H ( »
A(jü>) aQ + a^«*» +

H' (j«>) hQ + h^oj +
(2.4)

Before the effects of the transients, on the estimation

of the system frequency response function, are considered in detail 

a number of general points can be noted.

(i) The transients decay to negligible amplitude in a time 

determined by the system impulse response. As the block length T 

increases their transforms will become smaller in amplitude compared 

with those of the input and output signals. Hence, as T increases 

the effect of the transient terms on the frequency response 

estimate will decrease.

(ii) If the initial and final conditions are all equal then, 

hQ(t) = hy(t), and H(jw) = 0, no transient terms exist. An exact 

estimate of the frequency response function can be obtained. This 

is obviously the case when the input is periodic with period T.

the introduction of time windows. From the viewpoint adopted here 

a window function is chosen so as to reduce the transient terms, 

especially where they are most likely to be at their maximum, at 

the start of the data block. Such a window also modifies the 

required terms and these effects must be balanced in the choice of 

window.

(iii) Using the concept of transients, the question can be asked 

as to whether symmetrical windows are necessarily the best for 

frequency response estimation. The transient term hQ(t) is maximum

This argument presents a neat alternative motivation for
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at the start of the output data block; reducing the amplitude of 

these points by a suitable window appears beneficial. However, 

there appears to be no reason to modify the input data in this 

region.

At the end of the output data block the effect of the 

transient hg(t) is small and now the output data requires no 

modification. However, it is the signal at the end of the input 

data block that gives the maximum contribution to the transient 

hT(t); again modification could be beneficial here. A possible 

window pair are shown in Fig. 2.3.

Fig. 2.3 Possible unsymmetrical window pair

(iv) If the input is restricted to white noise then the transient 

hQ(t) is uncorrelated with the measured input over the block. This 

transient will give no bias in the frequency response estimate but 

will give variance to the estimate. This is no longer the case if 

the input is non-white, hQ(t) now causes bias and variance.

(v) The transient hT(t) is correlated with the input over the 

block; this transient will cause bias and variance in the frequency 

response estimate.

(vi) If the transient term could be measured directly (by removal 

of the input after time T and measuring the subsequent response) an 

exact measure (in the absence of noise) of the frequency response 

could be obtained [Douce (1)].
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2.2.2 Statistics of the transients

In order to investigate the effect of the transient terms 

on the frequency response estimates, the statistics of this transient 

are required. In particular, in order to determine the bias of the 

estimate, it is required to determine the component of the transient 

that correlates with the input signal. In order to determine the 

variance of the estimate, the component of the transient that is 

uncorrelated with the input is required.

The distribution of H(ju>) can be obtained by reference 

to eqn. (2.3).

Y(ju>) = G(j<j>) X(joj) + H(ju>) ....................  (2.3)

Here Xlj<*>) and Y(ju>) are short term Fourier Transforms of 

samples taken from stationary random processes. The statistics of 

such variables have been investigated by Goodman (2) and he has 

shown that they have a complex normal distribution with zero mean.

As eqn. (2.3) shows, H(jo>) is a linear combination of such variables 

- it must also be complex normal with zero mean.

It should be noted that if the input signal to a linear 

system is a stationary random process then the output is also a 

stationary random process. The transient however is not a 

stationary process and, in order to obtain its auto and cross

correlation functions a non-stationary analysis must be performed.

This can be explained by reference to Fig. 2.4 [Papoulis (3)].

Fig. 2.4 Method of obtaining auto and cross-correlation functions
tor transient
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Rxx(tr  t2 ) *s tfie aLrtocorrelation function of the input 

signal. This is applied to the system treating t̂  as a parameter 

(the system operates on t2) to give Rxy(tr  t2).

Rx y ^ r  t2  ̂ = Rx x < V  *2 *̂ g^ 2^

Rxy^1* ^2^ *s now aPP^ie^ to the system treating t2 as 

a parameter (the system now operates on t,) to give Ryy(t,, t2)

Ryy(tr  t2 ) = RXy(tl » t ^ *  flit,)

To calculate the auto and cross-correlation functions of

the initial transient to a white noise input having a constant 

spectral density *xx the procedure is as follows.A A

Rxx^r t2> = *xx 6̂1 * V t, < o, t2 < 0
Rxx^r = 0 otherwise

Hence Rxy(t1’ t2) ■ *xx 9̂1 - t2) t j 0, 2̂ ̂  0
Rxy^r ̂ 2̂ = 0 otherwise

giving Ryy(tr tg) = Jo git, - X) g(t2 .. t) dx
The expected value of the measured spectrum associated

with these correlation functions is given by

• l X  "ab 'V  V  el"(t ' '  t2> «t,dt2E {*ab(ju,)}
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2.2.3 Effect of Transients on the Frequency Response Estimate

Returning to eqn. (2.3) and now dropping the dependence of 

the terms on jw gives 

Y = GX + H

Multiplying through by X* and summing over L blocks

gives

Ix*Y = G Ix*X + Ix*H .............................  (2.4)
L L L

The estimate used for frequency response is Ix*Y/Ix*X 
_ ^ r L L
IX*Y $>*H

G = L

£x*X
* G +

£x*X

Taking expected values gives the bias in this estimate as

£X*H'

lx*x
L

In order to examine the properties of this estimate it is

necessary to first examine a different estimate. Taking expected

values in eqn. (2.4) and then dividing by E(£x*X) gives
L

E (Zx*Y)
L

E {j.X*X>
= G +

E {£x*h } 

rrhr'xT

Interchanging the expectation and summation operators, 

the left hand side of this equation can be written 

l E(X*Y)

p r j m

However, X, Y for each block are samples from a stationary 

random process and each block is independent. Hence

I E(X*Y) L e {x*Y}
-------- = --------  = G + k
l E{X*X} L E(X*X)
L
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where k is independent of the number of blocks. Hence,

E{X*H} _ t 

E{X*X)
(2.5)

This proves the interesting result that the bias of the

estimate is independent of the number of blocks.

From Eqn. (2.5)

E{X*(H - kX)} = 0 ................................... (2.6)

Define a new random variable N such that

N = H - kX .......................................... (2.7)

As this variable is a linear combination of zero mean 

complex normal variables, it is also zero mean complex normal. Also 

from the last two equations,

E {X*N} = 0

showing that X and N or orthogonal. As they are also normal with 

zero mean, this shows they are uncorrelated.

Re-writing eqn. (2.7) in terms of H and substituting into 

eqn. (2.3) gives

Y = GX + N + kX

or

Y = 'Ex + N ..........................................

where G = G + k

Hence the frequency response estimator introduced at the

beginning of this section can be written

IX*Y
G = pro = e + |jro
Taking expected values gives 

E {6} = G + E { | ^ 1

As shown, X and N are uncorrelated and the statistics of 

the random variable £x*N/£x*X have been studied by Davall (4) where
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in his case N represented uncorrelated noise. In particular he has 

shown that the expected value of this term is zero. Hence,

It is independent of the number of blocks and it is obviously 

easiest to obtain it from one block only.

of Fig. 2.5 where G is the biased value of G and N is zero mean, 

complex normal, uncorrelated with X.

Fig. 2.5 Block diagram representing bias and equivalent noise 

This result is very important; it shows that the effect 

of finite observation time can be accounted for by 

(i) a biased value of G.

(ii) an equivalent uncorrelated noise source added at the output 

of the system.

results have been obtained for the distribution of the estimate 

that can be applied with only slight modification to the situation 

here. In order to apply such results, it is necessary to calculate 

the biased estimate G and the variance of the equivalent noise 

source N.

E (G) = <5

The bias in the frequency response estimate can be

evaluated either from E {£x*Y}/E{£x*X) or from
L L

Equation (2.8) can be represented as the block diagram

As stated earlier, this case has been investigated and
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2.3 Bias of the Estimate

As derived in the last section, the bias

can be obtained from two expressions,

either c I (X*Y)
E ,6i = t iX*XI

or E {Gl E fX*Y>

in the estimate

In this section two methods will be used to derive an 

expression for bias, the first depending on the first of the above 

expressions, the second upon the other expression.

The first method makes no assumptions about the system 

input but obtains the expected values of the measured auto and 

cross-spectral densities by relating them to the true auto and 

cross-correlation functions of the system.

The second method considers a sinusoidal input of random 

phase applied at t = 0. This approach is not as restrictive as 

may appear at first sight. Only the output terms that correlate 

with the input lead to bias and the input may be considered as one 

Fourier component in a more general input whose other components 

are uncorrelated with the one under consideration. By ignoring the 

input prior to t = 0 one is making the assumption that the general 

input is white noise.

The second method, although not as generally applicable 

as the first, does give a physical insight into the manner in which 

the bias arises due to correlation in the transient terms. This is 

even more apparent when applied to a specific system, as will be 

shown in section 2.5.

2.3.1 An expression for bias - Method 1

The estimate used will be

g- = E_tt*YJ 
E {X*X}
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The expected values of the cross and auto spectra can be 

obtained by considering the Fourier Transforms of the cross and 

auto correlation functions after modification by a window to 

account for the finite block length [Jenkins 8 Watts (5)].

Restricting the input to white noise of constant spectral 

density * (autocorrelation function * 6(t )) then
AA  XX

E (X*X) = (1 - iyl) *xx 6(T)e‘j“T dx

= «
xx

The cross-correlation function R (x) is given by

V T> " *xx9(*>

and
rT

E (xnl = *xxJQ (1 - y) g(x) e‘JU)Tdx

Hence G is given by

G = | (1 - y) g(t) e"j“Tdx ................ ......... (2.9)

Two features of this expression lead to bias in the 

estimate; the upper limit of integration is finite and the second 

term within the brackets introduces an error term.

When the time of observation is sufficiently large 

relative to the settling time of the system the upper limit can be 

replaced by infinity and an approximate expression for the error in 

the gain estimate is

Using the Laplace Transform relationship

where F(s) is the Laplace Transform of f(t), this gives the

error as
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1 dG(s) 
T  S T

S = Joj

or j dG(ju) 
T  ~a^~

Hence G(ju>) = G( jo>) - |  ........................... (2.10)

This expression can be interpreted graphically as shown

Here G(ju>) is plotted on the complex plane and dG(ju>)/dm 

is directed along the locus and multiplication by -j gives a 

clockwise rotation to direct the bias perpendicular to the locus. 

If G(jio) is plotted at equal frequency intervals then the distance 

between adjacent frequency points gives an approximate indication 

of the magnitude of the bias.

2.3.2 An Expression for Bias - Method 2

In this method the estimate used is

(T = E (G) = E {^-1

v
= E iy) for one block.
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The input is considered as 

x(t) = Acos(a)t + e)

where u is a harmonic of the fundamental frequency and e is a random 

phase angle uniformly distributed 0 - 2*.

The input

x(t) = Acos(u>t + e)

is more conveniently written

j(u)t + e) -j (u>t + e) 
x(t) = A 5---------- + ? ---------

The short term Fourier Transform X(j<u) of this signal

is
A  ej0X(jw) = 7

Writing the output y(t) as a convolution of the input and 

the system impulse response g(t),

y(t) - J*.<t ) x(t - x) dx

X e ju,t dt

This gives Y(ju>) as

r r'0 Jo

Interchanging the order of integration and altering the 

limits correspondingly,

Y(j<*>) = T  i i 9(T) x(t - x) d
1 Jn Jn

Y(jm) = |  | g(x) J x(t -x) e"^“t dt dx

Substituting for x(t - x) the inner integral becomes 

A JT ^ ( . [ t  - x] + e) e-ja)t + e-j(-[t - x] + e)e-ju>tj dt

Performing the integration and inserting limits gives

A
7 SJ= , - J -  ,T .  „  .
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This gives Y(j<*>) as

V
Y(j.) ■ j | eJe (1 - }) g(.) <t,

♦ A rT ,-J» I f » "  - 1] j(.) dT
2 Jn T]<*>

For one block G(ju>) = Y( ju>)/X( ju>) giving

G(j<»>) = [ g(x) e ^lJT dx - i [ x g(x) e'^UT dx
Jn 1 Jn

* f
2j0 rT (e-j<*>T _ ej“'t)

I, g(t) dx

Again assuming g(x) - 0 as t - T the first term is 

the true response G(ju). The second term is the bias term as 

evaluated previously. The integral in the last term becomes 

CG(jcu) - G*(ja>)]/2jui which equals Im {G(ju>)}.

Hence,

6(j®) = G(jw) - + ^ T e ‘2je Im CG(>)] ....... (2.11)

For e uniformly distributed the expected value of the last 

term is zero. This gives the same expression for bias as derived 

previously.

5  = E (G(>)} = G(>) - |

2.4 Variance of the estimate

Re-writing eqn. (2.8)

Y = GX + N

Ix*Y Ix*N
L g . L
Yx*x " Ix*x
L L

then
G
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As stated in section (2.2), the expected value of the 

last term in the above expression is zero and it is the variance of 

this term that gives the variance in G. Davall (4) has investigated 

the probability density of such a term by writing it in the form

IX*N

im - M Z?
L

He then shows e and M are independent with joint 

probability density function

p(M,e) = 1

(1 + M* oxV o n l)L + 1 77
. (2 . 12)

where is the input variance and an2 is the variance of the

equivalent noise input. It is worth noting that it is the 

independence of M and 6 and the uniform distribution of e that gives 

circular symmetry to the function and hence the zero mean value.

As the term has zero mean value, the variance in its 

magnitude is given byrJ n p(M ) M2 dM

. rJ n
2LM3 (V /onl)

o r r r dM
0 ( 1 +  MIox‘/on1)1

This integral is listed in collections of definite 

integrals [Gradshteyn & Ryzik (6)] and it can be calculated giving

L - 1 .(2.13)

The method used by Davall (4) to evaluate the probability 

density function given in eqn. (2.12) uses the fact that the 

distribution of X and N is complex normal. This cannot be the case 

for u> = 0 and the expression given in eqn. (2.12) is no longer true. 

An alternative method of obtaining the variance is now given which 

will include the case when u> = 0.
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As already shown

[X*N

W *
L

= 0

Hence the variance of this term is given by 

£x*n *
var. = E

L

l X* N l Xi H* 
j=1 1 1 J«1 J J

(A X*Xf

ii 1 (xt xi)(NI Ni > + ^  jJj (xtxjNiNj + xixX v

- E  --------------------^ ---------------------
( l X*Xj)’ 
i = 1 1 1

The expression can now be arranged as the sum of terms, 

each term being formed by a product of functions. One of the 

functions depends on X only, the other on N only and, as X and N 

are uncorrelated, the functions are uncorrelated. The expectation 

operator can be taken inside the summation sign and, because the 

functions are uncorrelated, they can be expressed as a product of 

expectations.

Hence

L
var. = l 

i=1

x*xi

• ( E xkxk k=1 K K

E{N*N j >

L L
l l
i = 1 iM 

J = 1

XtXJ

k=1 xkxk)l

E (N i N j) + E
xix*

( l XX>‘k=1 * K

E<W
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This can be evaluated with the aid of tables of integrals 

[Gradshteyn & Ryzik (6)] giving

E 1

2o ’(£ - D

Hence the expressions for variance become

V  . 1 whpn cd = 0 __ (9 141
V (L - '¿)

V 1 when «a i 0 ............ f?.15l
° 7 (L - 1)

It can be noted that, although the expected value of the 

frequency response estimate is independent of L, the number of blocks, 

the variance of the estimate does depend upon L. Also the variance 

is infinite for a single block at all frequencies and is infinite at 

u) = 0 for two blocks. Although in theory an estimate can be 

obtained for a single block, (two blocks for u> = 0), in practice 

this estimate would be of little use.

If the probability density function p(M), as given by 

eqn. (2.12), is plotted on a line of constant 0 passing through G 

the resultant function is as shown in Fig. 2.7.

The variance as calculated is not a very meaningful 

measure of the spread of this function. More useful in practice 

is the drawing of confidence regions.

The probability p1 that a point will lie in a circle, 

radius centred on G is given by

Pi

’2* I'M,
p(M,e) dMde

■ 0 Jo
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Performing the integration gives 

1
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?! = 1
d  + t W ) ln

or re-arranging to give M1 in terms of p1

■’ • T t t r F
.(2.16)

In both the expressions for variance (eqns. 2.14 and 2.15) 

and confidence intervals (eqn. 2.16) it is required to obtain a 

value for on2/ox2. This can be done by reference to eqn. (2.8)

Y = GX + N

Multiplying through each side by its conjugate and taking expected 

values gives

E(YY*> = |G|* E(XX*) + E(NN*}

+ G E(XN*) + G* E(X*N)

But E(XN*J = E(X*N) = 0 and E(YY*) = oy2 ,

E(X*X) = oxl , E(N*N) = onl giving

V  = |G|*V + «n!

O 1 0 2
A  = / r  - |G|‘ .................................... (2.17)

Note that o..2 and o„2 are the measured output and inputy a —— — ——
powers respectively.
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2.5 A specific example

The system chosen to illustrate the results obtained in 

this chapter has a first order transfer function. This in no way 

restricts the method but the resulting analytical solutions can be 

derived simply. Also the transients associated with a first order 

system are particularly simple (there only being one initial 

condition) hence one can obtain a physical insight into the 

nature of the transients and their effects upon the measured 

frequency response function.

It should be stressed that the method will handle the 

general nth order system. More complex transfer functions will 

be considered in later examples with numerical solutions.

Theoretical results derived are compared to those 

obtained by digital simulation.

The system chosen has an open-loop transfer function 

G(s) given by,

G(s) = 1 +1sT1

where T1 = 5 seconds.

The observation time T was chosen to be the shortest 

that would still enable the approximate solution to be applied, 

hence T » 5^. The exact value of T was chosen as 25.6 seconds, 

this with a sampling interval of 0.1 second gave 256 samples in 

a block, a power of 2 as required by the FFT algorithm. This value 

of T gives a fundamental frequency of 0.039 Hz (angular frequency

0.245 rad/s) and results are obtained at harmonics of this 

frequency.

Initially results are obtained for white noise input and 

a rectangular or "do-nothing" window. Later results are presented 

for non-white input and a Hanning window.
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2.5.1 Open-Loop Bias

Using the full expression for bias, eqn. 2.9,

G(ja») = fT(1 - 4) g(x) e-j“T dx
Jo 1

where u is a multiple of the fundamental, <■> = mu>Q.

The impulse response, g(t), for the system under 

consideration is given by,

e ’t/T1g(’) -
Substituting and taking the terms in the bracket 

separately (noting that e"Jrn“0T = 1)

T — "x/T 1 -VI u
e"J“T dx = 1 - e____I>io n (1 + j <1)T 1)

The integral involving the second term can be evaluated 

using the standard form

J xeax = eax + constant

giving the second term as 

- t/Ta
ti"- i f

a 1  t(1 + j<*>T1) T - T ^ e '1711 T, 1
T1 (1 + " T  (1 + j “T,) *

If the first and second terms are combined this gives

1 T1 (1 - e“T/Tl)
1 +" > J t  T (T T T S 1 7 TG(ju)

The approximate expression for G(ju>) is given by

eqn. 2.10

G(ju.) = G(jiu) + j
S = ju>
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Noting that

dG(s) _ 1
ds " (1 TTTJT7

and substituting s = ji»> gives

6(j“) = G(ja,) - T  ' ( T + V ^ ) *

It can be seen that the two methods of calculating G(ju>) 

give expressions that differ by the purely real term (1 - e T^T1). 

As T^/T = 0.195 this gives the term a value of 0.994 - the two 

expressions differ by approximately 0.6%.

Table 2.1 gives the theoretical bias against harmonic 

number and angular frequency. Simulation results are also given 

for 2 blocks and 4 blocks of data (theoretically the results 

should not depend upon block number). The results shown were 

obtained for 2000 experiments (repeating for another 2000 gave 

negligible difference).

Table 2.1

Harm
onic 
No. m

Fre
quency
=mu>0

True Response 
G(ju.)

Biased response G(j<*>)
Theoretical Simulation L=2 Simulation L=4

0 0 1.000-jO 0.805-j0 0.827-jO 0.806-jO

1 0.245 0.399-j0.490 0.415-jO.413 0.415-jO.414 0.415-j0.413

2 0.491 0.142-jO.349 0.162-jO.330 0.164-jO.329 0.165-jO.328

3 0.763 0.069-j0.253 0.080-j0.246 0.082-j0.247 0.080+j0.247

4 0.982 0.040-j0.200 0.047-j0.193 0.045-jO.193 0.046-jO.192

5 1.227 0.026-j0.159 0.036-j0.157 0.029-jO.157 0.029-j0.156

6 1.473 0.018-jO.133 0.022-j0.132 0.018-j0.134 0.018-j0.134

7 1.718 0.013-jO.115 0.016—jO.114 0.014—j 0.115 0.014-jO.115

8 1.963 0.010-J0.101 0.012-j0.100 0.011-jO.101 0.010-jO.101

9 2.209 0.008-j0.090 0.010-j0.090 0.008-j0.090 0.008-j0.090
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Fig. 2.8 shows the true results and the biased estimates.

Only the theoretical results have been shown,as the difference 

between these and results obtained by simulation does not show on 

the scales chosen.

As stated earlier in the chapter, the bias can be 

interpreted graphically - it is directed perpendicular to the locus.

This is true for all lengths of record for the first order system.

(It is correct for higher-order systems only when the record length 

greatly exceeds the system settling time). For this example the 

locus is a semicircle and the bias should be directed towards the 

centre. This can be confirmed by reference to Fig. 2.8 where lines 

have been drawn from the true points towards the centre point

0.5 + jO.

For this particular system the nature of the bias is 

open to a simple interpretation. Referring to eqn. 2.11,

G(j-) = G(ju>) - 4  e-2je Im[G(ju))]

where e is the phase angle of the measured input component at the 

frequency w.

Substituting rf. , 1
G^ u) = 1 + ja,T1

this gives

G(jw) = G(ju>) - y! • (1 + ja.TjTr ‘ ’T  1 + ((oT, )1 ........... (2'18)

It can be seen that the magnitude of the final term is 

equal to the magnitude of the bias. Hence, for an ensemble of 

experiments with fixed e the estimate 6(ju>) would lie on a circle

as shown in Fig. 2.9.
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Fig. 2.9 Estimate G( iu>) for an ensemble of experiments with 
fixed 6

For this particular system eqn. 2.18 can be derived 

from first principles by direct consideration of the transients. 

Consider an input

x(t) = A cos (uit + e)

where A and e are random variables. Let the output produced at 

t = 0 by this signal applied prior to t = 0 be h0 (h0 is a zero 

mean random variable). The resulting transient h0(t) is given by

-t/T.
h(t) = h0e 1

The output produced at t = T by the signal x(t) is given by 

hT = |G(ju>) | A cos (e + 0)

where G(ju>) = |G(j«i)|/0 . The output signal produced after t = T 

is given by

hj(t) = [|G(ju)| A cos ( e +  0)] e-t^T1
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The complete transient h(t) is

h(t) = th0 - |G(Jo>)| A cos (e + 0)] e_t/T1

and taking Fourier Transforms this gives

assuming that e"T1^T = 1.

Writing cos (e + 0) as (ejee ^  + e”^ee"^) and taking 

the Fourier Transform of the input as AeJ0/2, this gives

T
i  e-J2e |G(j«)|

For an ensemble of experiments the mean value of ho is 

zero and this gives G(ju) identical to eqn. (2.18).

2.5.2 Variance and Confidence Limits

The variance of the estimate can be calculated using 

eqn. (2.15) for values of io other than zero.

To use these formulae (0n/0x)1 is required and this can 

be obtained from eqn. (2.16)

|G(ju>)|* can easily be obtained from the values of G(j«>) already 

calculated, and listed in table 2.1, and °y2/°x* can be obtained 

by consideration of the measured autospectrum at the output.

For a white noise input having power per unit bandwidth 

°x* then elementary analysis shows that

and for id = 0 from eqn. (2.14)

r r
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R (x) = _ï_ e"lxl/Tl 
yyv ' e

The mean value of the measured autospectrum is given

by

IIM>»
D

EiV

=
J >

ll ° 2
lxl) J L e-M/T, e-3*n dT

1 T1 <1 - u.*V)(1 - e"T/T1)
1 + (i>‘T, * ' T~ (1 '+ id̂ T, 2 )2

Table 2.2 gives values of oy V o x2 and °nl/°x* against 

harmonic number and angular frequency. Table 2.3 gives theoretical 

figures for variance with two blocks (L = 2) and four blocks (L = 4). 

These results are compared with those obtained by simulation. 

Simulation was for 2000 experiments and two simulation runs were 

undertaken. The results exhibited negligible differences except 

for u> = 0; for u> = 0 the two results are given. It is submitted 

that these are not incompatible with theoretical predictions.

Table 2.2

Harmonic
Number

m

Angular
Frequency
= mug

a V o  1 y ' x aj la 2 n x

0 0.0 0.8050 0.1571

1 0.245 0.4142 0.0725

2 0.491 0.1621 0.0275

3 0.763 0.0802 0.0136

4 0.982 0.0470 0.0077

5 1.227 0.0306 0.0050

6 1.473 0.0215 0.0035

7 1.718 0.0159 0.0026

8 1.963 0.0122 0.0020

q ? 5>nq n nnQ7 n n m A



Table 2.3

Harmonic
Number

m

Angular 
Frequency 

= mu)0

Variance in G(j<i>)
L = 2 t = 4

Theoretical Simulation Theoretical Simulation

0 0 oo 0.4672 0.0785 0.0697

0 0 00 0.7002 0.0785 0.0807

1 0.245 0.0725 0.0672 0.0242 0.0240

2 0.491 0.0275 0.0243 0.0092 0.0088

3 0.763 0.0136 0.0113 0.0045 0.0042

4 0.982 0.0077 0.0074 0.0025 0.0024

5 1.227 0.0050 0.0049 0.0016 0.0017

6 1.473 0.0035 0.0033 0.0012 0.0012

7 1.718 0.0026 0.0023 0.0008 0.0008

8 1.963 0.0020 0.0019 0.0007 0.0007

9 2.209 0.0015 0.0014 0.0005 0.0005

Confidence intervals can be obtained by use of eqn. (2.16) 

which applies at all frequencies except u> = 0.

T O
i

p i >

Table 2.4 gives radii of circles representing 90% 

confidence intervals (p1 = 0.9) for L = 2 and L = 4. Also given 

are simulated results giving the percentage of estimates that lay 

in these circles based on 4000 experiments. These circles are 

drawn with centres equal to the biased values and are portrayed in 

Fig. 2.10 for L = 2 and in Fig. 2.11 for L = 4.
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Table 2.4

Harmonic
Number
m

Angular
Frequency
n> = ITI(0g

Radius for 90% 
confidence

% of points within 
circle by simulation

L = 2 L = 4 L = 2 L = 4

1 0.245 0.395 0.237 84.8 90.1

2 0.491 0.243 0.146 91.1 89.7

3 0.763 0.171 0.102 91.0 90.1

4 0.982 0.129 0.077 89.6 89.5

5 1.227 0.103 0.062 90.0 90.0

6 1.473 0.087 0.052 88.7 88.7

7 1.718 0.075 0.045 89.2 89.3

8 1.963 0.066 0.039 89.4 90.5

9 2.209 0.057 0.034 89.5 88.7

2.5.3 Non-White Input

The expressions derived for bias and variance apply to 

signals taken from independent blocks. The expressions are true for 

successive blocks if the input is white noise but would not be 

correct for non-white input. However the assumption of independence 

gives results that are useful for comparison purposes with the 

non-white situation.

The general expression for the expected value of the 

frequency response estimate is given by

G (2.19)

For non-white input Rxx(t) + o*6(t) and the simplifications 

used earlier cannot be applied. The specific example considered is 

shown in Fig. 2.12.
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will te
noise « 1 X 1

1 + sTj 1 + sT1

Fig. 2.12
Band limited noise into first order system

Here band limited white noise is used as the input to 

the first order system investigated earlier (for simplicity it is 

assumed that the time constant of the noise filter is equal to the 

time constant of the system; this in no way restricts the 

generality of the argument).

Now the signal at x has autocorrelation function

Rxx^> ?t t
e - M / T i

where * is the constant spectral density of the white noise before 

the filter.

The system impulse response h(t) is given by

h(t)
e~t/Ti

and using the relationship

Rxy(x) = Rxx(x)* h(T)

this gives

Rxy(x) = * T 7 et/Tl for t < o

Rx/r)= 2Tfr ^  + x) e_T/Tl for x > o

The most convenient method of evaluating the numerator 

and denominator in eqn. (2.19) is to write RXy(x) as the sum of 

odd and even parts (valid for all x). To evaluate the real part of 

the numerator only the even part need be considered and to evaluate
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noise « 1 X 1
1 + sT, 1 + sT1

Fig. 2.12
Band limited noise into first order system

Here band limited white noise is used as the input to 

the first order system investigated earlier (for simplicity it is 

assumed that the time constant of the noise filter is equal to the 

time constant of the system; this in no way restricts the 

generality of the argument).

Now the signal at x has autocorrelation function

Rx x (t) =
♦ p - M / T i

2T?

where ® is the constant spectral density of the white noise before 

the filter.

The system impulse response h(t) is given by

h(t)

and using the relationship

= Rx x(t) * h(T)

this gives

Rxy(x>
ex/Ti for x < o

V )= ^  + x) e"T/Tl for x > o

The most convenient method of evaluating the numerator 

and denominator in eqn. (2.19) is to write RXy(x) as the sum of 

odd and even parts (valid for all x). To evaluate the real part of 

the numerator only the even part need be considered and to evaluate



the imaginary part only the odd part need be used. This gives the 

following expressions (it has been assumed that e*T1^T « 1 ) .

i _ * f 1 . (1 - - ‘T i* )  Ti (1 - 3«o*Ti*)'l
Re t*xy> - * [¿(I + ui11■)1 + Z(T V  aiM^)* i (1 J

Im {*xy) = * [(1 + J l ^ j  + T- (d T| )

Re {*xx} = ®[(T ■+1w *t 1* " r~{! v v i ] <i ]

!m i*xx) = 0

With = 5 seconds, the results obtained from these 

formulae are compared with the results obtained from simulation 

in table 2.5. The results are for 4 blocks (L = 4) and the 

simulation results are based on 2000 experiments.

Table 2.5

Harmonic
Number
m

Angular
Frequency
id = mu>Q

True Response 
G O )

Biased response G O )

Theoretical Simulation L = 4

0 0 1.000-jO 0.885-j0 0.882-j0

1 0.245 0.399-jO.490 0.514-jO.415 0.506-j0.424

2 0.491 0.142-jO.349 0.252-j0.332 0.242-jO.341

3 0.763 0.069-j0.253 0.169-jO.247 0.154-jO.247

4 0.982 0.040-j0.200 0.135-jO.193 0.123-jO.196

5 1.227 0.026-jO.159 0.119-j0.157 0.105-jO.155

6 1.473 0.018-j0.133 0.110-j 0.132 0.096-j0.136

7 1.718 0.013-J0.155 0.104-jO.114 0.090-j0.114

8 1.963 0.010-j0.101 0.100-jO.100 0.086-j0.101
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The variance of the estimates can be obtained using 

eqns. 2.14, 2.15 and 2.17. o^* can be obtained as

V  ’  E(V  ■ j >  't '> V *>

and

Ryy(T) = Rxy(T)*h(-T)

This gives

Ryy(T) = '5T72 T̂1 + lT D  e lx ^ Tl

and

= « 7 ( T +" nT') ( i  -
J U ~ r

‘Tj’)) Ti (1 - 3«,T,,)l
Y  T- (T T i7 T  { T'J

Table 2.6 gives a */ox*, 0n2/oxl, variance for L = 2 and 

L = 4, against harmonic number. For variance, theoretical and 

simulation results are given; again simulation was for 2000 

experiments and two simulation runs were performed. Differences 

between runs were negligible except at u> = 0 and both results are 

given at this frequency.

Table 2.6

Harmonic
Number
m

Frequencj
mi)0

a */o * y ' x
Variance L = 2 Variance L = 4

°n lax Theory Simulation Theory Simulation

0 0 0.885 0.108 00 0.273 0.054 0.045

0 0 0.885 0.108 00 0.278 0.054 0.054

1 0.245 0.514 0.078 0.078 0.075 0.026 0.026

2 0.491 0.252 0.078 0.078 0.075 0.026 0.024

3 0.763 0.169 0.079 0.079 0.065 0.026 0.024

4 0.982 0.135 0.080 0.080 0.065 0.027 0.023

5 1.227 0.119 0.080 0.080 0.070 0.027 0.025

6 1.473 0.110 0.080 0.080 0.065 0.027 0.024

7 1.718 0.104 0.080 0.080 0.066 0.027 0.023

8 1.963 0.100 0.080 0.080 0.067 0.027 0.024
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As can be seen from this example, the labour involved in 

calculating the biased estimate and its variance is considerable. 

The system was first order with the input signal obtained by 

passing white noise through a first order filter. For higher order 

systems and for an input having a more complex spectrum the 

calculations become so involved that it is not feasible to obtain 

results from direct calculation. Prof. J. L. Douce (University of 

Warwick) has developed a program that calculates the bias and 

variance of the estimate for a general frequency response function 

using any prescribed input spectrum and the program can take into 

account the effect of data windows at input and output. I am 

indebted to Prof. Douce for the use of this program to check the 

results derived in this example, and for its use to obtain the 

results in the next example.

2.5.4 Effect of Hanning Window

This example is the first order system with white noise 

input that was investigated previously; however a Hanning Window is 

used to modify the input and output data. Introduction of this 

window modifies the measured input and output spectral density.

(For the special case of white noise input the measured input 

spectral density remains as before).

The expected value of the cross spectral density now

becomes

*xy = J  Rxy(T) e"'i“ T [ J  w(t t ) "(*» - f)  dt»J dt
where for the Hanning Window

w(t) = (1 - cos 2it/T)

and the inner integral becomes
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T |(1 ” y)(1 + i COS «Kg'*) + sin uqT j 

where <dq = 2*/T.

Using Ryy(t) in place of RXy(t) gives a similar 

expression for *yy.

The calculation of G(ju>) and its variance now follows 

the previous examples. In this case the results were obtained using 

the program quoted in the previous section. The results and those 

obtained by simulation are given in Table 2.7.
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CHAPTER 3

Frequency Response Estimates based on Short Data Blocks
2. Closed-Loop Estimates

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter it was shown how the transients 

associated with short-term estimates lead to bias and variance in 

these estimates. The approach was restricted to open-loop systems; 

in this chapter it is extended to include closed-loop systems.

Here R(ju>), E(j<*>) and C(ju>) represent the measured Fourier 

components at system input, error and output and N O )  represents 

an external noise source uncorrelated with the input.

It has been shown elsewhere [Wellstead (1)] that the 

frequency response estimator used in the open-loop system

leads to bias when used in closed-loop systems when noise is present 

in the system. This is the case even when long records are used.

To eliminate the bias under these conditions the estimator used 

under closed-loop conditions is

N ( »

Fig. 3.1 General closed-loop system

The general system investigated is shown in Fig. 3.1.



This is very different in form from the expression used 

for open-loop systems. One important difference is that the 

denominator is complex. This, as will be shown, gives an estimate 

that, unlike the open-loop estimate, has bias dependent upon the 

number of blocks L. Physically this can again be attributed to the 

transient terms. However, in the closed-loop situation, due to 

feedback, these are present both at the output and input of the 

forward path. The short-term correlation between these terms and 

the input gives additional bias which decreases as the number of 

blocks is increased.

The bias in the closed-loop estimate is obtained by 

consideration of the transfer functions C(s)/R(s) and E(s)/R(s).

The effect of the transient terms on the measured frequency response 

associated with these functions can be obtained by the methods 

presented in chapter 2. These transients can be incorporated into 

the estimator used for G(ju>) under closed-loop conditions. By 

consideration of the probability density function associated with 

the transient terms an expression is obtained for the expected 

value of S(ju>).

An expression for the variance of 6(jui) is not obtained. 

Although an expression for the probability distribution associated 

with G(j<*>) could be derived, this would be too involved to obtain 

an analytical expression for variance. However, confidence 

intervals are obtained for G(ju>). This is done by transforming 

the circles defining the confidence limits for open-loop 

measurement to closed-loop conditions.

The general analysis presented is restricted to unity 

feedback systems. Although this is easily extended to the case
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R N
1 + G

For records of length such that the transient terms are

significant the total effect of the transient term at the system 

output is denoted by H and we may write

noted that the closed-loop transfer function now determines the modes 

of the system and this is also the transfer function associated with 

the variance of the equivalent noise term.

Due to the unity feedback the transient term in the error 

is the negative of that at the output giving

Considering the numerator in the second term of these 

expressions

N + (1 + G)H

then using eqn. (2.7) this can be written

where k' is the closed-loop bias and Ne has been written as the 

equivalent uncorrelated noise source as defined in section 2.3.

C (3.2)

H can be evaluated for this condition, but it should be

E 1 R N H (3.3)T T “G _ T1HS

Eqn. (3.2) and (3.3) can be re-written

(3.4)

E T~TG
R N + (1 + G)H 

1 + G (3.5)

N + (1 + G)[k'R + Ne] (3.6)

The expression (3.6) can be written 

N + (1 + G)Ne + (1 + G)k'R
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As the external noise disturbance N is assumed to be

uncorrelated with Ne the first two terms in the above expression 

can be combined into a single random variable which has zero mean 

and variance |1 + G I*°Ne* + °N**

It is a significant result that the effect of uncorrelated

noise can be incorporated into the analysis by modification of Ne. 

In view of this basic result, the disturbance N will, in the 

following discussion, be set to zero.

Hence, putting N = 0 into eqn. (3.4) and (3.5) and 

incorporating (3.6) gives

C T T " G  + k1R + Ne (3.7)

E = j + q ■ k'R - Ne (3.8)

From the estimator given as eqn. (3.1)

ZR*R + k 1 £r*r + lR*Ne

1~ 5 lR*R - k'[R*R - lR*Ne

This can be written

Following the method used in chapter 2 and writing 

lR*Ne . M-jeT7VCT3 - me

then the expression for G can be written

G + (1 + G) (3.9)
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3.3 Bias of the estimate in Closed-Loop

Taking expected values in eqn. (3.9) gives 

G = E (G)

k' + Meje= G + (1 + G) E
(T T E  - k') - Mej<

The expectation can be written as (noting that M and e 

are independent)

f2* ... je

TV

0
k' + Me

„ T— 1--------------------TV P(e) P<M) de dM
0 (T T ^ ‘ k ') - Mej9

Taking first the inner integral with p(e) = 1 /2 1 and 

making the substitution z = e^e , the integral becomes

J 1

unit
circle

(~ T
k' + Mz

- k • ) - Mz
dz

This integral can be evaluated using residue theory, 

writing the integral as

- -1 . (2 + kl/M)

Z U  " (-TTS * k ')/M)

This has a pole at z = 0 with residue 

k'

and a pole at z = (-j-j-̂  - k')/M with residue

T - k'(1 + G)

The integration is around the unit circle as shown in

(3.10)

(3.11)

Fig. 3.2.
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The value of the integral depends on whether P2 is within 

the unit circle.

For I - 1 + Gti | > | or M < | jl-z - k'

The pole is outside the unit circle and for M > | ^-+ ^ - k' | 

the pole is inside the unit circle. Using the relationship that 

the integral = 2«j£ residues gives

~ T ~
TTU - k 1

if M < 1 + G

and

if

T T 5

M >

1
f  - k1 (1 + GJ -1

1
1 + G - k 1

Returning to the complete integral as given in (3.11), 

the range of integration with respect to M can be divided 0 to 

| 1/(1 + 6) - k 1 | and | 1/(1 + G) - k1 | to •. This gives the 

integral
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| 1
TTTff

T p(M)dM

1
r i m - k'

\ n s

Denoting by p1 the integral 

“ r

I 1

- k'

p(M)dM

Pi

1 + G - k 1
p(M)dM

which is the probability that M has value greater than 

11/(1 + G) - k'| the expression in (3.12) can be written

.(3.12)

“ 1—  
1'+ G - k

; (1 - Pi) - P,

k' - P1
T T G

n s

The integral defining p1 can be evaluated from the 

probability density function as given in chapter 2.

Pi  =

1 + G k'  J

2 L M ( V / < W )  jn

<’  *  T - r s - k '
o * /o 1i 
R ' Ne '

Returning to eqn. (3.10) gives an expression for G

G = G + (1 + G)
k' - p1T i n ?

TTE
.(3.13)

Unlike the open-loop estimate, the bias in this estimate 

does depend upon the probability pi and hence on the number of blocks 

L. p1 can vary from zero (when «y/ONe* large or L large) to unity
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(when °R2/°NeZ smaH  or L small). Eqn. (3.13) is the equation of 

a straight line joining the points

6 + (1 + G) ~ T
1 + G - k'

to

m
= — Ì—

T T E  

G = - 1

+ k'

- k'
when p1 = 0 

when p1 = 1

To locate G on this line it is easiest in practice to 

measure the distance for a given p1 from the point for p^ = 0. 

This is given by

G + (1 + G)
k'

- G - (1 + G)
k - pi 1

1 _ k 1 ----- 771 + G * TT1S ' k

h

This approach is similar to that used by Douce [2] to 

investigate bias in closed-loop systems due to uncorrelated noise.

Fig. 3.3 illustrates the bias produced under closed-loop 

conditions.

Gm s 
~ ~ 1—  

T+TÏ

+ k'

- k'
Biased point 
for p1 = 0

G
TT*ÏÏ 
~1—ms

+ k' - Pi
- k'

Biased point 
for p,

Fig. 3.3 Bias in closed-loop configuration
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The biased value of 6 when obtained using a closed-loop 

estimator and a large number of blocks has been shown to be

1 + G ~

But G/(1 + G) is the closed-loop transfer function and 

1/(1 + G) is the error transfer function and ±k' is the respective 

bias. Hence the ratio of the biased values of these functions gives 

G.

An approximate relationship between the biased value of G 

obtained in open-loop and closed-loop conditions can be obtained as 

follows. The bias of the closed-loop system of transfer function

K • M s > -  T T - 5

is from chapter 2

bias 1 dGc(s)l our
-  T  cf

i.e. n  . I d /  6 \
K T  <Ts ' T T E 1

1 G'
= T  7T +' G )1 where G' dG

tfs

Denoting the bias in the value of G from open-loop and 

closed-loop measurements as k and kC/,L respectively

G + kc/L

1 . 1  G' 
T T U  + T TT +  IZ)‘ 

1----- 1---- G1---
m '  t  r m r

G(1 + G) + k
T T +  G) - k

kc/L 1
k

------ E
” T T 5

Providing |k|«|1 + G| kc/L *> k
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3.4 Confidence Limits on Estimates

One method of obtaining the variance and confidence 

limits of the estimate G would be to proceed via the probability 

density function for 6 as in the open-loop case. This involves 

transforming the probability density function p(M,e) of Me^e 

according to the transformation given by eqn. (3.14)

G = G + (1 + G). --- ,----- -........... . ............ (3.14)
H " +  (i)lk' + MeJfl) ' 1

Although this can be done, it is very involved and the 

resulting expression for the probability density function is too 

intractable to obtain its variance and to calculate confidence 

intervals. It is easier to restrict the investigation to confidence 

intervals and obtain these by transformation of the circles Re^0 

where R has been obtained from eqn. (2.16). This is similar to the 

approach adopted by Wellstead (1) and Davall (3) when considering 

the effect of noise on closed-loop frequency response estimates.

In order to interpret the transformation eqn. (3.14) can be 

re-written

6 = - 1 + --- ,---- i-------- _

< T T - 5 -  k '} - ReJ

This equation can be interpreted as a number of elementary 

transformations on the circle Re^e

1. Movement of the centre to point (yj-p - k')

2. Inversion

3. Translation by -1.

The resultant circles are shown in Fig. 3.4 and the 

following points can be made in relation to them

(i) The centres of the circles lie on a straight line passing 

through the points
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when R = 0

and - 1 + jO when R = •

(ii) The radii of the circles R1 are given by

R
l i : k. 1 - R
11 + G K

(iii) The distance of the centres from the -1 point, D, are given

A positive sign in the expression for D is interpreted as the 

distance being measured from the -1 point towards the point for R = 0.

It should be noted that the centres of these circles do 

not coincide with the biased values G except for the case R = 0 

(although G and the circle centres do lie on the same straight line). 

As R is increased the points for G move towards the -1 point, 

whereas the centres of these circles move away from the -1 point. 

Although this statement appears paradoxical, it is due to the fact 

that the probability, for a given R, is not uniform with e and the 

expected value is not the centre of the circle.

The formulae for R and D, eqns. (3.15) and (3.16) do not 

apply at id = o due to the differing probability density function 

p(M) at this frequency.

by

D I T S  ' k'
T------ ~TT (3.16)

(iv) If R < L - - k' the circles map interior to interior.

I f  R > T T '~G ”  k ' they maP in te r io r  to  e x te r io r
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3.5 A Specific Example

For comparison purposes the same example was chosen as 

was investigated in chapter 2. However, now the system was used 

with unity feedback as shown in Fig. 3.5.

Fig. 3.5 First order system in closed-loop configuration

Again the observation time, T, was chosen as 25.6 

seconds. In order to calculate the bias in the estimate and to 

obtain confidence limits it is required to obtain the mean square 

value of the equivalent noise source °Ne*. This is obtained from 

consideration of the closed-loop transfer function.

= ' H  + j 2.5 «*>) *

Hence the biased closed-loop estimate is

r _ 0.5 0.0488
bc/L " n  + j 2.5 id) ~ (1 + j2 . b ‘

The ratio °c 1/°r 2 can be obtained as in the example of

chapter 2 (note that T1 = 2.5 and there is a factor (0.5)* due to

the non-unity d.c. gain).

R +o c
1 + 5s

The bias in this estimate is

S = j  u>

0.0488

c
°R T~ ( 1 + o7T11 ) '

T1 (1 - o>»Ti,)(1 -e~T/T1)(0.5)*
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The ratio °Ne,/°Ri *s 9iven by

o.

o,Ne
R 'c/L

The biased estimate for the forward path transfer function 

G is given by

k , .  p1
G = G + (1 + G) . 1 ±  G

Table 3.1 gives values of G against frequency. The 

results are for one block, L = 1, and two blocks, L = 2, and 

theoretical results are compared with those obtained by simulation. 

Results have not been given for <o = 0 as the formulae are not 

applicable at this frequency. The simulation was taken over 5000 

experiments and the agreement between theoretical results and 

those obtained by simulation is good, especially for the case 

where L = 2 when the confidence limit circles have smaller radii.

It should be noted for L = 2 the difference between these results 

and those obtained open-loop (as given in table 2.1) is small.

where
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Confidence intervals for estimates of G under closed- 

loop conditions can be obtained from eqns. (2.16) and (3.15). 

However, in (2.16) °nl/oxl becomes °n e1/o r1 anc* this can now 

written

r- A ^ - 0 *
Here R is the radius of a circle giving a confidence 

interval of 100p% for the closed-loop estimate C/R. This radius 

is transformed into the radius of the circle R' giving the 

corresponding confidence interval on G by eqn. (3.15).

R' ~1---
T~TU

The distance of the centre of this circle from the -1 

point is given by

, 1 c'1 + G

r 7̂11 + 6 "

Table 3.2 gives radii of 90% confidence interval circles 

and the distance from the point G corresponding to L = «. Results 

are given for L = 2 and L = 4 and theoretical results are compared 

with those obtained by simulation.

As can be seen, the distance of the centres of the 

confidence interval circles from the point G, corresponding to 

L = » is small and little error would result if the centres were 

assumed to lie at that point.

The radii of the circles can be compared to the 

corresponding open-loop circles given in table 2.4. Because the 

input is identical to the open-loop case the output power is 

reduced due to feedback in this example; this reduces the radii of 

the circles. The transformation from R to R’ however increases the



radius. Hence, the confidence intervals are greater than the 

corresponding open-loop intervals at low frequencies, but smaller 

at high frequencies.

The results obtained from simulation gave very good 

agreement with theory; these were obtained for 4000 experiments.

Table 3.2

Harmonic
Number
m

Frequency
mü)o

Theoretical Results Simulation.
% of points 
inside circleL 2 L = 4

Distance Radii Distance Radii

CVJII L = 4

1 0.245 0.1195 0.4358 0.0409 0.2485 92.07 90.45

2 0.491 0.0362 0.2123 0.0128 0.1250 90.70 89.57

3 0.763 0.0161 0.1345 0.0057 0.0800 89.65 89.70

4 0.982 0.0089 0.0981 0.0032 0.0586 90.03 89.23

5 1.227 0.0057 0.0773 0.0020 0.0462 89.65 89.58

6 1.473 0.0039 0.0638 0.0014 0.0382 90.20 89.25

7 1.718 0.0029 0.0544 0.0010 0.0326 89.98 90.28

8 1.963 0.0022 0.0474 0.0008 0.0284 89.38 89.38

9 2.209 0.0017 0.0420 0.0006 0.0252 89.38 89.28
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CHAPTER 4

A New Approach to Parametric Identification

4.1 Introduction

The identification techniques described in chapters 2 

and 3 have been non-parametric methods. In such methods no 

assumptions need be made regarding the form of the system model. 

However, as outlined in chapter 1, parametric methods have proved 

very successful when applied to auto-spectra estimation. In the 

parametric method a model is assumed for the process generating 

the spectra and the identification technique obtains estimates for 

the parameter values in this model. The main application of this 

approach to frequency response estimation has been for the off-line 

fitting of measured frequency data to a rational model.

This chapter investigates the use of parametric methods 

to short term frequency response estimation. The novelty in the 

approach lies in the fact that additional terms are included in the 

model to account for the transient terms discussed in previous 

chapters. Although this approach is original when applied to the 

frequency domain, similar problems have been investigated in the 

time domain. These have occurred when records from different tests 

have been concatenated and recursive estimation techniques have been 

applied to the complete record [Gawthrop (1)] or when one record has 

been passed through a recursive estimator a number of times 

[Solbrand et al (2)]. It is shown that in the noise free case exact 

estimates can be obtained from records that are significantly shorter 

than the system time. Addition of noise causes bias in the estimate, 

but this can be removed in the open-loop case by using recursive 

methods similar to those employed in the time domain.
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The method meets problems when estimates are updated 

by using data from successive blocks. This is because the 

transient terms, and the parameters introduced to account for them, 

change in successive blocks. Two methods of combining data from 

successive blocks are discussed.

Simulation results are presented to verify the theories

developed.

4.2 Open-Loop Estimation

The starting point for the parametric method is based 

on eqn. (2.3)

Y(j<u) = G(ju>)X(ju>) + H(jio)

where Y(ja»), X(jw) and H(ju>) are short term Fourier Transforms of 

the output signal, input signal and transient term respectively.

As shown in section 2.2.1, this equation is exact even though the 

transforms are taken over a finite time.

In the open-loop configuration the addition of noise is 

represented by the addition of an extra term in the above equation.

Y( ju) = G(ju>)X(j<o) + H(jto) + N(ju>) ................ (4.1)

It should be noted that the noise signal prior to t = 0 

will also produce transient terms and N(j<u) is not an accurate 

representation of the effects of the noise. However, as the noise 

term is considered unobservable, this does not affect the following 

argument.

In order to apply parametric methods, the functions G(j«*») 

and H(j <d) have to be written in parametric form.
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where

and

B(j“») = bQ + + b,(ju))* +

A(ju>) = aQ + a ^ u  + a^jw)1 +

The analysis is more convenient if the coefficient aQ is

made equal to unity and this can obviously be done by dividing 

both numerator and denominator of G(ju>) by a0. This cannot be 

done if a0 = 0 (this case represents integration in the G(j»*») 

function) and some modification of the approach will be required.

Substituting these expressions for G(Ju>) and H(j<o) into 

eqn. (4.1) gives

where <dj has been written for > to emphasise that only harmonic 

multiples of the fundamental frequency are considered.

The problem of parametric identification can be stated - 

given the data X(jwj) and Y(ju>.) at each frequency point <*>j, what

values of the parameters a1 ....  an , bQ .... bm , hQ ____ hn-1

will give a "best fit" to this data. This is a problem in 

regression analysis [Draper & Smith (3)] and the problem has been 

widely investigated for identification in the time domain 

[Eykhoff (4)3. However, the data here is complex and, although 

some work has been done [e.g. Levy (5), Lawrence & Rogers (6)3 on 

the fitting of frequency response functions to complex data, this

As shown in 2.2.1, the component H{j«*>) can be written

as

_ h0 + h g m  + h t ( j <»)8 + hn-1Üü’)n"1
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has been intended for off-line applications and the effects of 

finite observation time have not been considered.

Defining a complex error term at each frequency u>i as 

E(ju>j) then

It should be noted that this equation is only true if 

the model is correct. Any inaccuracies in the assumed form, or in 

the order of the model, will introduce additional errors.

The best fit, in a least squares sense, is obtained by 

minimising the function

with respect to the parameters a, b, h (R denotes the number of 

frequency points). Minimisation of this function leads to a set 

of non-linear equations [Bard (7)] and methods of solution will be 

considered later.

If eqn. (4.2) is multiplied through by A(ju>.) an alternative 

error criterion can be formulated. Redefining

it can be seen that E(j<Uj) = E'(ju>j) = 0. The sum of squares

Y O j J A O j )  - B(juij)X() - H'(jo).)
..(4.3)

From eqns. (4.2) and (4.3) it can be seen that 

E(j“j) = N(j<o.) ........................... (4.4)

S = l | E (j “,) | 
i=1

E ' O i )  = Y(ju,i)A(jo>i) - B(ju.i)X(ju.i) - H ' O j )  ...... (4.5)

it can be seen that

E'  ( )  = A Q wjJ N O j ) = A O jJE i jw j )

If the noise term N(j»0 is zero at all frequencies then
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criterion using E'(ju>.) becomes

p  R

.ZjE'Uu.i)!« - iEi|A(j»i)|*|E(j«*i)|*

The advantage of the modified function is that its

minimisation leads to equations that are linear, i.e. a linear 

regression problem. This will give correct estimates if there is 

no noise present; however, in the presence of noise it weights the 

least squares criterion with a weighting function |A( j«*>.) | *. In 

general this function will increase with frequency and undue 

weighting will be given to higher frequency points; a good fit will 

not be obtained at low frequencies. If, however, the function A(s) 

has zeros near to the imaginary axis |A(ju>. )|* could vary widely 

throughout the frequency range and large errors could be introduced.

point for algorithms to solve the non-linear regression problem, 

as will be shown later.

4.3 Linear Regression in Open-Loop

The problem is most conveniently expressed in vector 

form. Re-stating the definitions for A(jux), B(j«Uj) and H(j<o.) 

as

The linear solution does, however, provide a starting

A 1 + a^wj + a, ( j<*>j )* +

H 'i = h0 + h^üij + hjijioj)* +

B bo + biJ“i + b i ü “})1 +

and define the vectors

Pi = [1. jdij, (juj)*
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Si = [juj. ( j^)1 ....... ......  ( > i)m ]T

r.i = Cl. j**>j* (j«*>j)* .... ......  (j^)""1]1

a = Ca1* a, ............ ......  anlT

b = < V  b1 ............. ......  bm^T

h ...... w T

where [ ]T denotes the transpose.

Eqn. (4.5) can now be written in vector form and for R 

frequency points gives the set of equations.

Ef' = Y^[1 + aTqj] - bTp1X1 - hTr1

V  ■ YR[1 + aTqR] - bTpRxr - hrrLR

These equations can now be written

E' = Y - u o ...............

where E ' = E,' .............. .... Er ']

Y [Y., Y ................. ... Y„]1 • i Tr J

u
S i T x i  • ~SiTy i • i /  
: ; :

' T ' t ' T 
. Pr XR * " 9 r  y r  » U r

.(4.6)

® - t^o* b1 ••• al* ®* ••• an* b1* b» ••• ^n-1^ 

The function to be minimised can now be written

= (Y - U<»)*T(Y - ua)

Y*TY - J u*TY - Y*Tu« ♦ « V V
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The conditions for a minimum are derived by setting the 

derivatives of the above expression with respect to all the 

parameters to zero. This is most conveniently carried out by 

differentiation with respect to the vector <*. This gives the 

expression
*T T * *T T *- U Y - U Y + U Ua + U U a

and if this equals zero for a = a, then a is the best estimate, 

in a minimum least squares sense, of a.

a = (u*Tu + u V r 1 (u*TY + uTY*) ................. (4.7)

It should be noted that, although the matrix u is complex 

and includes terms dependent upon frequency in a non-linear manner, 

the regression is linear in the parameters “. The result obtained 

is of the same form as that obtained for least squares methods in 

the time domain and standard expressions for bias and variance 

can be applied [Eykhoff (4)]. In particular it means that the 

estimates will be biased due to the non-white nature of the term 

A(ju))N(joj) introduced to produce a linear regression problem.

In order to give less weighting to frequencies where the 

input component is small, the error can be weighted by the 

magnitude of the input at each frequency (weighted least squares 

regression).

The expression to be minimised now becomes

E'*T W E'

where W is a weighting matrix given by
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[Y - lie]

X1 xr

x, X XX X XXV X
X
* V * 

R

from eqn. (4.6) gives sum of squares error

X1 x * *1

V X X
XXX

* x
R

XX

X *
R

[Y -  u«]

By performing the multiplications of the two outer terms 

this can be written

where

and

[*xy " Cfxy ”

!xy ’ » 1 * V  ».**.............. W

V =

PrT*x x ^ “R ^  ”?RT*xy^<uR̂  ’ r-R

It should be noted that a is still defined as before

& = [bg, b1 ••• b^t 3j ••• dp* h^t hj ... hn-1]

however, the parameters h1 .... hn-1 are now the parameters in 

the polynomial representing the cross-spectra between X and H.
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*xH(j“) = X*(jw)H(ju>) = hQ + h^ju)) + .... hn_1 (jo»)n_1

Hence, parameter identification can be performed using 

auto and cross-spectra. As in the time domain, this will reduce 

variance at the expense of bias. This method will be reconsidered 

in section 4 .6 when the problem of combining data blocks is 

considered.

With reference to Fig. 4.1, the forward block and the 

feedback block can be treated separately. Each gives an output 

which is its input multiplied by its frequency response function 

plus a term due to the input prior to t = 0. This gives the 

equations
c _ E. Bi H1

+ * 7 + N ...................................... (4.8)

C' C B, H,

* 7  + *7
(4.9)

where the dependence on frequency has been dropped for convenience. 

Eqn. (4.8) is the equation that is required to obtain the parameters
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of the forward path. However, it is instructive to solve these 

equations to obtain the relationship between C and R. Using the 

equation

E = R - C' ....................................... (4.10)

together with eqns. (4.8) and (4.9) gives

„ _ B1A2 R A2H1 ' H2B1 N A1A2
" A,A2 + + W 1A2 + + A1A2 + 8^2

Writing A2H 1 - H2B 1 as H, then

r - G1 R A H N
- 1 + 8 ^ 2 + A“A -  + -8 ^ 2 +

In this expression G ^ d  + G ^ )  is the closed-loop 

transfer function and H / f A ^  + B1B2 ) is the transient associated 

with the input R and the closed-loop transfer function.

The term at the output due to the input prior to t = 0 

can be viewed in two ways.

(i) A term

+ T O

The system is regarded as a closed-loop system with input 

R. This term has modes that are associated with the closed-loop 

transfer function of the system with zero input for t > 0.

(ii) A term

This term is associated with the forward path transfer 

function Gj and its modes are associated with the poles of this 

transfer function. Due to the unity feedback, the input to the 

forward path is the output transient obtained in (i) (with a sign 

reversal).
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Equations (4.8), (4.9), (4.10) can also be solved to 

give the signal E. This is given by

1 r _ ( V 2̂ + ®2^ )  G2N
1 + 6g A ̂ ^ (¿2

Again the contribution to this expression due to the 

signal prior to t = 0 has modes determined by the closed-loop poles 

of the system.

For the special case of unity feedback A2 = B2 = 1 and 

H2 = 0. As expected, these terms are then identical (except for 

the sign reversal) at both C and E.

Although eqn. (4.8) can be used to obtain the parameters 

of the forward path, the transient terms at the input and output of 

the forward path transfer function are correlated. This can cause 

additional bias in the parameter estimates.

4.5 Non-Linear Parameter Estimation Methods

These methods are based on the minimisation of the 

function given in section 4.2. This can be written

S U )  = E |Ej|*

R
l

i = 1
Vi - Bixi - V

(4.11)

Differentiation of this function with respect to the 

required parameters would lead to a non linear set of equations and 

no analytical solution is in general possible. The general problem 

of non-linear parameter estimation is of current research interest 

[Bard (7)] and many approaches can be adopted in order to obtain a 

solution. Most of these involve some form of iterative technique 

to obtain values of the parameters a that will minimise the function
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given in (4.11). However, it is recognised that there is no 

universal "best" method and a method giving satisfactory results 

with one problem may not do so with a different problem.

Two methods for the minimisation of (4.11) have been 

investigated; one of these is a general method applicable to non

linear least squares regression problems; the other method is 

dependent upon the particular nature of the problem.

4.5.1 Modified Newton Method

This method is based on the linearisation of the 

function S(a), initially around an initial parameter estimate 

A linear regression can now be applied to find the optimum change 

in parameters Aa. This in turn determines a new estimate aQ + Aa 

and the process can be repeated until the solution converges. In 

practice this basic algorithm has been extensively modified to 

improve robustness and provide more rapid convergence [Gill and 

Murray (8)].

For this particular problem the form of S(a) enables an 

improvement to be made to the algorithm. Although differentiation 

of S(a) with respect to the a parameter produces non-linear 

equations, the equations are linear when differentiation is with 

respect to the b and h parameters. This property can be utilised 

as follows. Consider the initial estimate <*0 required to initiate 

the algorithm and suppose the initial choice a0 of the a parameters 

has been made. Rather than choose the accompanying b0 and hQ 

parameters arbitrarily, it would be better to choose parameters 

that give a minimum value of S(<*) conditional to the fixed a0. This 

must give a value of S(<*0) closer to the absolute minimum than any 

other choice of b0 and h0. However, these values of b0 and h0 can
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be obtained by linear regression. Although this has been stated 

for the initial estimate, it is true for any point in the iteration. 

The modified algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.2.

The advantages of this method are,

(i) initial estimates need only be made for the a parameters.

(ii) as the number of parameters in the iterative routine have 

been reduced, it produces a more robust algorithm with a faster 

rate of convergence.

A disadvantage is that the partial derivatives aS(<*)/aa 

are now not available and these must be approximated by small 

differences.
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Fig. 4.2 Algorithm combining linear and non-linear regression.
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4.5.2 Generalised Least Squares Method

This method is similar to the Generalised Least Squares 

method used for identification in the time domain. Re-writing 

eqn. (4.3) the function to be minimised as

SU)
R
l
i=1

YiAi BiXi Hi'
2

In the linear regression (section 4.3) the denominator 

|Aj| is taken as a weighting factor leading to biased estimates. 

However, a weighted linear regression can be performed with |Aj| 

held at any constant value. This suggests an iterative technique 

where the denominator is held constant, at a given step, with a 

value determined by the a parameters calculated at the previous 

step. The algorithm can be illustrated by the flow chart shown in 

Fig. 4.3. Although the convergence of this algorithm cannot be 

guaranteed, it can be seen should the algorithm converge Ak = Ak 1 

and the true minimum is obtained.

In this algorithm all the data X(ju>) and Y(ju) is used at 

each iteration and each iteration requires the solution of eqn. (4.7) 

which may be ill-conditioned. In the least squares identification 

method in the time domain recursive methods of solution are used to 

avoid the solution of the linear equations [Hsia (9)]. A similar 

method can be applied here, but modification is required to deal 

with the data in complex form.

The kth frequency point introduces a new row uT(k) to 

the u matrix.

u.t(r > - [P k V  - 9 k V  J
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Fig. 4.3 Generalised Least Squares in Frequency
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If this vector is broken into its real and imaginary

parts

uR(k) = Re (u(k))

Uj(k) = Im (u(k)>

then the analysis follows that in the time domain leading to the 

equations

Because the data is complex, each frequency point requires 

two iterations before an updated estimate <*k is obtained.

In order to start the algorithm an initial estimate PQ 

is required. As in the time domain approach, PQ is set PQ = BI 

where e is a large scalar quantity. Initially A0 is set to unity 

as discussed earlier.

4.6 Combination of Data Blocks

The problem is how best to combine data from previous 

blocks (and previous parameter estimates) with data from the 

current block in order to improve the estimates. At first sight 

it would appear that each new frequency point in the current block 

would add one more row to the u matrix in the non-recursive method 

or update the P matrix in the recursive method. However, the

5c = v i  + -p^r ?kcyR(k>{Re<Yk> - yi (k)?k-i}

+ uI(k)(Im(Yk) - uj (k)“k_.j)] (4.12)

where
ll ( D

Uj(k) Uj (k) Qk

i \ i I/2 + yï 9k “ i
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transient terms, and hence the values of h, are different in each 

block and this method cannot be used.

The most direct method of updating the estimates would 

be to average the new values of a and b with those obtained from 

previous blocks (this would also have the advantage that only the 

parameter values need be stored from block to block). However, the 

estimates are obtained by an effective matrix inversion and the 

variance of the estimates would be reduced if the new data could be 

combined with the previous data before the inversion. The problem 

becomes one of retaining the data pertinent to the a b parameters 

but discarding that associated with the h parameters.

Two methods have been investigated:

(i) Modification of the data, to remove the h terms from the 

system equation. Data from each block can then be combined as in 

conventional regression analysis.

(ii) Selective resetting of terms in the P matrix as it is updated 

with data from a new block.

4.6.1 Modification of output data 

Returning to eqn. (4.2)

Y = J  X + J' + N ..................................  (4.2)

Suppose the estimation routine is performed over the first 

data block and estimates a obtained. Using the estimated values
A A * *
h a to calculate H', A, eqn. (4.2) can be written

Y H'“ TT
A ■ * " •

or
Y' = 1  x + N

where

Y' s
iD i

Y - -
A
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The output has been modified by subtraction of the 

transient terms. The u matrix now becomes

terms being omitted).

This procedure is repeated in the next data block, the 

output again being modified by the transient terms. Extra rows 

can now be added to the u matrix. This now becomes

transient is calculated in each block the data used in previous 

blocks is not used. The algorithm can be modified to overcome this 

disadvantage.

For the first data block solve for o as before and 

subtract the transient terms to obtain Y'. Form the matrix

u

and the corresponding a matrix [b0 s... bm , a1 ___ aR]T (the h

First data 
block

u

Second data 
block

In practice the update between data blocks can be most 

easily performed by updating the matrices u*Tu, uTu*, u*TY, uTY*. 

This algorithm has the disadvantage that when the

given by
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Yl
nT v
Pi xi

Br xr

si vr

Sr V
This is the matrix in the equation 

Y' = + n

where — Cb^ •••• ^m* ^1

From the matrix V1 form the matrix uj.

; o

This matrix fits the equation 

Y* = u ^  + N

where 01 — CbQ .... â  .... dp* hQ •• ■ • ^]« Note that this

system of equations cannot be solved to give <» due to the absence 

of h terms.

For the second data block construct the u matrix and 

form the (u*T ), matrix according to

(u^Tu), = u*Tu + u*Tu1

and similarly for (uTu*)it (uTY*)J, (u*TY),

Solve equation for “ and obtain Y by subtracting 

transients. Then

Blx1 * "  9 lY1
J i

-2 = |  :

Prxr • " Sryr .
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Hence

and uk .

For the kth block the procedure is

Form (u*Tu). = u*Tu + l iij
" " K ' ' j=0

Similarly for matrices (uTu*)k, (uTY*)k , (u*TY)k. 

Solve for “ using the above matrices.

Correct for transients to obtain modified matrices Vk

4.6.2 Resetting of terms in the P matrix

Eqn. (4.12) is the equation used to update the estimates 

at each (complex) data point. This equation is similar to the one 

used for recursive estimation in the time domain [Hsia (9)] and it 

can be given a physical interpretation.

New parameter estimate = old parameter estimate

+ Pk (error in fitting previous 
estimate to new data)

The matrix Pk weights the fitting error in the updating 

of <*k. At the end of a data block it is known that the parameters 

h change and a large error will occur if the old values are fitted 

to new data. For this reason it seems intuitively correct to reset 

the elements in the P matrix, corresponding to the h terms, to their 

initial values at the end of each data block. The other terms in 

the P matrix are left unaltered.

A similar scheme has been used in the time domain 

[Hagglund (11)3. Here the purpose was to detect the rapid change 

in a parameter value due to a failure situation.
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4.7 Simulation Results

In the following examples the correct transfer function 

has the form

G(s) + b,s* + bis + bn 
+ a,s'  + ajs + ag

4.7.1 No noise, linear regression

All results in this section are for 1 experiment 

consisting of 1 block.

Example 1.

G(s) = Cs + \ j r = s r ' +  3sJ V  3s + 1

The parameters in this system were identified in an open- 

loop configuration when the input was band limited noise. 

Measurements were made for different block lengths, the number of 

frequency points used being decreased accordingly.

Example 2.

G(s) (s - 2)(s - 3) _ s* - 5s + 6 
f s + T F -  ~ s' + 3s' + 3s + 1

Zeros added to the system of example 1 to give a non 

minimum phase system. Again system measurements made open-loop 

and band-limited noise input.

Example 3
8 8

6(s) = T s "T T T  = sJ + 3sj + 3s 1

This is the system of example 1 with the gain increased 

to 8. In this example, the system is measured in a closed-loop 

configuration with unity feedback and a gain of 8 is that required 

to give marginal stability.

The results for these three examples are shown in table 

4.1, where the frequency spacing (Aw = 2«/T) for block length T and 

the number of frequency points used are also shown.
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Ex
am
pl
e Block

Length
sec.

A(i)
rad/s

No. of 
freq
uency 
points

b0 b1 b2 a 1 a2 a3

True parameter values 1.0 - - 3.0 3.0 1 .0

25.6 0.245 10 0.999 - - 2.999 3.008 1.004
1 12 .8 C.491 5 0.999 - - 3.015 2.984 1.005

6.4 C.982 4 0.782 - - 1.833 2.495 0.641

True parameter values 6.0 -5.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 1 .0

2 25.6 C.245 10 6.003 -4.987 1.003 3.005 3.004 1 .0 11

12 .8 C.491 5 5.955 -4.997 1.137 2.899 2.966 0.884

True parameter values 8.0 - - 3.0 3.0 1 .0

3 25.6 0.245 10 8.085 - - 2.946 3.047 0.985

12 .8 0.491 5 8.179 - - 3.052 3.091 1.017

Table 4.1

These results show good agreement between the estimated 

parameters and their theoretical values except when the block length 

was 6.4 seconds. Except in this case, the results are in agreement 

with the expectation that the method gives unbiased results. The 

special case in which the block length is 6.4 seconds is an extreme 

example of a very short block length. The fundamental frequency 

u> = 2*/T = 0.98 is very nearly equal to the corner frequency of the 

system, <*> = 1. This leads to considerable difference in magnitude 

in the terms of the U matrix, hence ill-conditioned equations 

leading to poor results.

Example 4

This example shows the effect of ignoring the transient 

term (parameters h0 , h1f h2) in the estimation algorithm. Examples



1 and 3 were repeated without these terms present; the results 

obtained, together with the originals, are shown in Table 4.2.

Ex
am
pl
e Block

Length
sec.

Transient Term bo a1 a2 a3

1
25.6 Included 0.999 2.999 3.008 1.004

25.6 Not included 0.708 2.173 2.388 0.788

3
25.6 Included 8.085 2.946 3.047 0.985

25.6 Not included -1.095 -0.373 -3.346 -1.550

Table 4.2

As can be seen, omission of transient terms causes errors 

in the order of 20-30% in example 1. In example 3, however, the 

estimated parameters bear little relationship to their correct 

values. In example 1 the time constant associated with the 

transient terms is 1 second and the block length is approximately 

25 times this. However, in example 3 the transient term does not 

decay (system unstable) and not including it in the estimation has 

a very significant effect.

Example 5

- 0.36
6ls;  ' s' + 0.024s + 0.36
This represents a second order lightly damped system with 

i»n = 0.6, C = 0.02 giving a decay time constant for the transient 

of 1/«>nC = 83.3 sec. The parameters were estimated over a block 

length of 102.4 seconds and Fig. 4.4 shows the points on the 

frequency response calculated from these estimates. Also shown are 

points calculated from the ratio of cross to auto spectra, a Hanning 

window being used on input and output data.
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Lightly damped second order system.
-------- theoretical response
• 0 • • 9 points obtained by regression method 
1 A A A A points obtained by classical method

Fig. 4.4 Lighty damped second order system
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4.7.2 Effect of Noise on parameter estimates

Fig. 4.5 shows a comparison of linear and non-linear 

regression when noise is present. The open-loop system is

G(s) E (1 A t

with an observation time of 25.6 seconds. Fig. 4.5 shows ensemble 

averages (from 2000 experiments) as the ratio noise/signal power 

was increased. As can be seen, the bias using linear regression 

increases as the noise power increases. The non-linear regression 

removes the bias in the parameter estimates b0, a^, a2, although 

the parameter a3 still shows bias.

The same system was used to compare the bias of the 

estimates under open-loop and closed-loop conditions. The extended 

least squares method was used for estimation and Fig. 4.6 shows 

ensemble averages plotted against increasing noise power. As can 

be seen, the method gives small bias under open-loop conditions 

which increases under closed-loop conditions.

4.7.3 Combination of data blocks

Fig. 4.7 gives results that show a comparison of the 

methods described in section 4.6 for updating the estimates as 

further data becomes available. Again the system was

G(s) = (1 + 1s)5

and the estimates were obtained under closed-loop unity feedback 

conditions using extended least squares. The input was band 

limited and the noise present had half the power of the input. The 

block length was 25.6 seconds.

As can be seen, both methods give estimates that converge 

to a constant value. The method of updating the P matrix gives
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a.s
NOISE/INPUT POWER

Fig. 4.5 Graphs of Parameter Estlmates/Noise Power

Comparison of mean value of estimates for linear and non-linear 
regression for increasing noise power.
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open-loop 
' — «-------

7.0

1.9

a3 open-loop

a3 closed-loop

vra
— I-------------- 1—
0.1 O.f

NOISE/INPUT POWER

Fig. 4.6 Graphs of Parameter Estimates/Noise Power

Comparison of mean value of estimates obtained in open-loop and 
closed-loop configurations for increasing noise power.

-K

1
1 .0
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Fig. 4.7 Graph showing updating o f  parameter estimates with block number
X X * X X
A A  &  A  A
o O o o O
+  T* V + t

Resetting  o f  elements in P matrix 

M od if ica t ion  o f  data by transient.
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more rapid convergence and n e g l ig ib le  bias, 

correct ing  the data fo r  the trans ien t terms 

and shows some b ias.

The method o f  

is  slower converging
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CHAPTER 5

Adaptive Control in the Frequency Domain

5.1 Introduction

This chapter invest iga tes  how the id e n t i f ic a t io n  methods 

discussed previously can be applied to  the area o f  adaptive c o n t ro l .  

In th is  introduction a b r ie f  ou tl ine  o f  adaptive control is  presented 

and a review is  made o f  methods in which frequency domain techniques 

have been applied. The remainder o f  the chapter proposes some new 

adaptive control schemes and in vest iga tes  th e i r  advantages and 

l im ita t ion s .  Results obtained from simulation o f  these systems are 

given in the fo l low ing chapter.

As many surveys, review a r t ic le s  and tu to r ia l  papers have 

been w rit ten  on the subject o f  adaptive contro l [Asher e t  al ( 1 ) ,  

Iserm an(2 )], only a very b r i e f  introduction necessary to  ou tl ine  a 

framework fo r  frequency response methods w i l l  be given here.

Unlike f ix ed  control systems, adaptive systems adapt t h e i r  

behaviour to  the (changing) properties o f  the control processes and 

th e ir  s igna ls .  Res tr ic t ing  the discussion to  feedback c o n tr o l le r s ,  

these can be broadly divided into two groups:

( i )  S e lf-op t im is ing  adaptive c o n t r o l le r s .  These t ry  to reach an 

optimal performance subject to  a given c o n tro l le r  type and the 

obtainable information on the process and its  s igna ls .

( i i )  Model re ference adaptive c o n t r o l le r s .  These t ry  to  reach, f o r  

a given input s igna l, a control behaviour c lose to a given 

re ference s igna l.

These two groups can be shown in block diagram form as in 

Figs. 5 .1 (a )  and 5 .1 (b ) .

Within these two broad groups a la rge  number o f  indiv idual 

schemes are possib le , depending on:

( i )  the form o f  the system model;



( i i )  the method o f  id en t i f ic a t ion ;

( i i i )  the c r i t e r io n  fo r  con tro l le r  des ign ;

( i v )  the c o n t r o l l e r  algorithm.

I
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Fig . 5 .1 (a )  S e lf-op t im is ing  adaptive c o n t r o l l e r .

F ig . 5 .1 (b ) Model reference adaptive c o n t r o l l e r

In th is  thesis the in te res t  is in systems where the system 

model is given by i t s  frequency response function  and the performance 

c r i te r io n  is based in the frequency domain. Although a grea t  number



o f  adaptive control schemes have been proposed, the number using 

frequency response methods is small. Asher (1 ) l i s t s  over 700 papers 

on the subject o f  adaptive con tro l;  o f  these only s ix  make reference 

to  frequency domain methods. The possib le  reasons f o r  th is  w i l l  be 

exp la ined la te r .

Neglecting the use o f sinusoids as perturbation signals in 

h i l l - c l im b in g  systems, the e a r l i e s t  use o f  frequency domain techniques 

involved  id en t i f ic a t ion  at one frequency only . Smith (3 ) describes 

such a technique applied to  adaptive contro l o f  an a i r c r a f t  au top ilo t .  

This is  shown in F ig .  5.2.

Fig. 5.2 Adaptive control fo r  a i r c r a f t  au top ilo t

The te s t  signal is a s ing le  sinusoid and the adaptive 

computer measures the gain or the phase s h i f t  o f  the basic loop output 

at th is  frequency and compares i t  with that determined by the model. 

Any d i f f e r e n c e  is used to control the gain o f  the au top i lo t .  The 

paper compares the use o f gain with that o f  phase as a performance 

index and discusses the fac to rs  determining the choice o f  tes t  

frequency.
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This basic idea is  extended in papers by Womack and Watt ( 4 ) ,  

Rao and Seshadri ( 5 ) ,  Gururaja and Deekshatulu ( 6 ) ,  Narayan and 

Seshadri ( 7 ) .  These papers describe systems using both gain and 

phase measurement to  obtain improved adaptation f o r  one parameter, 

extend the adaptation to two parameters and, by in je c t in g  a further 

t e s t  s igna l,  extend to  three parameters. The adaptive computer 

measures the gain and phase at the t e s t  frequencies and pre-programs 

the non-linear re la t ionsh ip  between measured parameters and c o n t r o l l e r  

parameters.

A va r ia t ion  on th is  method is  to  provide the t e s t  signal 

not from an external source but by causing the system to be s e l f  

o s c i l l a t in g .  This is  done v ia  an additional feedback path containing 

a non - l inear ity  ( id e a l  re lay )  to  l im it  the amplitude o f  the s e l f  

o s c i l l a t io n .  Such systems are described by Horowitz (8 ) ,  Horowitz 

e t  al (9 ) .

An a l t e rn a t iv e  method o f  adaptation using frequency domain 

c r i t e r i a  is described by S ta f f  in (10 ). The normal operating signal 

is  used as input and the value o f  o>m (frequency o f  the maximum value 

o f  c losed-loop ga in ) used as a performance c r i t e r io n .  The system is 

shown in F ig . 5.3.

'I

Fig. 5.3 Adaptation using c r i t e r ia



Two band-pass f i l t e r s  tuned e i th e r  side o f  u)m are 

connected to  the e r r o r  s igna l, the d i f fe ren ce  between the r e c t i f i e d  

outputs o f  these f i l t e r s  is integrated to  control the system gain.

I f  u>m is co rrec t  both f i l t e r s  g ive the same output and the gain is 

unaltered; any change in system gain causes a change in u>m and a 

corresponding co rr e c t ion  to  the con tro l le r  gain K.

In a recen t  paper, Bin and Chun-bo (11 ),  propose a scheme 

where id e n t i f i c a t io n  takes place at a number o f  frequencies. This 

is done by a s e r i e s  o f  narrow band f i l t e r s  at the input and output 

o f  the system and uses normal operating s igna ls . L i t t l e  sp e c i f ic  

d e ta i l  on the implementation o f  such a scheme is given and the paper 

concentrates on whether convergence to  a stable equilibrium point 

can be obtained.

The m a jo r i ty  o f papers outlined in the previous pages were 

written before 1974 and none o f  them used modern ideas o f  frequency 

response es t im at ion . The probable reason fo r  the lack o f  in te res t  in 

frequency domain methods was the growth that has occurred in time 

domain methods. These gave recursive methods o f  id e n t i f ic a t io n  well 

suited to implementation on small d ig i t a l  computers and micro

processors. This, together with im p lic it  methods o f  adaptation, 

gave r is e  to  the in te r e s t  in se lf-tun ing algorithms.

Although there  was a lack o f  frequency response methods 

applied d i r e c t ly  to  adaptive control problems, modern methods o f  

spectrum estimation have been applied to re lated f i e l d s .  One o f 

these areas is the production o f  a transducer signal (displacement, 

v e lo c i t y ,  a c c e le ra t io n )  with a prescribed frequency spectrum on a 

t e s t  specimen where the action causing the transducer response is 

remote from the transducer and hence modified by the specimen and
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One sp e c i f ic  area is the reproduction o f  road response 

data on veh ic les  (Dodds (1 2 ) ,  Styles & Dodds (13 ),  Cryer & Nawrocki 

(1 4 ) .  For t e s t  purposes the veh ic le  is  placed on wheel pans attached 

to  v e r t ic a l  actuators which must be exc ited  so as to  produce signals 

corresponding to road conditions at s p e c i f ic  points on the veh ic le .  

D irect recordings o f  road noise cannot be fed to  the actuators 

because:

( i )  i t  is d i f f i c u l t  to  record road displacements as would be 

experienced by the t y r e .

( i i )  the ch aracter is t iq s  o f  the tyre  are d i f f e r e n t  in the ro l l in g  

and non -ro l l ing  cond itions.

The problem is complicated by the co rre la t ion  that ex is ts  

between the s ignals applied to each wheel.

Another area o f  application  is in wave making f o r  model 

t e s t in g  in a wave tank (Borgman (1 5 ) ) .  Observed waves a t  a given 

point in the tank must be reproduced. This is in sp ite  o f  the fa c t  

that the actuator producing the waves may be some distance from the 

point and r e f le c t io n s  from the tank wall can modify the wave pattern.

A th ird  area o f  application  is the simulation o f  the 

e f f e c t  o f earthquakes on model structures (Carvalhal e t  al (1 6 ) ) .  

Reproduction o f  a given v ib ra t ion  spectrum at some loca tion  on the 

model is required. This spectrum must be maintained throughout the 

duration o f  the t e s t  even though the dynamic ch a ra c te r is t ic s  o f tes t  

r i g  and model vary due to  fa i lu r e  modes.

The method o f  so lution in a l l  these areas is shown in

F ig .  5.4.

The spectrum as measured by the transducer is compared, 

component by component, with the required spectrum. The d if ferences  

form an error spectrum which is inverted to  form the d r iv e  signal 

to  the actuator.
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F ig .  5.4 Adaptive System to  produce given spectrum

Another a l l i e d  f i e l d  where spectral methods have been used 

is that o f  adaptive f i l t e r i n g .  Adaptive f i l t e r i n g  has been applied 

to  problems in speech encoding, in terference cance lla t ion , analysis 

o f  b io lo g ic a l  s ignals and channel equa lisa tion . The usual adaptive 

f i l t e r  used is a transversa l f i l t e r  where the outputs o f  a tapped 

de lay  l ine are weighted and summed under the control o f  a recursive 

a lgorithm to form the f i l t e r  output. Dentino e t  al (17 ),  Bershad 

and Feintuch (18 ),  describe a frequency domain adaptive f i l t e r  which 

is shown in f i g .  5.5.
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Fig. 5.5 Adaptive f i l t e r  in frequency domain

Each component o f  the FFT o f  the input signal is weighted

(weights W2 ........Wn) and the inverse transform taken to  g iv e  the

output s igna l.  I n i t i a l l y ,  in the f i r s t  data block, these weights 

are set at unity . The FFT o f  the desired response is compared, 

component by component, with the weighted FFT o f  the input. The 

complex error signals are used to  update the weightings, according 

to  a su itab le  algorithm, in the next data block. The authors claim 

a much reduced computing requirement fo r  th is  type o f f i l t e r  even 

when the need f o r  three FFT per data block is taken into account.

The main advantages o f  the application  o f  modern frequency 

domain techniques to adaptive control are considered to be:

( i )  For non-parametric id e n t i f i c a t io n  no assumptions need to be 

made concerning the system tran s fe r  function . Such assumptions are 

the order o f  the system, the number o f  poles and zeros and the 

magnitude o f  any pure time delays.

( i i )  The performance c r i t e r i a  can be spec i f ied  in the frequency 

domain. As much design and tuning o f  systems is already done in

Delayed
output
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terms o f  parameters such as gain and phase margins, gain and phase 

c ross -o v e r  frequencies, Mmax and o>max and bandwidth, th is  g iv es  a 

p ra c t ic a l  method o f  spec ify ing  c o n t r o l l e r  s e t t in gs .  I t  a lso  o f f e r s  

the p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  prescr ib ing the complete frequency response o f  

the system.

( i i i )  I t  g ives  the p o s s ib i l i t y  o f  imposing cons tra in ts ,  that are 

frequency domain constra ints , in the c o n t r o l l e r .  For example, the 

high frequency content o f  the c o n t r o l l e r  output s ignal could be 

r e s t r i c t e d  to  avoid undue a cce le ra t ion  o f  fo l low in g  mechanical 

components.
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5.2 General Adaptive Scheme

The general method of adaption can be understood by 

reference to Fig. 5.6.

The method bears similarities to adaptive schemes that 

are used in the time domain. The major difference however is that 

the control signal u(t) is obtained from a performance index that 

is based on the estimate of the system frequency response function 

G(ju>). This in turn infers that complete data blocks (r(t)> u(t), 

c(t)) must be obtained over an observation time T, before any change 

can be made to the controller parameters. This is in contrast to
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the time domain when the control signal can be updated at every 

sample. In order to track changing parameters it is required to keep 

T small; this however increases the bias and variance of the estimates 

as discussed in previous chapters. Some form of updating algorithm 

is required to combine data in the present block with that from 

previous blocks in order to give an improved estimate.

The general method shown in Fig. 5.6 can lead to a number 

of individual schemes depending on,

(i) the form of controller,

(ii) whether the identification is parametric or non-parametric,

(iii) the nature of the performance index chosen.

As one advantage of the frequency domain approach is the 

use of common and well understood design parameters, it was decided 

to restrict the controller to a P.I.D. controller. This controller 

is remarkably effective in regulating a wide range of processes and 

many algorithms exist for setting its parameters. The continuous 

form of its frequency response function will be used although in 

practice, in adaptive form, it would probably be implemented 

digitally. Hence:

D U “ )
U ( »

E(J«)

Kj
K ♦  7 -  ♦  > T d

J<D

where K, Kj and TD represent proportional gain, integral gain and 

derivative time constant respectively.

The effect of parametric or non-parametric identification 

alters the details of the adaptive scheme and both methods will be 

investigated.

The choice of performance index has the greatest influence 

on the details of the method. Two performance indices will be 

investigated:-
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E(ju)) ju>

where K, Kj and Tp represent proportional gain, integral gain and 

derivative time constant respectively.

The effect of parametric or non-parametric identification 

alters the details of the adaptive scheme and both methods will be 

investigated.

The choice of performance index has the greatest influence 

on the details of the method. Two performance indices will be 

investigated:-



(i) minimisation of error power,

(ii) specification of desired closed-loop performance.

These two methods can be compared to minimum variance and 

pole-placement methods used in the time domain.

121.
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5.3 Minimisation of Error Power

The total error power is the integral of the error spectral 

density (this is also the error variance).

expressed in terms of the estimated input spectral density #rr(ju>) 

the controller D(ju>) and the estimated transfer function G(ju>).

the controller parameters K, Kj, Tq . The parameter values for 

minimum V are then implemented in the controller. Details of the 

scheme are shown in 5.7 and the steps in the adaptive routine are 

listed below before being considered in more detail.

1. Short term Fourier Transforms are taken of the signals r(t), 

u(t), c(t), suitable windowing being used dependent upon the 

identification scheme.

2. From these transforms an estimate of the system transfer function 

G(j<D) is made - this may be parametric or non-parametric in form.

3. From the input Fourier Transform an estimate of the input 

spectral density •rr(jm) is made.

4. Using the initial controller settings, the error transfer 

function is obtained.

5. From the estimated error transfer function and input spectral 

density, the estimated error power V is obtained.

1 (5.1)

The estimated error spectral density *ee(j«>) can be

2

1 + D(j<d) G(ju>)
(5.2)

and

1
V (5.3)

This expression for V must be minimised with respect to
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6. By forming a minimisation loop around steps 4 and 5, the 

controller settings that minimise V are obtained.

7. The controller settings obtained in 6 are implemented.

8. The process is repeated for the next data block, FFT data being 

combined with previous data to obtain improved estimates.

5.3.1 Estimation of Input Spectral Density

The estimation techniques discussed in the previous 

chapters have concentrated upon the estimation of frequency response 

functions. The estimation of power density spectra is very well 

documented (Kay & Marple (19)) and the model can be parametric or 

non-parametric.

For a non-parametric model the estimator

is used, where L is the number of blocks. To account for time 

varying input spectra a forgetting factor x can be introduced, 

giving

has been the subject of much research over recent years (Cadzow (20)). 

A general approach is to assume that the spectrum to be estimated 

has been obtained by passing white noise through an appropriate 

transfer function type model; the estimation routine then identifies 

the parameters in the model. It should be noted that the methods 

described in previous chapters cannot be used to take the finite 

observation time into account as the white noise input is assumed 

unobservable. One method of taking the effects of finite observation

*rr(j<-) = •[- t R(j«)R*(jw)

L
(1 - x)*rr(j“) + **rr(j")

rr L-1 rr L

The use of parametric models for power spectra estimation
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time into account is to overparametrise the model (Cadzow (20)) 

although methods such as maximum entropy can be applied (Jaynes (21)).

5.3.2 Estimation of Error Power

The total error power has already been given in equations 

(5.1) and (5.2). Repeating these equations for convenience

parametric form then the expression for *ee(jti>) can be written

where c(ju>) = z c,.(»k
k=0 K

n vand d(jw) = z du (ju»)K
k=0 K

where the coefficients ck and dk are known.

Hence from equations 5.1 and 5.4 the total error power is

given by

tabulated form, V being expressed for given n in terms of the 

parameters ck> d^. This form however is not very suitable in this 

application. A more suitable form has been developed by Astrom (22) 

who uses a recursive algorithm that can be used for any order system.

V (5.1)

1 + D(jui) G(jou)
(5.2)

If the estimates for G(ju>) and 4>rr(j<*>) are obtained in

This integral has been evaluated and is available in
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In addition this program also gives information about the stability 

of the system (poles in right hand half plane). This information 

is required as will be shown in section 5.5.

If non-parametric estimation is used then *ee(j«u) is 

available as a set of magnitudes corresponding to discrete 

frequency points. In this case the integral of equation (5.3) is 

replaced by a summation.

V 1
7T

M
£
i = 1

________ 1________
1 + D( jo>. ) G( jtoj )

*rr(j“ j)

5.3.3 Minimisation of Error Power

The calculated value of V depends upon the parameters K,

Kj, TD in the controller D(ju>). Values of these parameters that 

minimise V are required. Analytical minimisation of such an 

expression would lead to a set of non-linear equations which cannot 

be solved directly. Some form of iterative technique is required.

At this stage it is also required to put non-linear constraints on 

the values of the parameters.

(i) To prevent them taking negative values, 

lii) To prevent them taking values that would produce instability 

if implemented (see section 5.5).

(iii) To prevent them taking values that would produce an undesirable 

spectrum for the drive to the system U(j<u).

Because of these constraints, it was decided to use a 

minimisation technique of the "direct search type". Several such 

techniques exist, but, with only three parameters in the search, 

there is little to choose between them and the technique used was 

the Hooke & Jeeves method (Hooke & Jeeves (23)).
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5.3.4 Updating of estimates

The method used depends on whether parametric or non- 

parametric estimates are used. At this stage "forgetting factors" 

are introduced to cater for time-varying parameters or input. The 

techniques used have been treated in detail in the previous chapters.
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5.4 Specification of Closed-Loop Performance

This method is a model reference system where the 

required closed-loop frequency response function is compared to that 

obtained from the estimated G(ju>). The controller settings are 

chosen to minimise a performance criterion based on the difference 

between these responses.

If the desired closed-loop frequency response function is 

M(ju>) then a suitable function for the performance criterion could be

r+® *

phase of M(ju>). Alternatively, by specifying just the magnitude 

|M(ju>)| then the function to be minimised is

The function |M(ju>)| could be specified by numerical values

at harmonic frequencies. Alternatively it could be specified in 

terms of a "standard frequency response function." This function 

would depend upon the order of the system and could be specified in 

terms of design parameters such as M[nax, <i>max, bandwidth, steady- 

state error coefficients.

The estimated closed-loop frequency response function can 

be written in terms of G(ju>) and D(jiu) as

1 + G(j<u) D(ju>)
G(j<*>) D(ja>)

S

Such a criterion would entail specifying the gain and

S

As with the minimum error power method, estimation could 

produce a parametric or non-parametric model. This in turn would
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alter the details of the minimisation routine. If a parametric 

model is obtained the possibility exists of specifying the 

controller settings in terms of the performance index and the 

required design parameters. This would give an implicit method of 

adaption (there is no requirement of minimising a function) that 

resembles the pole placement method in the time domain.



5.5 Stability

Particular difficulties can arise when the mean-square 

error is being evaluated numerically, since unstable systems lead 

to finite values for this quantity.

In the time domain recursive estimation can produce a 

control signal u(t), which, due to noise, or during the initial 

transient period, can give an unstable system. However, as the 

estimate is updated one sample later, this is unlikely to cause 

problems. In the frequency domain schemes suggested, once the 

controller parameters are implemented, they remain at that value for 

one complete data block. If parameters that caused instability are 

implemented then the oscillation would grow over the time of tne 

data block and this could prove disastrous in practice. Without 

some form of constraints being placed on the controller parameters 

this situation is quite likely to occur.

Consider the Nyquist plot for the function G(ju>) D(ju>) 

as shown in Fig. 5.8.

Fig. 5.8 Graphical representation of error frequency response
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The error spectral density *ee is given by

11 + D(ju,) G( jo,) | * rr

At a given frequency |1 + DijuiJ G(u>x ) | represents

the distance from the -1 point to the point G(ju>x) Dtju,). The 

reciprocal of this distance squared represents the weighting given 

to *rr(j<*>) to produce the contribution to *ee(j“>). Should variation 

of one of the parameters in D(ju>) cause the point GijioJ DijiuJ to 

move closer to the -1 point this weighting will increase, rising to 

infinity at the -1 point - instability occurs. Further change of 

the parameters will cause the weighting to fall even though the 

system is now unstable. This is true for all frequency points; the 

total error power will be infinite at instability; it will then fall 

and may exhibit minima in the unstable region. This situation is 

illustrated for a specific system with a simple gain controller in 

Fig. 5.9.

K

STABLE UNSTABLE

Error Power 
Input Power

0 K0 8

Fig. 5.9 Variation of calculated error power with gain
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The search method used has the characteristic that the 

step length in the search is increased whenever a successful 

iteration is performed. The possibility exists of a step moving 

the search into the unstable region and continuing towards a minimum 

in this region.

Some form of constraint must be incorporated into the 

search routine to prevent this happening. Two conditions are 

checked at each calculation of V in the search routine; if either 

are violated that point is treated as a constraint on the search.

(i) The distance between the -1 point and the point G(ju>) D(ju>) 

is calculated. The condition imposed is that this should not be 

less than a certain value. As the centres of M circles on the 

Nyquist diagram approach the -1 point as M increases this is 

equivalent to imposing a constraint of a certain Mmax value.

(ii) A check is made on the stability of the system. With the 

parametric form of G(jco) D(jc»>) the algorithm of Astrom is used to 

calculate the error power also checks that the coefficients satisfy 

the conditions for stability. With a non-parametric model a new 

numerical algorithm for testing Nyquist's Stability Criterion was 

developed; this algorithm is given as appendix 1

The reasons that two constraints are imposed in the search 

routine are as follows. Constraint (i) is very easy to check 

computationally and does not slow down the search algorithm. It 

will provide an effective constraint in most cases. It could fail, 

however, if the required minimum is very close to the stability 

boundary. Constraint (ii) takes more time to execute, especially 

in the non-parametric form, but will detect any situations where the 

search passes into the unstable region but is not detected by (i).
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CHAPTER 6

Adaptive control - Simulation Studies on Specific Systems

6.1 Introduction

adaptive control can be applied using frequency domain techniques. 

This chapter considers some specific systems and obtains 

simulation results to illustrate these methods. Two basic systems 

are chosen and three methods of implementing adaptive control are 

considered. The two systems investigated are a third order system 

having transfer function

and a first order system together with a delay

(i) Minimisation of error power, both parametric and non- 

parametric schemes are examined.

(ii) Adaptation to a prescribed closed-loop frequency response.

6.2 Minimisation of error power - system 1/(1 + s)J

The previous chapter considered methods by which

The methods investigated are

The overall system is as shown in Fig. 6.1.
Noise

U c

Fig. 6.1 Adaptive controller - system 1/(1 + s)1



The adaptive system was such as to set the parameters 

K, Kj, Tp in the three term controller to minimise the error power. 

The complete system is described in the previous chapter. The 

input signal was obtained by passing white noise through a first 

order lag having a time constant of 10 seconds and the noise 

disturbance was chosen to have an identical spectrum.

Theoretical plots of error power/parameter value are 

shown in Fig. 6.2. The error power has been normalised by 

expressing it as a ratio of input power and for each graph two of 

the parameters have been held constant. The error power when 

plotted against K and Kj shows a minimum, but when plotted against 

Tp there was no minimum, the graph falling monotonically as Tp was 

increased. In practice the effect of large values of Tp would be 

to increase the high frequency content of the error power spectrum. 

As this would be undesirable, a constraint was placed on the 

optimisation to prevent Tp from exceeding unity.

The graphs were obtained by numerical integration of 

the expression for error power spectral density, a method which 

enabled results to be obtained in the unstable region. As can be 

seen, if Tp is limited to unity the optimum settings are

K = 3.5, Kj = 0.4, Tp = 1.0

these settings producing a ratio of error power/input power of

0.15. In the simulation results that follow it has been assumed 

for convenience that the input spectrum has been identified 

satisfactorily. This, in practice, would correspond to the 

situation where the input spectrum remains unchanged, although 

investigation indicates that the optimum parameter settings are 

not particularly sensitive to the precise input spectrum.
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6.2.1 Non-parametric identification

As described in the previous chapter, the estimator 

used for non-parametric identification was

lR*C
G = L___

The data blocks corresponding to R, U and C were 

modified by use of a Hanning window before taking the Fourier 

Transforms and experiments were carried out using block lengths 

ranging from 6.4 to 51.2 seconds. The shorter block lengths 

produce significant bias in the estimates and an approximation 

to this bias can be obtained by consideration of the forward path 

transfer function.

6<s > - n - r s r

From chapter 2 the biased estimate G(ju>) is given by

S O )  = G O J + j ^ i i i l
1 s = ju>

- 1 1 . 3
(i + j“ )j t  (1 + ju>r

Fig. 6.3 shows plots of G O )  and G O )  for T = 6.4 

and T =51.2 seconds. As can be seen, there is significant bias 

for T = 6.4 seconds. Because of this bias, and because there are 

so few points to make significant contribution to the calculation 

of error power, one would expect poor results for this block 

length.

Initially the simulation results were obtained for the 

noise free case and the initial controller settings were,

0.02, 0 . 0 , 0.0"I " u'u ’ 'D

the system then being allowed to adapt from these settings. 

Results showing the ensuing variation in controller settings with
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time are shown in Fig. 6.4; these are given for block lengths of 

6.4 seconds and 51.2 seconds. As can be seen, the controller 

settings converge towards a constant value after about 250 seconds 

(5 blocks of length 51.2 seconds). The final settings obtained 

agree with those predicted from Fig. 6.2 in the case of a block 

length of 51.2 seconds, but the final gain setting is not the 

predicted minimum when the block length was 6.4 seconds. However, 

referring to Fig. 6.2, this final setting would not cause 

significant increase in the error power due to the shallow 

minimum exhibited by the curve.

The variation of controller parameters with time have to 

be related to error power via the curves plotted in Fig. 6.2.

This disadvantage can be overcome by portraying the variation in 

error power with time as the parameters adapt to their optimum 

values. Because of the random input signal, such curves would 

show a statistical variation; hence an experiment consisting of 

allowing the system to converge from initial controller settings 

was repeated a large number of times (200). Ensemble averages of 

cumulative error power against time are shown in Fig. 6.5; here 

the error power has been normalised to the mean input power for a 

block length T = 52.6 seconds. These results were obtained by 

direct measurement of the time error signal in the simulation.

Fig. 6.5 shows results both for the no noise situation 

and for the case where there was noise present. In the latter case 

the noise power/input power ratio was 0.25:1. This, due to the low 

initial gain setting, represents an initial figure of noise/signal 

power at the output of 5:1 and a ratio of 0.3:1 at the optimum 

setting. Fig. 6.5 shows that the shorter block length gives lower 

values of cumulative error despite the greater bias and variance 

associated with such short lengths. The slopes of the curves
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TIME SECONOS

6.4 Graphs showing convergence of controller settings with time.

System G(s) = 1/(1 + s)1. Non-parametric estimation. Convergence is 
shown under no noise conditions for block lengths T = 6.4 and 
T = 51.2 seconds.
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Fig. 6.5 Graphs showing cumulative error/time

System G(s) = 1/(1 + s)J. Non-parametric identification. Graphs
are shown with and without noise present.



converge to a value of 0.17 for the no noise case and to a value 

of 0.21 when noise was present; these compare favourably with 

theoretical figures of 0.15 and 0.19 respectively.

6.2.2 Parametric Identification

The same system, under the same conditions, was used 

with parametric identification techniques and the results are shown 

in Fig. 6.6. The results with no noise present show that 

adaptation is possible in one data block, even for a block 

length of 6.4 seconds. With noise present adaptation takes longer, 

but the results obtained are superior to the non-parametric case. 

However, these results were obtained under the assumption that 

the form and order of the parametric model were correct.

6.3 Minimisation of Error Power - System e~s/(1 + 5s)

The overall system was as shown in Fig. 6.1, but the 

third order transfer function was replaced by

6(s) = (T*+ 3s T

The input and noise spectra were identical to the system 

in section 6.2.

Theoretical plots of normalised error power/controller 

parameters are shown in Fig. 6.7, these plots being similar in 

shape to those obtained for the previous system.

For non-parametric identification the finite block 

length again causes bias in the estimates. It is instructive to 

consider the bias in a system consisting of a pure time delay 

only.
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Fig. 6.6 Graphs showing cumulative error/time.

System G(s) = 1/(1 + s)1. Parametric identification. Graphs are
shown with and without noise present.
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G(s)

then

G(jco)

giving

G( j«D)

e- sT1

G( j <u) + 1 dG(s) 
T ~3T~ s j“

(1 . Ti)e- > T1

This result can be interpreted graphically as shown

O  O  G  True points □ □ □  Biased points-------Radial lines

Fig. 6.8 Bias for system G(s) = e~sT1

The plot of G(ju>) is a circle and the finite block 

length causes bias in the estimate by moving the true point 

radially towards the centre, a distance T^/T. When T = T̂  this 

would give a mean estimate, at all frequencies, of G(j<*>) = 0.

This corresponds to the situation where there is a time delay of 

1 block between input and output records. As explained in 

chapter 1, this case calls for a realignment of the records before 

taking the Fourier Transforms. Hence the results obtained used a 

shift in the records of 1 second and a Hanning window was used on 

the data records corresponding to R, U and C.

The system was allowed to adapt following initial 

controller settings K = 0.02, Kj = 0.0, TD = 0.0 and plots of 

cumulative error power against time are shown in Fig. 6.9. Again, 

results are as predicted from Fig. 6.7 both for the case with no
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Fig. 6.9 Graphs showing cumulative error/time.

System G(s) = e's/(1 + 5s). Non-parametric identification. Graphs
are shown with and without noise present.
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noise and when there is noise present.

No results have been included for parametric 

identification. The method was investigated qualitatively and 

appeared to give results similar to those obtained for the system 

in section 6.2.2. However, again the form of the model was assumed 

to be correct (first order) and the magnitude of the time delay 

was taken into account by re-alignment of the records.

6.4 Specification of Closed-Loop Performance - System 1/(1 + s)3

The adaptation of the system having forward path transfer 

function 1/(1 + s)3 was investigated using the principles described 

in section 5.4. The performance criteria was the integral of error 

squared between predicted and prescribed closed-loop frequency 

response.

The prescribed response was as follows: magnitude of 

closed-loop frequency response constant up to frequency u)c and 

zero for frequencies beyond that. Results are given in Fig. 6.10 

for four values of cdc. These results are plotted on linear scales 

so that the u> = 0 point can be included and to emphasise the 

equal weighting given to all frequency points. The results show 

the frequency points on the required response and the actual 

response achieved after the controller settings have stabilised; 

these settings are quoted on the plots. The open-loop response is 

also included on each plot.

Fig. 6.11 shows results for the same system, but the 

required closed-loop response is now specified in a more practical 

manner.

The response is second order.

The magnitude of the gain at <n = 0 is unity.

The and u>m values are specified.
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The ^  value was specified as 1.1 and Fig. 6.11 shows 

the responses obtained for four values of u>m . Again, the open- 

loop response has been included for comparison purposes.

Although the required closed-loop response has been 

specified by two different methods, the controller settings 

produced by both methods follow a similar pattern. When the 

required bandwidth is small the controller produces a high integral 

gain which gives small low frequency error at the expense of 

bandwidth. As the required bandwidth is increased the controller 

reduces the integral term but increases the differential term 

until this is limited by the constraints built into the controller. 

None of the responses obtained are particularly satisfactory with 

respect to the ^  values produced, these in all cases being 

higher than the specified values.

These results, although encouraging, can only be 

regarded as a preliminary investigation into the method. Improved 

results could probably be obtained by investigation on the 

following lines.

1. Only specifying the required response in the pass band and 

allowing the system to adapt to an arbitrary response outside 

this band.

2. Not giving equal weighting to the error at all frequency points. 

This would enable the controller to adapt to the natural 

logarithmic form of the response. It would also enable a 

balance to be obtained between steady state and transient 

requirements.

3. Weighting the error by means of the measured input or 

required error spectrum.
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CHAPTER 7 

Conclusions

This chapter draws conclusions based on results derived 

in the thesis and makes some suggestions for possible areas of 

future investigation.

Chapter 1 reviews work already done in the area of short 

term spectral analysis. From work published in this field, it is 

apparent that spectral analysis is a very important technique for 

the investigation of a wide range of systems. These include not 

only systems in engineering but in a variety of fields, e.g. 

economic, biomedical, geophysical. The problem of obtaining 

spectra from short record lengths has arisen in many diverse 

applications and there have been many approaches to the solution 

of the problem. In the area of frequency response estimation the 

methods of approach have been more restricted. This, to some 

extent, is due to the requirement that many applications in the 

control field need real time on line identification calling for 

very efficient computing algorithms. However, there are 

techniques, that have been outlined in chapter 1, such as use of 

combined linear and quadratic weighting and the use of the WOSA 

and STUSE algorithms, that do appear to offer improved estimates 

and are also computationally efficient. These methods do not 

appear to have been investigated from the viewpoint of 

identification in the control field and such investigation could 

form the basis of further work.

Chapter 2 introduces some of the major new ideas that 

are used throughout the thesis. The conventional method of 

considering errors in frequency response estimates due to finite 

record length is via the errors that occur in the estimation of
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the auto and cross spectra. However, the approach introduced 

here is to attribute the errors to transient terms that occur at 

the start and end of the data block. Qualitative investigation 

of the transient terms gives an intuitive approach to the manner 

in which these terms cause bias and variance in the estimates and 

suggests methods by which these effects may be reduced. 

Quantitative investigation of the terms enables them to be split 

into a part correlated with the input and an uncorrelated term.

It is shown that the correlated term leads to bias in the estimate 

and this is independent of the number of blocks used. Two methods 

of evaluating the bias are developed. One method is general and 

will apply for any input spectrum and with arbitrary data windows 

used; the other is more restrictive and applies to white noise 

input only, together with rectangular windows. The latter method, 

however, has the advantage of having a simple physical 

interpretation.

It is shown that the uncorrelated portion of the 

transient can be regarded as an equivalent external noise source. 

This is an important result as it enables the effect of finite 

record length to be analysed by similar methods to those used to 

investigate the effects of external uncorrelated noise.

The example used to illustrate the results obtained in 

chapter 2 shows that considerable labour is involved in the 

calculation of the bias and variance, even for a first order 

system. The calculations for higher order systems would, in 

general, be too complex to be feasible. A program to calculate 

the bias and variance for the general system is now available and 

future work could develop this into a sophisticated computer 

aided design package. One use of such a package would be to aid
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in the determination of the optimum form of windowing for use in 

frequency response estimation. In chapter 2, it is suggested 

by qualitative reasoning that non-symmetrical windows which 

would be different at system output and input may give better 

results than the more conventional windows. A full quantitative 

investigation would be required to justify such an approach.

The analysis presented in chapter 2 applies to data 

taken from independent blocks. Further investigation could 

consider the effects on the estimates of non-independent and of 

overlapping blocks.

Chapter 3 extends the ideas introduced in chapter 2 to 

include frequency response estimation under closed-loop 

conditions. The effects of the transients are now more complex 

than in the open-loop configuration. It has been shown elsewhere 

[Douce (1)] that external noise, uncorrelated with the input, 

causes bias under closed-loop conditions. For this reason, it is 

not possible to split the transient into correlated and 

uncorrelated components, as is done in the open-loop analysis. 

However, an expression for bias is derived for this situation, 

but, unlike the open-loop bias, it does depend upon the number 

of data segments used in the estimate. For a large number of 

segments it is shown that the bias approaches that obtained under 

open-loop conditions. No expression for the variance of the 

estimates is obtained; however, it is shown that confidence 

intervals for these estimates can be constructed by transformation 

of the open-loop confidence intervals.

The analysis presented for the closed-loop system is 

restricted to unity feedback systems only. If the feedback is 

not unity, additional transients appear due to the non-zero 

initial states in the feedback transfer function. Although these
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can be regarded as an additional equivalent noise source in the 

feedback path, there is correlation between this and the 

equivalent noise source in the forward path. Further investig

ation in this area could prove useful.

Chapter 4 considers parametric methods of identification 

in the frequency domain. The importance of this approach in the 

present context is that it enables the transient terms to be 

incorporated into a parametric model of the system. Using such 

an approach, it is shown that, in the noise free case, it is 

possible to eliminate the effects of finite observation time 

completely. This result does rely on the important assumption 

that the correct form and order for the mode has been chosen in 

the parametric representation of the system.

The method of obtaining the parameters in the model 

follows methods similar to those used for parametric 

identification in the time domain, i.e. regression analysis, 

recursive methods and use of extended least squares. A problem 

that arises in the frequency domain, that is not generally present 

in the time domain, is the abrupt change in certain parametric 

values (the ones introduced to describe the transient terms) at 

the end of each data block. Methods are suggested to overcome 

this problem and simulation results appear encouraging. However, 

it does appear that the parameter in the frequency domain model 

cannot be obtained in as short a record length as those in the 

corresponding time domain model. There is scope for future work 

in this area.

One disadvantage of the parametric method compared to 

the non-parametric is that assumptions have to be made regarding 

the form and order of the system model. Another disadvantage is 

that the algorithm used in the parametric method cannot approach



the computational efficiency of the Fast Fourier Transform 

algorithm. Future work could investigate the modification of 

efficient recursive algorithms developed for auto spectral 

estimation.

Chapter 5 considers the application of frequency 

domain methods to the field of adaptive control. A review of 

such methods shows that recent advances in adaptive control have 

favoured time domain methods, especially with the advent of 

self-tuning controllers. Possible advantages of using the 

frequency domain are, (i) it may be non-parametric method where 

few prior assumptions need be made regarding the system, (ii) the 

performance index can be based on frequency domain criteria which 

are widely used for design purposes. Possible adaptive schemes 

are suggested in chapter 5 and these are investigated using 

simulated systems in chapter 6.

All the methods investigated produced adaptive schemes 

that gave controller settings that minimised their respective 

performance indices. Under no noise conditions methods using 

parametric identification gave most rapid adaption. Unfortunately 

such methods nullify one of the main advantages of using 

frequency response methods, i.e. little prior knowledge is 

required of the system.

When noise was added there was no clear advantage to 

non-parametric methods. Although no direct comparisons were made 

with time domain methods, it does appear that adaptation in the 

time domain would be significantly faster. Hence, in the use of 

adaptive systems for tracking time varying parameters or for 

systems having a time varying input spectrum, there would appear 

to be no advantage in using frequency domain methods.
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A field that is receiving current attention is that 

of "auto-tuning" and the determination of the initial controller 

settings for a system. It is felt that frequency domain methods 

of providing self-tuning for these controllers could be of 

importance in this area. This method provides the ability to 

specify the required system response in the frequency domain in 

terms of performance parameters widely used and accepted in 

control engineering. Flexibility is available in weighting the 

response in relation to the input or noise spectrum. Simulation 

results using such methods are encouraging, but it is felt the 

area is open to much wider investigation.

Throughout this thesis the systems considered have 

been single input single output systems. Many of the ideas put 

forward could be extended to multi-input multi-output systems 

and this could provide an area for future research.
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APPENDIX 1

A Numerical Method for applying Nyquist's Stability Criterion

As described in section 5.5, a method is required to 

determine whether the contour G(ju>), as co varies 0 - * (plus its 

conjugate) encloses the -1 + jO point for the case where G(ju>) 

is only available as a set of discrete points.

To do this a fundamental theorem of complex integration

is used

0 f(z)dz = 2*jX (residues within c) 

c

Hence a function f(z) is chosen that has a residue at 

-1 + jO and this function is evaluated at the points on the 

Nyquist Plot. Approximating the integration by a summation, 

this will give a result that is only zero if there is no nett 

rotation about the -1 point. This is illustrated in Fig. A1.1.

Unstable

(bf(z)dz = -2*j x Number 
Tc of rotations

(clockwise)

Fig. A1.1 Nyquist's stability criterion
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Any function that has a residue at z = -1 + jO could 

be chosen for the function f(z). The simplest is

where Zj, the pole of the function, is -1 + jO. There is only 

one residue to the function which is at this point and has 

value 1.

The function f(z) can only be evaluated at a discrete 

number of points, hence the contour integration must be 

approximated by a summation. Consider two adjacent points on 

the plot ( x ^  yj) and (x2, y2 ) as shown in Fig. A1.2.

Fig. A1.2 Approximation to contour integration

The function f(z) is evaluated at point P, the 

arithmetic mean of the points (x^, y^), (x2, y2)

+ y2)(x< + x2) (y.
x + jy = —  , -  + j

and the increment dz is taken as

dz = dx + jdy = (x2 - x,) + j(y2 - y ^

Writing f(z) in terms of its real and imaginary parts 

and as functions of x, y then
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f(z)dz = (f^x.y) + jf2(x,y))(dx + jdy)

= (fl(x.y)dx - f2(x,y)dy)

+ j(f2(x,y)dx + f^(x.y)dy)

The criterion for stability is on the imaginary part 

of this function.

Stable l (f2(x,y)dx + f^x.yjdy) = 0

Unstable J (f2(x,y)dx + f^x.yjdy) = -2« (or multiple)

Writing 

f(x,y)

then

fi(x.y) = T'x / l l ' V  y* 1 ’ f2(x*y} = (x + ij* + y*

giving at point x = X1 + x2 , y = y1 + ^2
-- 2--- — 2--

f.(x,y) = 2<x1 + x2 + 2)
ix, + x2 + 2)‘ + (y1 + y2)'

-2(y1 + y2)
f2(x.y) = (x- + x2 + 2)« +-(7,' + y2Jr

Hence, the imaginary part of f(z)dz is given by

2 [ ( x 2  +  xt +  2 ) (y2 - y, )  - (y2 +  y^ixg - x,)]

(x1 + x2 + 2)* + (y2 + y,)*

and

i , . {! (xn+i + x + 2)(y . - y ) - (y . + y )(x . - x )

f(2,a2 ■ 2„.£0 *X  ' * c  «?„>•
c ......... (A1.1)

where N is the number of points. The point (xN+1 + jyN+i) is taken 

as the conjugate of (xN + jyN), lie. xN+1 * xN , yN+1 = -yN.

As the conjugate portion is not summed, instability is represented 

by -» for one encirclement.
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If the function G(s) is known to have a pole at the 

origin (as in the case of integral control) the contour must be 

modified. This is done by adding a circle of infinite radius to 

complete the contour from the point u = 0" to the point u> = 0+ .

It can easily be shown that the contribution of this portion of 

the contour to the total integral is -« and the criterion must be 

modified accordingly.

It should be noted that the test described in this 

section tests the simplified form of Nyquist's criterion, i.e. it 

is assumed that the function G(s) has no poles in the right-hand 

half plane.

Examples

To illustrate the method, the integral given by 

eqn. (A1.1) has been evaluated around the contour defined by a 

given frequency response function. This has been done for a finite 

number of points and for a range of values of K. By plotting the 

integral against K, instability will be shown by rapid changes 

of its value (0 to 2«) at the value of K, indicating marginal 

stability.

The first example has forward path transfer function

When used with unity feedback this would give a system 

that is stable 0 < K < 8.0. The integral determined by eqn.(A1.1) 

is evaluated over 30 points and plotted against K in fig. A1.3. 

(Note that points defining the complex conjugate have not been 

included, hence a value of -« for the integral indicates 

instability). As can be seen, values of K < 6.0 are indicated 

as stable and values of K > 8.6 are indicated as unstable.
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Between these values lies a region of uncertainty and taking any 

value of the integral greater than unity as an indication of 

instability would give a satisfactory test.

The second example is a unity feedback system having 

forward path transfer function

G(s) K( 1 + 0.1s)» 
s(1 + s)'

This is a type 1 system that exhibits conditional 

stability. The system is, stable 

0 < K < 3.43

unstable

3.43 < K < 291.3

stable

291.3 < K < -

Fig. A1.4 shows the integral evaluated over 50 points 

and plotted against K. Note that the scale has been broken to 

give more definition to the areas of interest and the result 

given has been calculated for the complete contour (-2« 

indicating instability). Again, although regions of uncertainty 

exist, taking any value of the integral greater than unity as an 

indication of instability gives a satisfactory test.
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APPENDIX A2

Notes on the Computing Methods Used

The computer used for the work in this thesis was the 

SERC/Engineering Department, Prime Computer installation at the 

University of Warwick. The computer was used at Warwick 

University and by remote terminal at Coventry (Lanchester) 

Polytechnic. As many of the results were of a statistical nature 

involving the averaging of many simulation runs, extensive use was 

made of the "job facility", which enabled runs of up to 20 hours 

in length to be made overnight and at weekends. The program was 

written in Fortran 77 programming language.

A listing of the principal program developed to simulate 

the adaptive controller is given in this appendix. The program 

can be understood by the comments in this listing, the flowcharts 

of Figs. A2.1 and A2.2 and the notes that follow. The listing and 

Fig. A2.1 refer to non-parametric identification, Fig. A2.2 shows 

the modification to the flowchart for parametric identification 

and the additional subroutines required are also listed.

The representation of the system and controller in the 

program was by means of digital simulation. This was obtained by 

means of the transformation

s 2 _ i ! ^
's (1 ♦ Z-')

on the appropriate transfer function, Ts being the sampling time. 

The resulting expression in z was then interpreted as a difference 

equation and implemented digitally.

The following are brief notes on the various sections of

the program.
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MAIN PROGRAM Generates random data using NAG routine G05DDF. 

Filters this to form the input data and noise disturbance for the 

system. Links together the subroutines forming the remainder of 

the program.

SUBROUTINE WINDOW (N, WD) Produces the weighting WD(J), 

corresponding to a Hanning window, for N data points.

SUBROUTINE FT01A (IT, INV, TR, TI) This is a FFT routine to 

calculate the Fourier Transform of data having real and imaginary 

parts TR, TI. IT specifies the number of points in the transform 

and INV specifies whether the direct or inverse transform is 

required. The real and imaginary parts of the transform are 

returned as TR, TI.

SUBROUTINE DIF (N, NB, R, C, E, U, W, A, B, GN, GNI, TD, LFLAG) 

This subroutine simulates the system and controller. From the N 

data points forming the input signal R, and noise disturbance W, 

the subroutine generates output C, error E and control U. NB is 

the order of the system, A, B are the parameters of the system 

and GN, GNI and TD are the controller parameters. LFLAG 

initialises the system if this is required.

SUBROUTINE MINIM (BI, S) From an initial parameter vector BI this 

subroutine searches for the parameter values that give minimum 

cost function S. This subroutine calls the subroutines E( ),

F( ).

SUBROUTINE E(B, H, N, W) This searches, from an initial 

parameter vector B, in N dimensions with step size H. The minimum 

value W found in the search is returned from the subroutine. 

SUBROUTINE F(X, M, V, IND) This subroutine calculates the cost 

function V at parameter vector X (M dimensions). It uses values 

of R(J«o) and G(j«o) transferred via common statements. It checks 

for constraints on the parameters and on stability; any violation 

of these is indicated in the value of IND.
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SUBROUTINE RE6R (XC, NF) This subroutine identifies the 

parameters XC by regression in the frequency domain. The data 

used is passed to the routine via common statements. The 

subroutine makes use of the NAG routine FOICKF to perform matrix 

multiplication.

SUBROUTINE COLOSS (A, B, IERR, V, IN) This subroutine was 

developed by Astrom (see section 5.5 ). It calculates the loss 

function V for the ratio of two polynomials with coefficient 

vectors A, B. The value of IERR indicates if the denominator 

represents an unstable system.
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MAIN

Initial
lontroller
’arameters

MAIN

Generate 
random data MAIN

I MAIN

MAIN

Generate 
random data

Low pass 
filter

input
signal

DIF

MAUN.

Low pass 
filter

loise
disturbance

Digital Simulation

WINDOW

input
signal wiNnni,

output
signal uikinnu

control
signal

Hanning
Weighting

Hanning
Weighting

Hanning
Weighting

FT01A FT01A FT01A

FFT FFT FFT

Optimum
Controller
Parameters

Cross-Spectra 
*rc

Cross-Spectra 
*ru

\  MAIN /

Calculate
G(JÜI)

MINIM

Minimisation

Calculate
Exploratoryloss

function search

Fig. A2.1 Flow chart for non-parametric adaptation
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Fig. A2.2 Modification to flow chart for parametric adaptation
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Fig. A2.2 Modification to flow chart for parametric adaptation
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Fig 4 U pper bound 1.03 u m jn d  G-rclated performance indices yKK:<G) and J (G \  for 
the control systems (53) as a function of p  in the case of the stable p iant (44i The value 
of u(GJ is determ ined within the accuracy « < 0.03 u (G | by u m <  u (G J<  1.03 um.

sented in Fig. 4. The number o f ihe required points x u\i, ) was between 
77 and 121 for all considered values p. Using a Fortran IV program and a 
PDP 11/10 computer, we did not need a computing time o f more than 16 
s for each value p. Reading Fig. 4 vice versa, we obtain (within the limits 
of O  the smallest (7-admissible value p {u mM) for any given u ^ ,. The 
corresponding controller guarantees that the condition (47) is strictly met 
for all trajectories starting in G and that the admissible free play is 
actually used by the control input except for an amount o f not greater 
than 0-03 umzx.

In Fig. 4. the curves JR!C(G ) and J (G ) represent the mean values (with 
respect to all comers o f G ) o f  the integral (49), respectively, o f the integral

y (x (0 ) )  =  / ” x r( r ) « rx ( ' ) ‘*  (5“ )JQ
referring to the systems (53). It appears that for any given value of umikX 
the smallest (7-admissible value p (u mM)  yields that controller (50) which 
can be called “ G-optimal”  in the sense of the performance indices 
yR,c (C )  and J (G ).

Remarks:
1) The choice o f the positive definite matrix P  determines the shape o f 

the cutoff domains H (r )  and the value of the bound C*(//(r2)). By using a 
suitably optimized matrix P  instead of the identity matrix / we. therefore, 
can possibly reduce the number o f required points x(l>(/,.y) even more. 
But since the optimization o f P  also needs numerical effort, it is open to 
further investigation whether the net computing time can be profitably 
reduced in this way.

2) I f  an unstable plant is considered, the results represented in Fig. 4 
change as follows. The upper bound (1 +  ^ )m„  now tends to a positive 
value umin if  p is increased at will. This is the minimum value of 
which is required to stabilize the plant by a controller o f the type (50).

3) I f  more than one constraint o f the type (2) is given, for each o f these 
constraints an individual condition (35) and individual radii r0 and r, are 
obtained, which define corresponding cutoff domains (15). In this case, 
each time step h ( i .  j )  must be chosen so that each condition (35) is met as 
long as the corresponding cutoff domain is not yet reached.

VII. D iscussion

The method described in this paper to calculate u((7] or to establish 
{¿-admissibility for a given linear controller represents a new tool for 
analysis o f linear control systems o f the type ( l ) .  Moreover, it can be 
applied to arbitrary finite-dimensional continuous linear control systems 
containing a dynamical linear controller as these systems can also be 
represented in the form

i ( t )  =  A x ( t ) .  . ( < ) = -  K x ( , )  (55 )

where the matrix A now is o f higher dimension than the matrix A 
referring to the plant (5J.

The above method can also serve as a design tool if it is introduced in 
any existing procedure for the design o f continuous linear control systems.

It makes it possible to ensure that all given inequality constraints o f the 
type (2) are met without giving away admissible free play of the restricted 
variables. This is especially useful if only small admissible free play is left 
for certain variables or if other additional conditions strongly restrict the 
family o f the admissible controllers. (For instance, additional conditions 
given in the A'-space can be introduced by robustness requirements (6j.)

The method proposed here can also be applied to discrete time systems 
o f the type

x ((A  +  l)7-) = 4>x(kr). A =0.1.2. • (56)

if one is interested in the system performance only referring to the time 
instants kT. In this case the matrix R . which defines the cutoff domains, 
has to be chosen as solution of the equation

4>tr4>-R = -P (57)
where P  is an arbitrary positive definite matrix. Furthermore, one can 
always work with constant time steps A (i. y)=7*. Finally, there is no 
remaining error t in this case.

As the image of an arbitrary ellipsoid referring to the map (8) again is 
an ellipsoid, the method proposed above can be suitably modified if the 
set G o f the possible initial states can be better described by an ellipsoid 
G<, than by a parallelepiped. In this case, instead of the points x ,0(f, y) a 
sequence of ellipsoids

(7,^, = ‘> ((7 ,). i =0.1.2. ••• (58)

is considered where the time distances t, are chosen on the analogy o f 
Section IV. The procedure is stopped as soon as the last ellipsoid is 
included by the cutoff domain. Applications o f this modified concept are 
described in the thesis (7). which is based on a preceding version of this 
paper.
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which provide coupling between two nominally independent control loops. 
Approximate stability bounds for the closed-loop system are established 
using a matrix o f describing functions. The inverse Nyquist diagram is used 
to design appropriate compensation networks, taking into account design 
objectives including the avoidance of various limit cycles and a rapid 
transient response. The final design is implemented on the instrument and 
its behatior compared with the' simulated system. It is shown that the 
response time is reduced to approximately 11 percent o f that of the original 
system in agreement with design predictions.

I. I n t r o d u c t i o n

The precision gauging o f small mechanical components is expensive 
because of the equipment requirements and the time o f skilled operatives. 
However, [1] describes a device that offers low cost accurate gauging of 
circular holes in flat plates. This paper gives a bnef outline of the 
operation o f the instrument but its main concern is with the improvement 
of its dynamic performance.

The instrument is designed to measure automatically the misalignments 
in the positions of circular holes in a flat plate. Fig. 1(a) gives an outline 
diagram showing the basic operation while Fig. 1(b) is a more complete 
block diagram o f the system. The system is a null system requiring a 
reference plate with the holes in the correct position. This is located with 
its face parallel to that o f the gauged plate and both plates are located by 
a suspension system (not shown in Fig. 1(a)] that allows lateral motion. 
Electromechanical actuators can cause X  and Y displacements of both 
plates independently. The surface of gauged plate is illuminated by 
normal parallel light which passes through the holes in both plates and 
falls on photocells placed underneath each hoie pair.

By applying a small sinusoidally varying displacement to the X  axis and 
a similar displacement, phase shifted by 90°. to the Y axis o f the reference 
plate a circular perturbation is produced. This causes a corresponding 
variation in the output voltage o f the photocells. By using the signal from 
one o f the cells as the inputs to a pair o f phase sensitive rectifiers (the 
reference signals being the X  and Y  perturbation signals) voltages repre
senting the X  and Y misalignments of the hole associated with that cell 
are obtained. These signals are used as error signals for X  and >' position 
control systems which move the plates into alignment by driving linear 
actuators attached to the nonoscillating plate. The displacements finally 
required by these control systems then give an accurate measure of the 
misalignment o f the hole under examination.

Detailed discussion o f the system is given below; at this point it may be 
noted that the two loops are coupled since the light transmitted through 
two overlapping circular holes is a function o f the radial misalignment R.

The position control loop for each axis may be modeled to a first 
approximation by a simple hill-climbing system. Fig. 2 shows the X  
control loop as such a system where h (t )  represents the impulse response 
o f the position control dynamics.

Note that the perturbation signal is modeled by an input after the 
control system dynamics, since the constant probing signal is applied to 
the master plate independent o f the alignment motions applied to the 
gauged plate. This feature permits the use of a perturbation frequency 
significantly higher (by a factor o f two in practice) than the natural 
frequency o f the system.

A  typical component that could be gauged by such a system would be a 
bearing plate for a wrist watch. Such a plate could contain some twenty 
circular holes ranging from 0.17-1.7 mm in diameter. Each hole is gauged 
in turn and the time taken to check the complete plate depends on the 
response time for each hole. This is the time it takes for the instrument to 
align a hoie pair following an initial misalignment. In the original instru
ment this was in the order o f one second and any attempt to reduce it by 
increase of system gain caused instability.

The object o f the following analysis is to investigate the dynamics of the 
system in order to design a controller to reduce the response time while 
still maintaining adequate stability.

II. S y s t e m  A n a l y s is

A. The Mathematical Model

Referring to Fig. 1(b) x ,. y, denote .Y. >' position o f a hole centre in the 
reference plate and .v. y  the centre o f the corresponding hole in the gauged 
plate.

Ft&. I. (a) Basic form of instrument

The function Fr(R )  determines the area o f overlap A, for a given radial, 
misalignment R. It is given by

A = F r{ R ) £l2 ■m-m/RIF to

where D  is the diameter o f the hole considered. This area determines the 
amount o f light falling on a photocell which in turn determines, via the* 
nonlinear function Fa(A ),  the photocell output voltage. The form o f the* 
function Fa(A )  depends on the photodiode load resistor. For low values 
o f load the relationship is linear, but for higher values o f load resistor it 
takes the form

K = F /<( .4 )= A : l ln (l +  A ^ )  (2 )

where k k 2 are constants. The operating regime was deliberately chose i  
to correspond to this nonlinear function, as the overall control loop is less 
affected by different hole diameters than with the linear element.

The overall static characteristic, relating the mean value of the correct
ing signal, as measured at the output o f a phase-sensitive rectifier, to hoie 
misalignment has been calculated for a range o f hoie diameters D. for the 
particular perturbation amplitude h =0.127 mm.

The table dynamics were modeled by a second-order transfer function. 
Initially no additional damping was incorporated, and the values o f f  anJ 
u„ were o f the order of 0.01 and 2r35 rad/s. respectively.

B. System Performance

Having chosen the constants o f the mathematical model by simulation • 
it was verified that the behavior o f the model and real system were very i 
close. The most satisfactory gain setting for A' gave a settling time o f the 
order o f 1 s. i

Increasing the gain o f the forward path lead to instability o f the form 
typified by Fig. 4.

C. Stability Analysis

The stability o f the system is assessed by noting that it can be 
represented by two linear systems coupled by a nonlinear term. The 
outputs o f the linear systems are the x  and r misalignments o f the centres ; 
o f the reference and gauged holes. The nonlinearity arises since the light 
received by the photocell detector is proportional to the area of overlap of 
the two circular holes, which is in turn, a function o f radial misalignment 

Hence, the system can be represented by the block diagram o f Fig 5. 
The inputs to the nonlinearity arc linear misalignments and the outputs 
are the corresponding outputs o f the phase sensitive detector. 
Afn. .Vis. Afji* A j; represent the describing functions of the nonlinearity.

The method o f assessing stability is given in [21 and is based upon the 
position o f the eigenvalues o f the matrix ( A’ +  G~  *) where
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X Position

Fig. I. (b) Block diagram of system.
Photo-C«ll

Fig. 2. One axis of the hill-climbing system

D. System Stability

Using Gershgorin’s theorem, the stability criterion is

K,(«*)+<}„(/«)|> 2 M < o |  + v |c/((y«)|
j-a

where G/k represents the jk  element in the matrix (7 1 and ak is the 
amplitude o f its input signal.

Instability is here defined as a steady-state harmonic solution leading to 
a stable limit cycle.

F‘ '>- the case under consideration there is no interaction in the linear 
portion o f the system and the nondiagonal terms in the G matrix are zero. 
This simplifies the stability criterion as for a diagonal matrix Gkk =  l/G kk 
and the criterion can be interpreted graphically as follows.

The describing function — ,VM is drawn and surrounded by a band o f ! 
half width a Gershgorin band. For stability there must be p. i
intersection between this band and the inverse Nyquist plot 1/(7, |. This 
criteria must also hold for the corresponding band \V,2| around the plot 
o f -  iV;2 and the plot o f I/<7; : .

In order to apply this criterion it is necessary to obtain the matrix of 
describing functions .V.

The nonlinearity relating photocell output voltage to radial misalign
ment has been given in (1) and (2). The analytical description for this 
nonlinearity is too complex to use as a basis for the derivation o f the 
describing function. However, some simplification can be obtained by 
approximating the relationship by a power series. As the relationship . 
even symmetrical around R ~ 0  the series will consist of even powers of R 
only.

V  =  Cq +  Cj R “ -f- c4 R '
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Fig. 5. System in multivariable form.

Expressing R as a ratio o f its maximum value and normalizing to give 
c0 =  1. the first four terms of a Chebyshev series for the 1 mm diameter 
hole are

v =  1 — 1.04/?2 -i-0.39/?4 — 0.37/?ft +  • • •

Fig. 6. Form of nonlinearity used to ob tain  the describing function matrix.

As the misalignments involved are less than half the hole diameter, the 
terms deerease rapidly in size and a reasonable approximation can be 
obtained by taking the first two terms only. The describing function 
between misalignment in one axis and phase sensitive rectifier output can 
be obtained by reference to Fig. 6. The relationship between v ( t ) ,  x (t ) ,  
.»•( t ) is given by

ii) at the frequency w =  <a,

/V = 2b I
•n 6

( A  +  j B )  

( B - j A )

( B - j A )  

(A + jB)
where

f ( r )  =  e0 — c2[ x 2( r )  +  2 fix (r)cos ust +  y 2(/ )  +  2/>v(/)sinwfr +  / r ] .

Note there are no terms involving both x ( t )  and >•(/) in the above 
expression. As passing the signal into the phase sensitive rectifier will not 
introduce such terms, the nonlinearity has the form shown in Fig. 5. To 
obtain the describing function for a sinusoidal input the A' and >’ terms 
can be considered independently.

To obtain AT,, consider x ( t )=  .vcos(ur +  $ ) and v(/) =  0. The action of 
the phase sensitive rectifier in the X  channel can be described as a 
multiplication by the signal

m A l ) ~  ~  £cosust -  j  cos3u>,/ +  j  cos5w,/- • • j

where « ,  is the angular perturbation frequency, the perturbation frequency 
being 80 Hz.

The resultant output contains terms in w. nu. mu,, (n u - m u , )  
where m and n are integers. As is usual with the describing function 
method the harmonics o f the input are ignored. However, the result is 
similar to that obtained by the dual-input describing function [3J. the 
input u  must be considered to have an arbitrary phase relationship <>v to 
the signal w, and the stability investigated for all values of <f>K. Special 
cases arise when u  and to, are commensurate, difference terms can then 
become equal to submulliples of the input frequency and produce sus
tained oscillation.

The term A',, is obtained by using the phase sensitive detector in the Y 
channel multiplying by the signal.

m ,.(/) =  — £sin u,f +  y  sin3<o,r ysin5<o,/ +  • • • j .

A  similar procedure with x (/ )=0 . v (r ) =  >'cos( wf +  <f>) gives expressions 
for the terms A\(, ,V22.

As mentioned earlier stability should be investigated for all values of to 
and to, that are commensurate. This involves obtaining the matrix of 
describing functions for each case and examining for any intersection of 
the Gershgorin band and the itner.se Nyquist for the frequency point to 
concerned. I f  this is done it is found that the cases where instability is 
most likely to occur are i) at an unrelated frequency (where the band must 
not enclose any part o f the plot) and ii) when to =  to, (where the 80 Hz 
point must not be enclosed).

i) At unrelated frequency

A - 6 +  3-r cos<f» — 2cos2$ — r  cos3<> b b

Z  Z
B =  3— sin<> + 2 sin26  -*■ — sin3«J> 

b b

and Z  is the amplitude of the appropriate input signal. The G  matrix is 
given by

5(SJ+2flU..S^u;,)

S ( S 2 +2S,u. , S  + ul y)
The plot o f 1/(7,, is shown in Fig. 7. As the describing function matrix 

at unrelated frequency is diagonal with the elements constant then the 
— .V,, plot is a point on the real axis with no surrounding band.

The describing function — A’,, for to =  to, is also drawn and also circles ; 
o f  radius | A21 j for a range of values o f 2. 0-0.3 mm. this being a more , 
convenient method than drawing continuous bands. As can be seen the 
bands are well away from the w, point (80 H z) on the plot. Stability is i 
restricted by the enclosure o f the point for unrelated frequency. The I 
transient response for this condition has been given in Fig. 4. instability 
occuring at a frequency o f 31.5 Hz as the gain is increased, since X  is 
purely real for unrelated frequencies.

III. S y s t em  C o m p e n s a t io n

A. Addition o f Local Velocity Feedback

As the limit to stability is caused by the peak in the frequency respons. 
a first step in compensation is to reduce this peak. This can be done by 
increasing the damping factor of the second-order system associated with 
the suspension system. This was done by adding pick-up coils to the 
platform carrying the gauged plates. These moved between the poles of 
permanent magnets and the EMF induced into them fed b.ick into the 
appropriate inputs of the amplifiers supplying the deflection coils. This I 
velocity feedback increased the damping factor o f the suspension svstem ! 
and the resulting inverse Nyquist plot for 1/(7,, shown in Fig. h. in which I 
gain has been increased to give the same intersection of the real axis as in 
Fig. 7. The resulting transient response is shown in Fig. 9 and the settling
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time has been reduced to the order o f 0.1 second <responses are shown for 
f  =  l). However, as is shown in the plot of Fig 8. the 80 Hz point is now 
much closer to the bands for | i and a small amount o f 80 Hz 
component is now present in the transient of Fig. 9. If the gain is 
increased until instability occurs a definite 80 Hz component now appears 
in the resulting response.

B. Other Compensation Techniques

Two techniques have been investigated for introducing further improve
ment to the dynamic performance o f the system.

Inspection o f Fig. 8 suggests that overall velocity feedback, (from 
derivative o f system output to the input o f the integrator) may be 
advantageous, by raising the Nyquist diagram vertically, and subsequently 
permitting a higher loop gain. This is not the case, however, since the 
instability at 80 Hz becomes predominant in determining system perfor
mance.

Secondly, an attempt to reduce the loop gain to zero at 80 Hz has been 
made. This modification can readily be incorporated by adding a sample- 
and-hold unit, operating at perturbation frequency [4], In this particular 
system, the additional phase lag due to the modification has a sufficiently 
detrimental effect to give no overall improvement.

IV. C o n c l u s io n s

The results obtained bv measurement o f transients on the original 
instrument were in close agreement with those predicted by simulation. 
The predicted effect o f velocity feedback was found to be substantiated in 
practice a significant improvement in system performance being obtained.

Although the addition of sample and hold circuits gave no improve
ment in the simulation a small improvement was obtained in practice. 
This was probably due to the fact that a component at perturbation 
frequency was present in the signal paths due to factors such as unbalance 
in the phase sensitive detectors and pick up from the fields of the 
deflection coils providing the perturbation. These factors were not in
cluded in the simulation and the suppression o f their effects would have a 
practical significance.

Fig. # Inverse Nyquist plot and (iershgonn hands for compensated system.

X_ Displacement mm

Fig 9. Transient response o f compensated system.

The overall effect o f the compensation described was to reduce the 
response time from 0.9 s to just under 0.1 s. As explained in the 
introduction this is a very important reduction. For the watch bearing 
plate containing twenty holes this would reduce the total gauge in time 
per plate from 18 s to 2 s. This would not be the reduction obtained in 
total job time as the time to change plates remains unaltered. Even so it 
was felt that the instrument would be well worth while modifying to 
incorporate this form o f controller.
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ETAS OF FIîEQ UEXCY EE SPO X SE ESTIM ATES

Th is  p a p er co n s id e r«  ( l ie  b ias o f  freq u e n cy  d om a in  m easu rem en ts w hen  th e  t im e  
o f  o b serva tion  is lim ite d . I t  is  show n  th a t  e s t im a tes  o f  a u to - and cross -sp ec tra l d e n s i
t ie s  are su b jec ted  to  b ias, so th a t  e s t im a tes  o f  fr e q u e n c y  response fu n c t ion s  w i l l  e x h i
b i t ,  in genera l, th is  s y s tem a tic  e rro r . S im u la tion  resu lts c o n firm  a n a ly t ic  p r e d ic t io n s  
f o r  p a rt icu la r  sys tem .

There are many situations in which only short-term records of system va
riables are available for analysis. For example data collection under closely 
controlled experimental conditions may be difficult to achieve over long periods. 
Another particular case being investigated by the authors is rapid adaptive 
control using frequency domain techniques. Here, a potentially time-varying 
system is to be identified and controlled, with small settling time.

In general, this limited period of observation leads to estimation errors. 
The variance of the estimate increases in general as the period of observation
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I? X!, ( t ) — Cross co rre la tio n  fu n c t io n ;
V x y M  — Cross sp ec tra l d e n s ity ;
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decreases. This paper considers the bias of the estimates, since this has been 
not widelj studied and it places a fundamental limit on the accuracy achievable 
when the number of fixed-length blocks increases indefinitely.

II. EVALUATION' OF THE BIAS

AVe consider the situation in which a linear system is subjected to a statisti
cally stationary random signal, and records o f input and output are available 
over only a limited time interval / =  0 to T.

The records of input and output data :>(1) and y(t) 0 <  1 <  T  respectively 
have Fourier components

A'(Jcj) and Y(joj), «  =  (ii.-rn T), n = 0, cc.

The estimate of the frequency response function based on one block is 

G(jio) =  = Y ( j ( o ) ' , X ( j a > )
and if independent blocks are available by

b'(jcj) = j).

Independent disturbances present in the measured output y(1) increase 
the variance of the above estimates, but do not introduce additional bias, 
hence they will be ignored in this subsequent analysis.

For tutorial purposes, we first present a simplified analysis, valid when 
the input is white noise. Secondly a result is derived for the general case when 
the number of blocks analysed is large, so that the expected value of the esti
mate based on

b'O'o») =  9 V ? XX
is given by

E { 0 ( j o > ) }  =
Consider the case of a single block where the frequency component of inte

rest in the input is of frequency o, and over the period t =  0 to I  is given by

,v(1) — Asiu(™<— 0).

-1  is a random variable, of unspecified amplitude distribution, and 0 is uniformly 
distributed over the range 0 y 0 <  g.-r.

The response of the linear system of impulse response y(t) is given by the 
convolution integral:

i
—  y(0 “ / <j(t)-3(1 — t)<1t.
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We ignore other component» in the input signal, assuming they are inde
pendent of the component considered. Similarly, the response of the system 
for t >  0 to the input signal for t <  0 is ignored, since this response is indepen
dent of, and hence uncorrelated with, the input signal considered, for ‘white’ 
excitation.

Fourier analysis of the response over the time interval 0 to T, with respect 
to sin(coi-f 0) and cos(rof-i-0) gives in-phase and quadrature components R  
and I .

Dividing these expressions by the input amplitude A  gives the estimates 
of the real and imaginary components of the gain G(jco).

Taking ensemble averages with respect to 0 gives the expected value of 
these estimates and in each case the contribution of the final term in the above 
expressions is zero.

We assume that the observation time T  significantly exceeds the settling 
time of the system, so that the upper limit of integration can be taken as infinity.

where F ( s )  is the Laplace transform of/(t), the expected value of the estimate is

T

6 j~ <7 (t) sin cordt ,
0 0

T

20 J  g ( t ) c o s  c o rd r ,
0 0

Since

o

E { R e ( G ) }  =

the above expressions may be written

E{ó(ja>)} =  G(jca) +  ̂ G ' ( ja i ) .

7 — Systems Science VIII/2-3
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The more general case, in 'winch the input has an unknown power density- 
spectrum, can be analysed for the case defined earlier, in which the number 
of blocks is large. Specifically, the number of blocks must be large enough so 
that the variance of estimates of the spectral density functions is sufficiently 
small so that the expected value of the estimate, given by

E {G ( jo ) }  =  E {?xu(jaj)IVxx(j<o)}

can be replaced by

E{G(jco)}  =

The estimates of spectral densities based on blocks of duration T  are biased. 
The bias may be evaluated either by elementary Fourier analysis or by noting 
that the estimate is based on the original time function multiplied by the rec
tangular time window of duration T.

In  the time domain, this window modifies the estimated correlation func
tions according to

E { S { x ) }  =  | l -  |y |)-r (t ) for ¡ ' K 1  

=  0 for |t [ >  T .

Taking the Fourier transform of the right hand side gives the well-known 
result that the windowing operation corresponds to convolution in the fre
quency domain with the function

I sin coT/2 \ 2 
\ cuT/2 / ’

Returning to the expression above for the expected value of the correlation 
function, the effect of the window is, in the frequency domain,

T= f (l-Jl)*(T)£-dT.
In all normal experimental conditions, the block length I  is much longer 

than the settling time of the system. This allows the limits of integration to 
be replaced by ±  «=. The first term,

oof RWe-̂'dT,
— OO

gives the true value of the power spectral density, whilst the second term
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oo
1
~T f  \x\R(x)e~^rdx

represents the bias component in the estimate.
A  useful form of the above equation is obtained by splitting R(x) into even 

and odd parts denoted Re(x) and I i 0(x) defined by

In the special cases such that R(x) =  0 for i  <  0, 0(w) =  <p(co), and the bias 
is as given in the previous section.

Three examples illustrate the previous analysis.
(a) As a trivial case, consider a pure time delay r  subjected to ‘-white’ noise, 

and the input and output records analysed over an observation time 0 <  1 <  I .
Evidently the output over the time 0 <  t <  x is uncorrelated with the 

measured input signal. The estimate of the gain is hence (1 — x¡T) rather than 
of unity modulus, and the expected value of the frequency response function 
is (1 — x l T ) e ~ i “ ’ . This gives a circle on the complex plane, of radius (1 —r ¡T).

(b) We next consider a system of transfer function 1 ¡1 -f sT, subjected to

Rc(x) =  R(x) +  R (  - r ) ,  

R 0(x) =  R(z ) — R (  — t).

With this notation, the power spectral density is given by

oo oo
=  J  B e{j)co sa jT d T  — j  J  i20(r) sin amir.
0 0

We define 0(co) by

oo
<P(co) =  — j  R u(x) cos (o x d x —j  J  Re{x) siiicoxdr

0

and elementary analysis shows that the bias term is given by

OO

— oo

I I I .  EXAMPLES
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‘white’ noise, with the frequency response estimated using a block length of 
duration T.

The bias in the estimate is equal to

i  r<?e(*n ur T, 1
T  L rf* i . - j .  ° r I  (1-1- j i o l . y - '

In this special case, this can be expressed as

Thus the phase angle of the bias term is minus twice the phase angle of the 
true response function. Since the true frequency response locus on the complex 
plane is a semi circle, the bias term is, by elementary trigonometry, always 
directed towards the centre of the circle, as in Figure 1 .

(c) Finally, consider the case in which the system input signal has the 
power spectral density

9’“ (tu) =  1 - oj'TI

and the transfer function of the system is G(jw) — —
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In tliis case, since tlie short-term estimate of the input spectrum is biased, 

ire can obtain an analytic expression only for tlie bias of frequency response 
estimates based on a large number of blocks, such that

E{G(j<o)} =
Analysis shows that the terms on the right-hand side are given by

and

=  <Fxx~ - ¿ r
T, ( l  — io- I ; )
T 0 (1 E <■>-!;)*

j ^ — « 3  -  CcvT; -  aTT*) - j ‘2coT .(3 -  co=T;)}.

Taking the ratio of these tiro expressions using a binomial expansion for the 
denominator gives

E [0(jw)} Si Q ( j t o )  —  —  — -, {( ■1 „(1 — ta-1 )- ■ 0.5 --cu'TD+joT, ”}.

Fig. 2. System wit-li non «white exitation 
<1 true response oi sampled-dnta system 
T; measured response 

1 • predicted measurements

Figure 2 compares theoretical predictions shown as squares on the diagram 
with computer simulations. The simulated results were obtained ns the ave
rage of 30,000 distinct blocks. In the case considered T 0 — 12.8 1\.
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It is noteworthy that, for this case, the bias is of equal magnitude for oj-a-0 
and co-*oo, and is given by ± T J 2 T 0.

IV . CONCLUSIONS

Analysis, supported by some simulation results, shows that short-term esti
mates of auto- and cross-spectral densities contain a bias term which in turn 
causes resulting estimates of frequency response functions to be biased.

Several further research problems are suggested by this work. The effect 
of time windows is known to reduce leakage and the effect of various windows 
on the bias should be investigated. It  is not obvious that, in this application, 
the time window should be symmetrical, and the effect of a differential time 
shift on input and output records should be investigated. The bias of estimates 
of elements within a feedback system also is worthy of attention. Finally, the 
estimates may themselves be used to estimate the bias present, so that a better 
approximation to the required statistics may be calculated.
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OUIHEKA B OL1EHKE PEAKUHH B OEJIACTII HACTOTbl

B paooTe paccMaTpnuaexoi H3MepiiTejibHoe oTkviOHeHHe b ooaacTH nacTOTbi npn orpaHiinenHOM 
BpeMCHii naojnoaeHHH. noKa3ano, hto aBTO- h B3anMnaa cneKTpajibHaa nnoTnocTb 3aBnciiT ot otiuio- 
Hemm, cacaoBaTejibiio, ouciiKa pcaKiimi b oonacTH nacTOTbi noica>KeT, b oouicm caynae, chmmctphh- 
Hyio ouinoKy. MoacjuipyiouiHe MccaeaoBaHHa noaTBep/KaaioT anamiTii4ecKiie pe3yjibTaTbi ana ramn-
HbIX CIICTCM.



FREQUENCY RESPONSE ESTIMATION USING SHORT DATA BLOCKS

Douce, John L.*
Balmer, Leslie^

Ŵarwick University, UK. 
'Coventry Polytechnic, UK.

A method of obtaining system frequency response estimates from short records of input and output 
data is examined. This method makes allowance for the transient effects due to the short record 
length and examples given show an improvement on more conventional methods of frequency response 
estimation.

INTRODUCTION

In a previous paper [1] the authors examined the errors which arise in the estimation of the 
frequency response function of systems using short observation periods. It has been shown that con
ventional frequency domain techniques produce estimates of the system frequency response which are 
biased and subject to significant variance, even in the noise free case. The magnitude of these errors 
can be evaluated in terms of the transient effects at the ends of the record.

In this paper a method of reducing these errors is examined. This involves parametrising the 
system frequency response function, G(jco), and relating these parameters to the short terra spectral 
estimates of the input and output signals. End effects are allowed for by the introduction of additional 
parameters. The system parameters and those associated with end conditions can be evaluated using as 
data the complex spectral estimates of input and output signals. Other authors [2,3] have applied 
regression analysis to frequency response data but they have assumed the observation time is such as 
to make end effects negligible.

The technique proposed here is related to established methods for simultaneous state and para
meter estimation in the time domain.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

x(t) , y(t), u(t). System input, output and noise signals X(joj), 
Fourier Transforms of the above signals, defined by

T
X(jtu) - L

where T is the observation time. Similarly for Y(ju>)

g(c) System impulse response.

G(s) System transfer function.

B(s), A(s) Numerator and denominator of G(s)

B(s) - 2 h :
o 1 2 V

A(s) - _ 2 1
o 1 2 V
where M < N

Y ( ju>) , N(jw). Short term

FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTION FROM SHORT TERM ESTIMATES

Consider the system shown in Fig. 1. Here x(t) is the statistically stationary input to the 
system measured over observation time t * o to T. x (t) *-s a periodic signal, equal to x(t) over the 
observation time with R

xR(nT*t) - x(t) n integer, 0 < t < T

Since xR(t) is periodic, the response yR(t) to this input is also periodic and the short-term 
Fourier Transforms of these signals at harmonic frequencies uk (uk * i 2tt/T) are related by

■ XR ( jw i ) . G ( j w i )  ♦  N (ju K )xR ( ju , . ) ( 1)



Over the time of observation the response y(t) differs from yR(t) due to the different initial
states at t = o. Assuming for the moment that the roots An of A(s) = O are all real and distinct, 
then the system response due to these initial states may be written

N A t 
y ( t ) - y R( t )  - l  K^e n 

n= 1

where K depends on the individual experiment, n

Taking short-term Fourier Transforms

Y<j“i>'YR(j“i)

T

N 1 u  •
■ [ K, nJn= 1 o

N K, y n
1 (A - jw .  >

n= 1

A
-  K ( e  - 1 )

n

N C, y n
‘  (A “ juj. )

n=o

, AnT .. (e -1)

Since A are roots of A(s)

i r U ^ )  -  v R ( j u . )
h.(ju.)

A(ju>. )

N-l

Hence

H(ju. )
___ L_A(jui. )

H (jm . )
X ( j " i ) + 1 ( 3 ^ 7  + N ( j “ i )A ( j )

The result also holds for multiple and complex roots of A(s) = 0.

( 2 )

This expression forms the basis of the method of frequency response estimation. The additional 
N parameters in H(jw) are introduced to allow for the transient effects.

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

The problem of obtaining the constants b̂ , â , from the measured spectra Y(jw.) and X(jco.) can
be treated as a problem in regression analysis [4]. The required parameters are those that minimise 
the expression

I |
BCjcO
A(juk ) X(jw.)

H ( jw .  )
A(juK ) (3)

where the summation is taken over the harmonic frequencies in the Fourier Transform. Since the form 
of the expression is such that differentiation with respect to the A parameters will not produce a 
linear set of equations, the problem is one of non-linear regression [5].

Equation (3) can be re-arranged to produce a linear regression problem by multiplying through the 
A(jw;). The expression to be minimised becomes



V 2
Y (ju. )A(jui. ) B(juOX(ju>. ) - H(joO

However the noise term is now A(juK )N(juk) and this produces biased estimates [4], The solution to
this modified formulation is useful however to provide initial estimates for an iterative procedure 
for the non-linear regression.

Writing F - Y(ju>)A(ju) - BijcWju) - H(ju)

then 3 I F 1 2 3(FF*)
3 a 3 a n n

3F* F
3an

3F F*
* 3an

- 2 Re {F 3F*
3A* (ju)

3A*(iui),
3a ; n

Similarly for h and b .n n

Setting this derivative to zero gives the following set of equations

p = o to M

q = o to M 

[ Re { |X. |2 Z. )

q = o to N-l

l Re {X*Z.} r ii

q = o to N

7 Re {-Y.X.Z.}7 ill

p - o Co N-l 7 Re {X.Z.} • l l [ Re {Z . } [ Re {-Y.Z.)r ii

p = o to N [ Re (-X.Y.Z.)
Li 111

> Re {-Y.Z.)7 11 I R<= l|Y.| z.)

D P+qwhere Z. = (“l)F(jw.)

To solve these equations the value of one of the parameters is taken as unity. The column 
containing this parameter is taken to the right-hand side of the expression and the row corresponding 
to differentiation with respect to this parameter is eliminated.

To solve the non-linear regression problem some form of hill-climbing routine is required, [5] 
contains a review of methods suitable for regression problems and also contains an extensive list of 
further references. However the expression given by eqn. (3) does lead to a linear set of equations 
when the differentiated with respect to parameters bm, h. Hence any iterative procedure need only be 
applied to the parameters an. For a given set of an parameters the linear equations can be solved for 
bm and h and the expression in eqn. (3) calculated. This has the advantages that the initial 
estimates for the starting point are only required for the reduced number of parameters and also 
convergence appears to be faster and more stable because of the reduced dimension of the problem [6]. 
One disadvantage is that it is impractical to obtain analytical derivatives in the iteration routine 
and these must be replaced by finite differences. The equations to be solved for a given set a 
are now given by

P

P

q - o to M q - o to N-l q ■ o to N

o to N-l

i X .  I

I «• < hr

X.
I Re {— L

2 1 X*

v  : f
b
P

x * z .
[Re{-V) 
i A*

Z; i l Re {— !—  Z. }
2 : i k i 2 1

i

=r •v [Re 4 )  
i Ai

I f  one o f  th e  p a ra m e te rs  i s  ta k en  as r e f e r e n c e  the a p p r o p r ia te  row i s  d e le t e d  and th e  a p p r o p r ia t e



column taken to the right-hand side. Alternatively one of the a parameters can be taken as reference 
reducing the number of dimensions in the hill-climb routine.

EXAMPLES

These examples illustrate the applications of the technique described and compare the resulting 
frequency response function with that obtained by conventional methods. In both cases the results 
have been obtained by digital simulation with a sampling interval sufficiently short to give insig
nificant difference between the frequency response of the continuous and sampled systems over the 
frequency range considered

(a) A noise-free system with the transfer function

This represents a very lightly damped system with u>n * 0.6 and K = 0.02. The decay time 
constant is 83.3 seconds and results are shown in Fig. 2 for an observation time of 102.4 seconds. 
This figure shows the measured response using the method of this paper and using the ratio ctput/ 
input frequency spectra with a Hanning window. As can be seen, the latter method gives a spread of 
points about the correct curve. This spread could be reduced by taking more than one bloc:: and 
combining the spectra of the windowed estimates according to the estimator

The resulting estimates would however still show bias as discussed in [1]. 

(b) A third order system with a transfer function G(s) having multiple roots

The input signal was band limited and a noise signal having a uniform spectrum was added at the 
output. An observation time of 25.6 seconds was used and the parametrised model had the form

output is increased. Results are shown for linear and non-linear regression methods.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that by taking into account the transients due to end conditions 'it is possible 
to obtain frequency response estimates superior to those obtained by conventional techniques, even 
when the observation time is much shorter than the settling time of the system. The disadvantage of 
the method is that it requires a parametric model which is not required in conventional frequency 
response estimation. However it appears that even if the order of the model is incorrect results for 
short term estimates are still superior to those obtained by conventional methods.

The results presented have applied only to open-loop systems but work is in progress to extend 
the analysis to include closed loop systems.

G(s) - 0.36
s2 + 0.024s + 0.36

G(s) - --- -
(s.l)3 ŝ  + 3s2 + 3s + 1

1

G(s) - 1
3 2

o

Fig. 3 shows ensemble averages for the parameter estimates as the ratio noise power/signal at the



n(t)

Figure 1. System showing signals x(t), x̂ (t)

Figure 2. Lightly damped second order system.
-------  theoretical response
• • • • • points obtained by regression method
à à à à à points obtained by classical method
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Transien t e ffec ts  in spectrum  estim ation
P ro f. J.L. D ouce. D .S c ., P h .D ., C .Eng., F.I.E.E.. S en .M em .I.E .E .E ., and  

L. B alm er, M .S c .. C .Eng., M .I.E .E :

Indexing terms: Errors and error analysis. Spectrum estimation

Abstract: The paper examines the errors in spectrum and frequency response estimation when short blocks o f 
data are used. General results for the bias and variance of spectral estimates are presented. Analysis is restricted 
to stable time-invariant linear systems with stationary white excitation.

List o f sym bols

,x(f), >■(/) =  input and output signals
flit), G(.v) = system impulse response and transfer func

tion. respectively
Xfjtu) =  Fourier representation of x(t) over 0 < t < T- j" .xlfle'*'“ dt

jot) = measured cross-spectrum =  ( \ / T ) X  Y*
Rxy(t|, t 2) =  crosscorrelation function =  £{.x(f,) • yff2)}
<!>„((yto) =  true cross-spectrum
Oljoj) =  smoothed measured spectrum

1 In tro d u c tio n

When a record of finite duration T  is available for signal 
analysis or system identification, errors are introduced into 
the estimates of the statistical properties o f the processes. 
These lead to systematic errors or bias and to variance in 
resulting estimates o f the frequency response of systems.

Attention is directed in this paper to the errors intro
duced by end effects or transients, which can be particular
ly significant when the length of the record or of a single 
block does not greatly exceed the settling time o f the 
system. The important effects of data windows and 
smoothing will not be covered in detail [1-3].

The analysis follows the presentation by Papoulis [4], 
An alternative derivation o f the main results from first 
principles is given, which leads to some detailed results and 
aids physical insight into the mechanisms involved.

The statistical properties of auto- and cross-spectral 
estimates based on a single block of data are examined. 
From this, the properties o f smoothed estimates, smoothed 
by averaging over several blocks and/or over adjacent fre
quencies, can be derived.

Given a sample of the process ,x(r) over the time range 
0 <  t < T. we define the measured Fourier transform as

X(ju>) =  J x(t)e~jM dt

for to =  2nn/T, with n integer.
The measured autospectrum $>xJjto) is defined by

^ X{jca)Xm{j<o)

For stationary processes, the expected value of this func
tion is related to the autocorrelation function of .x(f) by
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e ’A x m ) = (' “ T ")R"(T) dx (1)
Although the response y(t) o f a time-invariant linear 
system to the stationary time function .x(t) is also station
ary, the response to ,x(t) for t < 0, uncorrelated with x(t) for 
f >  0. is considered separately. This requires the use o f the 
correlation function Rab( t ,, t2) =  E 'd lf,) ■ b(t2)}.

The expected value of the measured spectrum is now 
given by

£ { * . „ ( » !  =  ~  t 2) e - * * " -« *  d t , dt2 (2 )

2 M easured  freq uen cy response fu n c tio n

We consider estimates of the system frequency response 
function, based on one or more blocks, each o f length T, 
using the estimators given for one block by

G = I!>> = = ,3l
X(jto) X * X  4>„

and for L  blocks by

G = z £ * ,y

Z ^ x - x

(4)

We first consider the mean value of the estimate. For the 
case where the number of blocks is very large, the expected 
value of the ratio defined in eqn. 4 is equal to the ratio of 
the expected values. Analysis in a later Section shows that 
estimates based on a single block have the same expected 
value. This results since the component of y(t) which is cor
related with .x(f) in each block is due to the measured exci
tation x(r) for this block, and is proportional to this 
excitation.

The expected value of the measured autospectrum o f the 
input signal of constant power spectral density <l> is given, 
from eqn. I, by

£!<!>„} - (' - t )® ' * T) ' e'M' dx = <t>
Similarly, from eqn. 2, with

R„('i. fj) = OWi. h)
then

£{*„} = ® £  (l - =-J“' dx
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Thus, the expected values of the gain estimate is

E[G(jto)) =  J ^1 -  ^ t/ (r )  e dx ,5)

Two features in this expression lead to the bias in the esti
mate: the upper limit of integration is finite, and the 
second term within the brackets introduces a nonzero con
tribution.

When the time o f observation is sufficiently large, rela
tive to the settling time of the system, the upper limit can 
be replaced by infinity, and an approximate expression for 
the error in the gain estimate is

-  ^  | r</(r) e dx
• Jo

Using
r  x. j

i /(f) e ”  dt =  FIs)Jo ds

this gives

j_ dG( je t  I 
~  T  dm

This approximate expression has a very simple interpreta
tion. Consider (Hjta) plotted on the complex plane for 
all 0 <  m <  x .  dG(jm)/dm is directed along this locus at 
all frequencies. Hence the bias is perpendicular to the 
locus, with a clockwise rotation and is of magnitude 
(I 7 11 d(H j tn Id o  |.

The cohereney function defined by

, _  Fid»,,//.»); ■ F !<!»♦,(jad!

' J"J £¡<¡>„0»} •
can readily be evaluated from the above analysis.

The component o f y(t) for f >  0 which is independent of 
,v(f) for r >  0 is due to the system response to nonzero 
initial conditions at t = 0.

Consider the effect of a transient component in y<r) due 
to the nonzero initial state of the system at r =  0. At t = 0. 
the steady state is assumed established, owing to the sta
tionary input ,v(f). and we set v(f) = 0 for I >  0.

From Reference 4 (p. 311), the autocorrelation function 
of the output is related to the crosscorrelation function by

Rn.(fi, 12) — f/Ui) * F.iylf 1 * fz)

The crosscorrelation function is given by 

/?vv(r,. f2) =  <!></<f2 — f,) for r, < 0 

=  0 for z, >  0

The result may be written, for r,. t2 > 0. as

Rv>.(f„ 12) =  <t> J s/(f2 +  ri)i/(f 1 +  u) du (6)

Hence the expected value of the measured spectrum of this 
component can be found, using eqn. 2.

In a similar manner, the build-up with time of the com
ponent of tit) due to ,v(t) for t > 0 can be determined. 
However, as Ryx(t,. t 2) for the total signal y(f) is known to 
be stationary, it can be deduced immediately that the tran
sient component is the negative of that given by eqn. 6.

The unmeasured portion of y(f) due to ,v(t) (for 
0 <  r <  T ) is that which occurs for r >  T. The autocorrela
tion function of this is obtained from eqn. 6. with the times

t, and r2 on the left-hand side replaced by (r, -  T) one 
(r2 + T), respectively.

It is important to note that, although expected values ol 
the two transient components of RvyU f 2) have identical 
expressions, the two components are independent for suffi
ciently large T.

3 A lte rn a tiv e  deriva tio n

Using convolution, the above results can be derived from 
first principles. This permits some more detailed appre
ciation of the results o f one individual experiment, as well 
as presenting a physical appreciation of the underlying 
mechanisms involved.

(</) Bius: Consider the input signal component 

v(r) =  4 sin (tut +  0) 0 < f <  T

where, as before. 10 is a harmonic of the fundamental fre
quency 2n T. If the measurement time is sufficiently long, 
then this component is uncorrelatcd with any other fre
quency component o f the white input signal over the given 
time interval. It is also uncorrclated with ,v|f) for t <  0. It 
follows that the component is correlated only with that 
component of the output signal y(f) which is due to this 
input. It will be shown how bias in frequency response esti
mates arises owing to the transient component o f the 
response due to this applied signal, and how the response 
depends, in an individual experiment, on the phase angle 0.

In terms of the system impulse response y(t). the output 
is given by

y(r) =  A i / ( T )  sin [cou — r) +  0] di
Jo

The in-phase and quadrature components of the response, 
over the time interval 0 <  l < T, using sin (tor +  ¿1 and 
cos (tor + 0) as references, are

:= j y(r) { S'n (tor +  0)1 dt 
T  Jo (.c-os J

Substituting for y(r) and interchanging the order of integra
tion. the in-phase and quadrature components of the 
output signal are given by

R =  — J y(r) | j cos tor — cos [2tor — tor +  20] 0r| 

and

<y(r) — sin tor +  sin [2tor — tor +  20] dry dx

respectively, giving

■ r *

r)i/(r) cos tor dx + ----cos 20iot

t/(r) sin tor dx

and

/- ij> -  
f*

r)ty(r) sin tor d x -----— sin 20
w T

x t/(r) sin tot dxJo
respectively.

(7«)

(7/.)
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Proceeding as before, we now assume that:
(1) The period of observation is significantly longer than 

the setting time o f the system, so that the upper limits of 
integration can be taken as infinite

(2) The integral )’0‘ ryli) e /,jr dr converges: hence

feos
ri/frl < . (turi 

(sin
di

Dividing eqns. 7u and h by .4. the real and imaginary parts 
of the estimated gain become

/?[G(ya>l] =  R[G(y<«)] 4  R [G '(y<«)]---- -rT  otT

Similarly, the measured autospectrum o f iff) due to xfr) 
for 0 <  t <  T  is. for the impulse at t = i  from eqn. 9. 
given by

I It1
— Vft. j o t  ■ V'*(t. y tu) =  — tyfu) e " 1 du

j iy( c) eJcn dv

Again, this is averaged with respect to i  over the range 
0 <  r <  T. and Ir  is replaced by its expected value.

4 S pectra l w in d o w s

x cos 21) / [ Gfyto)]

and

/[Gly<u)] =  /[G(ytol] + “  /[G'(jro)] +  ~
7 w T

x sin 21) /[Glycol]

respectively, where G lycol is written for [</G(.v| d.v], 
Combining these expressions results in

G(y'col =  G(yco| +  ^  G'(jm)-----— e " ; '"/[G(iVe)] IS)
T  to /

The three terms on the right-hand side correspond to the 
true value, the bias and a term of constant magnitude and 
phase angle depending on the phase o f the input signal. If 
0 is uniformly distributed, then the final term has zero 
mean.

|/>| Complete response: the input is modelled by a series 
of independent impulses of strength It. It is zero mean and 
of mean-square value related to the power spectral density 
of the input by E \lr ]  — <!>.

The input may. as before, be considered as two com
ponents. the first existing over the time interval 
— x  <  t < 0 and the second over the time of observation 
0 <  t < T.

Consider an impulse applied at time t. with 0 <  r <  T. 
This gives a contribution to the measured amplitude spec
trum o f iff) equal to

>tr,yco| =  /i f  cylr -  t) e ' J“"  dl

So far. the raw Fourier representation o f \ir) 10 < r <  T 1 
has been considered. To improve the form of the equiva
lent filter in the frequency domain, particularly to reduce 
sidelobes. the time functions arc multiplied by a non- 
rectangular window w(t) (0 < t < T). zero for t outside this 
range.

The elfect of windowing the time functions on spectral 
estimates is well documented [2. 6. 7].

The conventional approach assumes a long record, so 
that transient effects may be ignored.

The analysis of Sections 2 and 3 can readily be extended 
to handle an arbitrary time window, as follows.

With a window «■(/), equal to zero except over the range 
0 <  t <  T. the expected value of the correlation function is 
modified to

f ’ l =  R(ri, r2) • wfti) • w(r2)

From eqn. 2. the expected value of the modified measured 
spectral density becomes

£  í ! - j  | [  /2)wUi)wU2)

x e~JM"  ~':l dt, d t 2

If the process is stationary, with t =  f, — f2, this gives

J RjhU) e - '"" |  j wfr,) • >v(i; -  r) i/r;| di (10«)

For the rectangular or 'do-nothing' window, eqn. 1 follows 
by setting wff) =  I for 0 <  t < T.

For the Hanning window

and writing u =  t — r. we obtain

ylr.y'cul = h e "J"" J" yfu) e -*”* du (9)

This contributes to the measured cross-spectrum between 
.x(r) =  ItdU — r )«  term

s It1 CT ~'
«/»„(t, y'i«) =  —  I <y(n) e du

This is now averaged with respect to r. and taking expecta
tion with respect to Ir. we find that

£ f  I !/(«) « ' tin di
I Jo Jo

wit) =  It — cos 2rct/T) 

the inner integral in cqn. 10« becomes

t |^ I — 1 + ^ cos vj0 r^ +  ^  sin uj0 r| ( 10/>)

w here io0 =  2n/T. This is used later to evaluate the coher
ency with this window in an example.

Introduction of this window considerably reduces bias 
in many cases. This is due to the constant value of expr. 
10/> for small values o f r, which reduces the error in the 
expected value of the measured correlation functions. The 
variance of spectral estimates is also reduced, as the end 
portions of the records, which contain the transient terms, 
are given a small weight.

=  <I> i- í Í yy 1») e ~/t'“ di  du
* Jo Jo

=  <t> j  ^ I -  jt'jt /lu) c ~ J" “ du

5 Exam ple

Consider the first-order system

G (v) =
Visi
.Yfs)

I
i + sT;
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With white noise of power per unit bandwidth >Pxx(joj) = <!> 
applied to the system, then

cl>
Ry*(t) = f  e for t >  0

R„.(r) = e1'1 T'

Thus, with measurements based on a block of length T. 
from eqn. 1. we find

E[<Î\,Ü«>>] = T1 tH
: <t).

(r) e ' re"  dr 

T, ( I — e ~ r T')]i 1
U + jtoT, T  (1 +  jiuT,)2 j

Dividing by <t>„ gives the expected value of the estimate of 
the gain at the harmonic frequency tu.

The second term in the resulting expression is the bias. 
The approximate expression for the bias is

—j  dGlj(O) 
~T do)

1T,_______
r 11 + jiuTj2

Thus the approximate expression will be valid under 
normal experimental conditions, as the difference is a 
factor of 11 — e T T'), and it is normal for T  $> T,.

In Fig. 1 is shown the frequency-response locus and the

-  ImG

Fig. 1 Frequency response and bias fo r  T  =  10 f

An approximate expression for the bias in this quantity, 
assuming e ~ ' T' i  0. can be derived as for the cross
spectrum. with note o f the real nature o f the autospectrum.

This leads to the (exact) expression for the coherency 
function

y (  jto)

II +  <o2T;) + Ts T il -  e -c ( 1 — ■)-2

(1 + w!T;) - j  (1 — e r r’K 1 < rT;)

When e r r ' 0, setting to = 2nn T. this becomes 

1 -  2 T ,T  +  [(27m)2 +  1](7;/TI:
ru'mi •

1 -  T J T  +  a n n T J T Y U  +  TJT)

For T  =  10T,, this is approximately equal to 0.9 for all 
integer /i.

Returning to the exact expression, it is notable that, for 
T  << T. , we have

• T  2 T,

• 0.5

for io = 0

for tu =  2701, T. n ; : 0
A computer simulation has verified this result.

We may examine the autospectrum o f y. given by eqn. 
11. in more detail. This expression is the result of trans
forming the steady-state autocorrelation function over the 
finite time of observation. As previously discussed, the 
autocorrelation function of yit), Rv,.(f,, r2), for t„ t 2 > 0, 
can be considered as the sum of two time-varying func
tions. one representing the decaying response to initial 
conditions established by vit), r <  0. which is uncorrelated 
with vit) for f >  0. and the second term representing the 
build-up of the response to ,v(r) for f >  0 towards the 
steady-state conditions.

Owing to initial conditions at r =  0. the autocorrelation 
function is given by eqn. 6 as

Ryy( t„  t 2) =  ‘ I’  |  f/lt, +  U)(j(t, + It) dll

w ith

bias for T = 10T,. In this particular case, the frequency- 
response locus is a semicircle, and the bias is always 
directed towards the centre.

In Section 3, the response to the sinusoid x(l) =  
A sin (tot +  0) applied at t =  0 was considered, and eqn. X 
gives the approximate expression for the estimated gain. In 
addition to the bias, there is a further error, equal to

-AzILG(jo))] e " 2"
to T

This term describes a circle on the complex plane o f radius 
CrwT )(l/ (l +  <o2T^) equal to the (approximate) magnitude 
of the bias. Thus, for particular values of 0. the estimate is 
exact. These values correspond to the continuously applied 
signal, producing zero output at time t =  0. so there is no 
transient term in the observed response.

The expected value of the measured autospectrum of the 
output is readily shown to be

j ______ 7; (i - o t 2r,2y i - e ~ T T ')

,1 +  o r T ;  T  (1 +  w 2 T,2)2

(ID

£[*&>.,0'w>] Mt

i/(l) = —  e*5
for t > 0

and

<t>

•y

'2) = T 7 e‘"'*'2’ r’
*  * s

From eqn. 1

Q.JTJT)
£i^ » ! = 2 n i ^ [1-
Owing to v(f) for r >  0. R , f . ) o b e y s

R,.,(t|. (2) = //() 1 )* ̂xy() 1»(2)
In this situation. Rx>. ( i t 2) =  0 for t, or r, <  0. we find 

h )  *  QyCi ~  *1 ) t, and t2 >  0

giving

t,) = £  {e-"--"1'7-- - e'"1

The two terms on the right-hand side can be associated 
with the steady-state and transient eflects. respectively.
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For this system, the transients have a particularly 
simple elicet on the gain estimates, and possess a structure 
not revealed by conventional analysis. It is necessary to 
use the principles considered in Section 3. letting the com
ponent of interest in ,v(f). 0 < r <  T. be written as

Mil. n = 4„ sin (ii<vn l + ()„)

For simplicity, consider T  T, large. s o e ' r , ' s  0.
The total transient in this system is of the form (It 7’ ) 

e ' r\ for t >  0. where It is a zero-mean random variable. 
Measuring the Fourier component of this transient at fre
quency nt:t0 gives a resultant It ■ G(jiwin).

With reference to the input component differing 
from cos iua„ by an angle ( — n 2) + <)„, the resultant is 
It ■ G( jnrj,,) ■ eJ"  ■'

Letting Gljnri,,) = |G|e it follows that the tran
sients add to the estimate a term which always lies along 
the line at an angle (Ur. 2) — 0n — </>„).

An ensemble of experiments can be considered in w hich 
the phase angle is held constant. This is readily simulated 
digitally. In this situation, the total contribution to the 
measured frequency response at one frequency is shown in 
Fig. 2. w here subscripts are omitted.

A
- I m G

Fig . 2 Resultant measured response at one frequency 
</> = phase lag of system 
P =  true frequency response 

PO «  bins
OQ =  component which is function of angle 20 
Q I =  ertcci of uncorrelated transients 

/ O A Q  ~  ir  2 -  0  -  •»

The construction of the measured response proceeds as 
follows: from the true value P. a line PO. representing the 
bias, is drawn towards the centre of the semicircle rep
resenting G(jttt). From O. a line OQ is drawn to represent 
the final term in eqn. 8. It is shown above that the 
length OQ =  length OP. From Q. a line QA at an angle 
(Ut 2) -  0 — <p) to the horizontal is drawn to represent the 
contribution of the transient. Elementary trigonometry 
shows that this line passes through the (rue value P.

The eirect of the Hanning window on the coherency 
function has been evaluated for this example using eqn. 10. 
Fig. 3 shows the results for a measurement time 
T  =  10 T , ,  at the harmonic frequencies /  =  0. I/T etc. to 
20/ T.

6 Conclusions

The statistics of spectral estimates based on short time 
samples of input-output records can be obtained using cor
relation techniques or equivalently from the impulse

co h e re n c y  l.O r

0.99h

0 92

H a n n in g

'd o -n o th in g  window

0 1 2 3 4 5
h a rm o n ic  num ber

Fig. 3 Coherency us a function o f frequency

response of the system. The second method gives some 
additional insight into the detailed nature of the errors.

The coherency between input and output can be evalu
ated as a function of system response and period of obser
vation.

No mention has been made in this paper of methods 
that can be used to reduce the errors in the estimates. Spe
cifically, many techniques have been developed and suc
cessfully applied invoking parameterie models of spectra 
and systems. The model can take the form of an auto
regressive. moving-average or autoregressive moving- 
average model [  I ].

The authors are proceeding with further work on apply
ing parameterisation methods to frequency-response esti
mates. The novelty of the approach is the inclusion of 
extra parameters to model the components of the mea
sured spectra associated with the significant transient 
effects.

Although attention has been confined throughout this 
paper to white excitation, much of the analysis, including 
the derivation of the coherency function, is applicable for a 
coloured input signal. A major difference is noted when the 
transient is considered in detail, as the response to the 
unmeasured input present before f =  0 is correlated with 
the measured input, and hence with the response o f the 
system to this input.
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ADAPTIVE CONTROL III THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
*Salmer, Leslie 
**Douce, John L.
* Coventry (Lanchester) Polytechnic, Coventry, 
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A method of adaptive control is 
minimised, this being obtained using 
are presented for a simulated system 
parametric and non-paranetric models
LIST OF SYMBOLS

described where the error power is 
frequency domain techniques. P.esults 
and performance is compared when 
are used for the system identification.

G(ju>
D(ju)
K-r

*ru' rrc

bo'al’a2

System frequency response function
Controller frequency response function
Controller gain
Integral gain
Derivative time constant
Input spectral density
Cress spectral densities, input to control signal and 
input to output

,Zj Parameters in frequency response function
G(ju)

1 + a, C jto) • a3 (ju>) 1

INTRODUCTION
Most of the recent work relating to adaptive control has concentrated 

on time domain methods. However, frequency response models are still 
extensively used to describe systems and many practical performance 
criteria are based on these models. This paper examines the use of such 
a model in an adaptive control scheme. Possible advantages of such a 
method are that if a non-parametric model is used very few prior 
assumptions need be made with respect to the system and performance 
criteria related to frequency domain models can easily be incorporated 
into the performance criterion.
THE GENERAL SYSTEM

The method of adaption can be understood by reference to Fig. 1. The 
system has an open-loop frequency response function G(ju) and the 
parameters are to be optimised in the controller D(ju), here shown as a 
three term controller. An estimate of the frequency response function 
G(joj) is obtained by taking data blocks r(t), u(t), c(t). (Details of 
the method of estimation will be considered in the next section). From 
G (jto) the frequency response function E(ju)/R(ju) can be obtained fer a 
given controller D(jw) as



This error power is a function of controller parameters and an 
"off-line" minimisation routine can be used to obtain the parameter values 
that minimise V. The values are then implemented in the controller in the 
system. As more data becomes available this is combined with previous 
data blocks in the estimation routine to give a more refined estimate 
G(ju) and hence improved controller settings.
THE ESTIMATION ROUTINE

Various methods have been investigated for obtaining the frequency 
response estimate G(jiu), these can be broadly divided into non-parametric 
and parametric methods.

Ncn-parametric methods have the advantage that no specific model 
need be presupposed in formulating the estimation problem. The estimate 
used for G(ju) is given as:

E?
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where the summation is performed over successive data blocks. The cross- 
spectra are obtained by using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on the 
data blocks r(t), u(t), c(t) after modifying these by a suitable window. 
Recent papers by the authors [ij- Cl have investigated the statistics of 
the estimate given by (3).

It has been shown that for short data blocks it is subject to bias 
and variance even in the noise free case. The error transfer function 
(eqn. 1) is very sensitive to variations in G(ju) at frequencies where 
G(jio) is close to -1 + jo. Hence the variance in G(jm) can cause large 
errors in the parameter settings. These errors will be reduced as more 
blocks of data are taken into account as the bias in G(ju) is not 
usually a problem.

In parametric methods a model is assumed in the formulation of the 
problem and the requirement is to estimate the parameters of the model 
from the short term data blocks. This method has been investigated 
extensively for the case of auto and cross-spectral estimates &  . The 
authors have investigated a method 0 3  by which a model is assumed for 
the frequency response function. However the novel feature of this 
approach is that parameters are included to account for the effect of the 
transients due to the finite data block length. With such an approach it 
is possible to obtain exact estimates in the noise free case. When noise 
is present in the system the estimates become subject to variance. This 
can be reduced by using data in successive blocks but care must be taken 
in utilising this data as the parameters due to the transients change from 
block to block.
MINIMISATION AND STABILITY

It is required to derive the values of the controller parameters that 
minimise the error power as obtained from equations (1) and (2). The 
problems associated with this minimisation can be best understood by 
reference to a specific system (this system is considered in more detail 
in the following section). Consider G(ju) = 1/(1 + jw)3, the input band 
limited noise and the controller a simple gain controller gain K. The 
variation of normalised error power against K is shown in Fig. 2. The 
required minimum occurs at K = 2.7 and instability occurs for values of K 
greater than 8. However the error power as calculated from equations (1) 
and (2) falls for K greater than 8.



The minimum was obtained by use of the "Hooke ar.d Jeeves" direct 
search method. With this method there is a danger that should the search 
point move to a value of K greater than 8 then a false min'1 mum may be 
obtained and if the corresponding K value is implemented into the 
controller instability of the system will result. As this controller 
setting is held throughout a complete data block this would prove 
disastrous in a practical situation. A test must be performed at each 
search point to check for potential instability and the result used as a 
constraint to restrict the search region. Constraints must also be 
applied to prevent negative values of the controller parameters being 
implemented.

The method of calculating the error power and checking for stability 
depend on whether G(ju) is available in parametric or non-parametric 
form. In parametric form an Algorithm due to Astrom Lsl can be used to 
obtain error power and to check for stability. For the non-parametric 
form the error power is approximated by replacing the integral of 
equation 2 by a summation ever the frequency points. In order to check 
for stability a numerical form of the Hyquist Criterion was developed.
RESULTS FOR A SPECIFIC SYSTEM

The system shown in Fig. 3 v:as imulated using a digital simulation 
with a sampling time of 0.1 second. For such a system the optimum 
parameter settings are K = 3.4, Kj = 0.4, TD = 1.0. The minimum is 
relatively insensitive to small variations of Kj. Tp does not produce a 
minimum but gives very small decrease in error power as it is increased to 
infinity. A constraint was imposed to limit TD to unity. At optimum 
setting the normalised error power is approximately 0.1. Initially the 
controller parameters were set to K = 0.2, Kj = 0.0, Tq = 0.0 (normalised 
error power approximately 0.3) and the system allowed to adapt from these 
settings.

Fig. 4 shows results using a non-parametric model with data blocks of 
length 102.4 seconds (1024 data points) and no noise present. As can be 
seen convergence to the optimum settings is very slow. If the block 
length is decreased, or if noise is added then the parameters will not 
converge to optimum.

If a parametric model is used performance, for the noise free system, 
is considerably improved. The parameters reach their optimum value in one 
data block of length 12.8 seconds (128 points). This is the shortest 
block that could be used because of the resolution of the frequency 
points. With 7 parameters to identify (4 for the system and 3 for the 
transients) 4 frequency points are required (each point other than zero 
frequency contributes a real and imaginary part). With 64 points the 
frequency spacing is 0.156 Hz and the points cause ill-conditioned 
equations in the regression analysis.

If noise is added the optimum settings cannot be achieved in one data 
block. The time required depends upon the noise level and the length of 
the block. Fig. 5 shows results when noise is added. The noise 
represented a noise/signal power at the output of 3:1 at the initial 
setting and 0.3:1 at the optimum setting. As can be seen, convergence 
time is reduced compared to the non-parametric case even though no noise 
was present in that case. Fig. 6 shows the parameter estimates on 
successive data blocks under these conditions.
CONCLUSIONS

A method of using frequency domain estimates for adaptive control has 
been investigated. Results have been presented for a specific system



using parametric and non-parametric modelling. Although the r.cn-parame 
model has the advantage that few prior assumptions need he made regardi 
the system the results obtained are inferior to those obtained using a 
parametric model.
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